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not exceeding six months? The Govern-
ment did not advance wire without
security. Who ever heard of a mortgage
carrying the penalty of imprisonment?

RON. J. W. HACKETT:- Suppose a
settler misapplied £600 worth of wire-
netting.

Row. C. A. FIESSE:- He would never
get so much.

THE: MINISTER FOR LANDS: The
£500 was a maximum. As to the
security, if the wire netting were sold
and the properly overrun by rabbits, the
security would be valueless.

Clause passed.
Clauses 48 to 52, inclusive-agreed to.
Schedlule-agreed to.
Progress reported, and leave given to

sit again.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at five minutes

past 8 o'clock, until the next day.

iLegiztattbt a~zztmbiE,
Tuesday, .9th December, 1902.
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THE DEPUTY SPEAKER took the

Chair at 2-30 o'clock, p~m.

PRAYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:

Alteration in Classification and Rate
Book.

By the COLONA SECRETARY: i, By-
laws of the municipality of Collie, under
Building Act. 2, Municipality of Kal-
goorlie, poundage fees.

Ordered: To lie on the table.

QUESTION-SOUTH PERTH LIQUOR
LICENSE, THREE-MILE LIMIT.

MR. ILLINGWORTR asked the
Attorney General: i, if it is a fact (as
reported in the papers of Saturday,
29th November), that the justices sitting
in the police cutt. Perth, on Friday,,
28th November, declared that the hotel
near the Zoological Gardens, South Perth,
was more than three miles distant from
Wellington Street, Perth. 2, If the said
magistrates declared that the Swan River
was not a highway for traffi, and that
for the purpose of the " bona fide travel-
lers clause " of the Wines, Beer, and
Spirit Sale Act the said hotel was out-
side the three-miles radius. 3, If! he will
ascertain the names of the justices so
deciding, and bow often they have sat
upon the bench since their appointment.
4, When were they appointed. 5, Will
the Attorney General consult the Crown
Law Officers as to, the correctness of this
decision.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL replied:
t, Yes, calculated by the nearest public
thoroughfare. z, Yes. 3, (1.) 0. A.
Saw. (2.) E. Le Souef. (3.) J. Elliott.
No. 1 bas sat frequently, No. 2 seldom,
and No. 3 frequently. Both Mr. Saw
and Mr. Le Souef were summoned a week
beforehand as justices on the rota, for the
hearing of cases on the 28th. 4, NO. 1,
4th January, 1895. No. 2, 21st Novemn-
ber, 1900. No. 3, 7th May, 1902. 5, The
point will be further tested. I do not
think there is much doubt as to the
decision being wrong.

QU RSTION-R&ILWKY PROJECT,
JANDAROT-ARMADALE.

MR. HIGHAM (for Mr. McDonald)
asked the Premier : When the information
promised by him to a deputation which
waited on him about three months ago,
urging the construction of the Jandakot-
Armad~le Railway, will be ready,
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THE PREMIER replied: The matter
is delayed until it is clearly seen what will
be the result on timber exports of the
Timber Combine, and the extent to which
that Combine will affect thie export of
timber via-Fremantle.

QUESTION-MINE FLOODED) COOL-
GAJIDIE.

MRt. HASTIE (for Mr. Reid) asked
the Minister for Mines:- r, If he has been
advised that B~ayley's Console Gold Mine,
near Coolgardie, was flooded with water
tun or about the 19th of October last, and
that a muining catastrophe was narrowly
averted on that occasion. 2, As a con-
tract for deepening the shaft 100 feet has
been let, what provision, if any, has been
made to protect the lives of workmen
engaged therein against a recurrence of
the event at any future time.

THE MINiSTER FOR MINES re-
plied: The department is aware of the
occurrence in question, buat owiug to the
collapse of some of the timbers a satis-
factory report cannot be expected from
the inspector for a few days; on its receipt
farther particulars will be given.

QUiESTION-TIMBER SUPPLY IN THE
STATE.

Mu. HASTIE asked the Premier: If
the inquiries about the amount of the
timber supply available in the State, as
instructed by a. resolution of this House,
have been made; and if the department
has been unable to do so, will the Govern-
ment appoint a Royal Commission to
collect the necessary information and re-
port at an early date.

Tu PREMIER replied: Inquiries
were being mnade, but the information
was not yet available.

QUESTION - RAILWAY AXLE-BOXES,
ROT-RUNNING.

MR. HOL~MAN asked the Minister for
Railways:- z, If it is a. fact that on
several occasions trucks containing ice,
running from Perth to Cue, had to be
trausbipped owing to the asic-boxes run-
ning hot. 2, The class of trucks used on
these occasions. 3, If the trucks were
fitted with Rotheratn's patent aila-boxes.
4, Whether delays have occurred owing
to Rotheram's patent axle-boxes running
hot.

Tan MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: i, Yes. 2, Class E. 3, NO
axle-boxes on the Government Railways
of Western Australia are known as
11Rotheram's Patent Axle-boxes," nor is
the Department aware of any such patent
being in existence. 4, Answered by
No. 3.

QUESTION -- RAILWA.Y FRAUDS,
KOOKYNLE AND MOUNT MALCOLM.
MR. DAGLISH asked the Mi n ister for

Works: x, If his attention has been
called to a paragraph in the Kalgoorlie
.Ainter of the 28th November, reflecting
on the Public Works Auditor in connec-
tion with recent frauds at the Kookynie
railway station. 2, If such reflection
upon the auditor is justified by the facts
of thecase. 3, If itis true that irregu-
larities at Kookynie railway station were
reported by the auditor about April and
July last, and if not, when they were first
reported by him. 4, What action wats
taken upon such reports, and when. 5, If
the defaulting officers at Kookynie and at
Mt. Malcolm were guaranteed; if not.
why not. 6, The estimated total amount
of the defalcations at, these two railway
stations. 7, Ifthe Public Works Auditor
recommended, in October, 190], that all
employees of the department who might
handle money while the railway traffic was
under the management of the Public
Works Construction Branch, should be
guaranteed; if not in October, 1901, when
did he make such recommendation, if any.
8, Why was this recommendation neg-
lected, and who is responsible for such
neglect.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS re-
plied: i, Yes. 2, No. 3, Yes. 4, Im1-
mediate action was taken by this depart-
ment and the attention of the Auditor
General was specially directed to the
matter. 5, The officers at Kookynie were
guaranteed, hut Dot the one at Malcolm.
He was only on probation, and would have
been guaranteed but for an unfortunate
oversight which is new being inquired
into. 6, £,450. 7, Yes, in July, 1901.
S, Answered by No. 5. 1 wish to add
that I have received from the Crown
Prosecutor and from the Commissioner
who has tried the case letters stating
that no reflection was intended to be cast
on the Public Works auditor referred
to.

[ASSE-MBLY.] Railway YYaud8.
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QUESTION-RAILWAY LAVATORY
CARS.

MR., HOLMAN asked the Minister for
Railways: i , Why lavatory cars were not
supplied for tbe (Jeraldton to Cue train
on 22nd November. 2, Who is respon-
sible for the train being sent on that
journey without water for the use of
passengers, 3, Why lavatory cars are
used on suburbau lines when none are
available for 16-hour journeys. 4, If
the Minister will arrange that in future
lavatory cars and a supply of water will be
available for passengers on the Oeraldton
to Cue and other long distance lines. 5,
If arrangements have been made for the
provision of lavatories on the Midland
Railway Company's line. 6, If not,
why not

THE MINISTER FOR RAILJWAYS
replied: i, Carriage and brake vans with
lavatories at end, properly supplied with
water and fully equipped, were provided.
The usual throughout lavatory car couldI
not be attached to the train, owing to an
accident to the lighting apparatus. z,
Answered by No. 1. 3, Lavatory cars
are provided for the long journeys re-
ferred to, and are only used on suburban
traffic to meet urgent demands. 4, No
farther arrangement is needed, but, if
possible, an emergency lavatory car will
be kept on hand. 5, Yes; arrangemnents
have been made, and the Midland Rail-
way Company will be supplied with
lavatory cars in about a, week's time. 6,
Answered by No. 5.

QUESTION-RAILWAY RATES, TO
REDUCE.

Ma. HIOHAM (for Mr. Hopkins)
asked the Minister for Railways: -Whether
the introduction of heavy engiues and
rolling-stock, in addition to the relaying
of the Eastern Goldfields Railway, will so
economiise working expenses as to peninit
of a reduction of railway rates.

Taus MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: The heavy engines and rolling-
stock have been introduced with the
object of econoTUy. The reduction of the
railway rates will be taken into considera-
tion as soon as the circumstances permnit.

flALCOLM-L&VERTON RAILWAY BILL.
]Introduced by the MimNrs'ra POR

WORKS, and read at first time.

CLERK OF ASSEMBLY, CONGRATU-
LATION.

Tus PREMIER: Before the Orders
of the flay are called on, I should like to
express, on behalf of members generally,
the pleasure we feel at seeing our Clerk
(Mr. C. Lee Steere) back again, and our
gratitude that he has safely got through
what muight have been a most serio-us
accident. I have also to express the
fervent hope that such an occurrence will
not happen again.

MEmnieRS Bear, hear.

COOLGARDEE GOLDFIELDS WATER
SUPPLY BILL.

SECOND READING.

M&. 0. J. MORAN (West Perth): On
Monday last I had the opportunity, on a
visit to Kalgoorlie and Boulder, of driving,
round the whole mining area. The day
happened to be characteristic of our gold-
fields, and during the drive, on which I
was accompanied by the memrber for
Boulder (Mr. Hopkins), the topic of con-
versation was largely the Coolgardie
Water Scheme. Having been away froma
our great mining cetret for several
months, I was glad of the opportunity of
renewing acquaintance with it under
conditions which would, if that Were
necessary, rein spire me with the belief
that all of us, regardlees of politics, ought
to do our best. to secure to the mnining co m-
munity a copious supply of fresh water.
I listened tbe other evening with pleasure
and gratification to the exposition by the
Minister for Works of the historical aspect
of the scheme; but I cannot say I was
satisfied with the information given by
the hon. gentleman regarding the practical
part of the schemne. I do not think the
Minister gave those details which are the
country's due at the present maoment. I
desire to thank the hon. gentleman, how-
ever, for the eminent justice he did to the
history of the scheme, and for the
testimony hie paid to the splendid services
rendered by Sir Juhn Forrest in his
endeavour, as a powerful statesman and
leader of this country, to give to the gold -
fields what be thought, and what I think,
is their great desideratum-a bountiful
supply of good fresh water. I shall not
follow the Minister in relation to the his-
torical side of this mnatter, but I do intend
to refer to the past sufficiently to prove
to the House and to the country that

Quegtione, ato.
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the Coolgardie Water Scheme was, and
always has been, a national scheme.
I take the stand now as I have always
done, that the scheme is just as much for
the welfare of Western Australia as a
whole as it is for the Eastern Gold-
fields. It is only fair to acknowledge
that we expected this scheme would be
self-supporting; that we as a solid party,
the old party in this country and a
great many of those then in Opposition,
expected that the goldfields would get a
supply of water at 3s. 6d. per thousand
gallons; and we thought %tt the time
that unless this work was taken in hand,
a most serious check would be given to
the prosperity of Western Australia,. I
have two reasons for saying this, and the
first is because I intend to use my advo-
cacy in making the people of Western
Australia regard this as a national
scheme, to fulfil our promise to the gold-
fields as far as the House is concerned,
and to bear the extra burden, if it be a
burden, as a State. And the second is,
and I cannot help noticing it with deep
regret, that some modern public men
of the goldfields would take up an
attitude of indifference to the scheme
and teach the doctrine that the goldfields
have not asked for it, therefore they
should not now be urged to bear any
unnecessary burden in connection there-
'with. I happened to be the member for
the district, for the whole of these
goldfields in 1896, and in 1897 1 was the
member for the most important of them.
My speeches can be read through by
anybody. I do not intend to refer to
Hansard in the discussion, but I ask
members to trust me when I make men-
tion of the public men and give a. slight
sketch of their views without having to
refer to ifangard at all. I say that I
was one of the warm advocates of that
scheme and an advocate from conviction,
inasmuch as when the scheme was
bruited first it was bruited to me by Mr.
John Maher, and I had a great deal to
do with his proposal and the preparation
of a. draft of his proposal to pump water
to the goldflelds privately. But Mr.
'Maher's scheme was not viewed by the
Government of the day favourably. I was
not then what could be called an enthu-
siast in the matter. I listened with deep
interest to the tremendous speech of Sir
John Forrest in introducing this scheme

to the House. I saw the reports of th
Engineer-in-Chief, and I saw the report
of his subsidiary officers. I went far an.
wide throughout the goldfields to get th
opinion of the people and the opinion o
a large majority of the leading men of lii
place, and the people never hesitated fo
one moment in their allegiance to th
scheme. Members never hesitated for
m oment;- the Press of the metropolis -
the West Australian, with an advocae
which that paper alone could have give
at the timie-and the Press on the rild
fields were unanimous. The leading me:
of the gold~fields were not unanimou
when the proposal was first laid down, fc
there was strong opposition from suc
giants in the mining world as Henry Cia
Callahan. But that opposition soo.
passed away, and the men from whoi
support was looked for, the whole of th
miming managers of the Kalgoorlie bell
after one year from the initiation of th
great proposal were unanimous in adve
eating it, and the strongest of them aI
was Mr. H. C. Callahan, who was s
bitterly opposed to it at first. I took i
stand, and I challenge contradiction, tha
in representing these goldfields I too'
every precaution to ascertain publi
opinion, and public opinion spoke as on
man in favour of the scheme. I ha,
some proof of that, for in 1897 I stoc,
for re-election for the East Coolgardi
Goldfield, which then, as it is now, wa
the big end of the population where th
water scheme would go. .1 was the popula
candidate, as the member for Kalgoorli
will remember; I might have been calles
a strong candidate at the time. I hai
not the misfortune t~hen to have reache
that stage of my political career when mi
popularity was changed into unpopu
larity over a very different mattei

A hatrge was brought against me by Mi
John Marshall, at a meeting in th
Mechanics' Institute, a memorable meet
ing, and I had no chance of being re
elected if this charge which was levelle
against me had not been disproved. Mi
Marshall charged mue with not hamn
supported Sir John Forrest in his ware
scheme, and my opponent, Mr. Same
Wilkinson, was such a warm advocate c
that scheme that unless I had prove.
that I had supported the scheme, eve:
without the mandate of the goldfields a
that time and whilst I was a6 member i

Secand readiog.
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1896, 1 should have had no chance of
being returned. It was easy ior me then
to quote Hansard and to show that I was
acknowledged by Sir John Forrest as the

prnial advocate of the scheme in this
Hos.In 1897 came the memiber for

(Joolgardie, whose advocacy of the scheme
did so much to lighten Sir John Forrest's
mind when clouds looked so dark around
him, I was returned for Kalgoorlie by
a big majority. I was comnilsioued. by
the Press and the people to continue my
warm advocacy of the water scemete.
The people were unanimous. The friends
of Mr, Wilkinson and myself were united
isupporting this scheme. Those people
who wish to look for proof only have to
turn to the Press on the goldfields. That
newspaper which since has evolved a
continuous policy of opposition to all
Governments in Western Australia, that
powerful organ of the goldfields, the
Kalgoorlie Mfiner, hailed Sir John Forrest
and the scheme in terms of high
praise. That sect ion of lt e Press
would not stir one breath of opposition
to the, scheme at that time. I am anxious
to establish this fact because I would
deeply regret to see any member rise in
his pslace and state that the goldields
never wanted this water scheme. We
must ever hear in mind that I here are
voices in a population which will be raised
in opipposihion to every proposal, and
there were these voices raised in opposition
to the water scheme; but they were few,
and irrespective of that the people on the
gold fields. were unanimous in support of
the scheme. Let us take public opinion at
that time; leL us take the 'Press at. that
time; and finally let us take the six menm-
here who represented that district in
189 7-what did they say? Ibhave already'
dealt with myself ; for weal or woe I am]
cornmitted to a full share of the responsi-
bility,asan hiimblemejnber of Parliament,
forthe scheme. In season and out of season
I have supported it, although I have
criticised the old Government in somne
particulars in which I have thought they
have not taken the right action, but that
was only in detail. Then there is Mr.
Morgans. Need I dwell one instant on
his view of the question ? He is the
champion of champions of the scheme.
He has brought to bear upon the question
an espert knowledge, the knowledge of a
mining engineer. He brought tremen-

dous power in lining up the ranks of
Sir John Forrest. He represented the
other great centre, this chv.mpioni of cham-
pions; and I give first place to Mr.
M1organs, and I take second place myself.
Mr. Morgans represented the great Cool-
gardie Goldfields, and hie was, as I have
said, the cuhamipion pr aecellence of this
scheme, next to Sir John Forrest. Mem-
bers will recollect, those of us who were
here then, that in 1897 there rematinedl of
that six, Messrs. Conolly, Vosper- -pardon
me for mentioning names-Gregory and
Oats : those were the other four mining
representatives of the goldfields. What
action did they take? Some of them took
ani action of hostility in the early stages
of the scheme. I mentioned M1essrs.
Vosper, Gregoty, and Oats, who were not
advocates of this scheme at its initiation,
What happened? Mr. (Jonolly, from al
the trace I can find in Haneard, always
was a supporter of that scheme. He
opposed Mr. Leake's endeavour to have
it carried out by p~rivate enterprise, and
voted with the Government in 1897 or
1898. 1 take Mr. 'Vosper, that very
s trong and powerfulI advoqcate of thie gold -
fields, as typifying at the time the head
and front of the opposition to that
scheme. His voice and pen were opposed
to the scheme, and strenuously opposed
they were too. Mr. Vosper ('awe into
this House. He was a man who, whiether
we helieved with him or not, had ai fund
of knowledge on. public affairs and on
matters of this kind, which won my
eordipl admiration, He was a popular
oplponent, powerful on the platform and
powerful in the House. He was opposed
to the scheme ftt the time, but later he
became a warm champion of it. We
remember what a strenuous opposi-
tion he gave to his own chieftain on
this (Opposition) side. Mr. Vosper
stood for the great Noath-East District
Goldfields, and he became an able
and consistent chamipion of Sir John
Forrest's water scheme. Now I deal
with Mr. Gregory, the then member for
North Coolgardie. Mr. Gregory haring
takeon a trip to the fields in I think,
1897, having made it his special business
to learn what the people on the goldfields
wanted on this water scheme, and having
set his mind to work to examine for him-
self the conditions there, came back to
this House and said he found it was
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almost the unanimous wish of the gold-
fields that the scheme should he carried
out, and he was compelled to admit he
could see no other way than that of the
Government of settling the Coolgardie
water difficulty. Mr. Gregory beca-me,
from frequent contact with the people, a
warm champion of the scheme. Then we
come to the last, and in some particulars
the most important, we come to the
genial old Captain Oats, who represents
Yilgarn. He was one of the first and
best wining managers in Western Aus-
tralia, 'whom everyone knew and respected,
and he carried great weight because he
had been manager of the most successful
mine in Yilgesrn. He laid it down that
there was plenty of water, and he had
always been able to get water. Time
went on for a year or so, and Captain
Oats came to the conclusion that in
'Kalgoorlie, where he laid the founda-
tion of the prosperity of somie big
mines, there was no permanent supply of
water. He became of the same opinion
as Mr. Callahan, who was converted to
the view that unless they had a, permanent
supply the mines would be seriously
hampered. H4 became a great advocate
of the water scheme, and he remains so
to-day. AsA far as this House was con-
cerned, the goldields were unanimous in
asking for this wrater supply. I will say
no more on this matter except to touch
on my friend the member for. Cue (Mr.
Illingworth), who about the same time
wavered in his decision with regard to
this scheme, but explained that although
he was not thoroughly satisfied with it,
he could see no other scheme than the
scheme or the Government. His opposi-
tion took the form of advocating that the
matter should be carried ont by private
enterprise, and of seeking by indirect means
to delay the scheme. Although he was
uneasy about the scheme, he was unable
to suggest anything to take its place; and
he gave it as his opinion, as far as the
consumption was concerned, that Cool-1
gardie, and Kalgoorlie could take the five
million gallons.

MR. ILLINOWOETH: He never went for
private enterprise.

Mn. MORAN: The hon. member's
opposition took the form of delay more
than anything else. I think he sup-
ported Mr. Holmes in putting off the
calling for tenders at the time that

motion was moved. Another great oppon-
ent was Mr. Simpson, and he struck isa
colours about the same time as the other
gentlemen. He said the scheme was
required, but pleaded for a low price to
encourage consumption. Mr. ILeake never
denied that the goldfields required this
water scheme. He always was a warm
advocate that it should be carried out
by private enterprise, and sought by all
means to defeat the Government pro-
posals; but he never expressed the
opinion that the water scheme was
not necesary. In looking through
Haneard I find there is one man who
stands in opposition to the scheme,
and that is Mr. Wilson, who Aid they
never wanted the water. I say the work
is a national work. The West Australian
newspaper, with its powerful advocacy,
never ceased to urge upon the House and
the country that it was a, work as much
for the benefit of Perth as of the gold-
fields; that unless we did something to
provide a supply of water, Perth proper-
ties would go down, our mos9t magnifi-
cent mining field would wither, returns
would not come in, and it would damage
our credit with the old -country. I
still advocate that Perth shall bear its
full share of the burden of the cost of this
scheme if necessary. Sir John Forrest
and Dr. Hackett were the two apostles
of this scheme, and they always viewed
it in the light of a national work. As a
corollary they said the scheme would pay.
I do not think it is going to pay interest
and sinking fund, and that is the reason
I lay it dlown that this country is entitled
to take. upon its shoulders some of the
burden of paying interest and sinking
fund. To pass on to the scheme itself,
it is necessary to establish our footing in
this connection, because we feel perfectly
certain that we shall have some little
difficulty in future in getting people to
understand exactly, the surroundings of
this great scheme. As to construction,
the scheme seems triumphant as it
goes along. Opposition seems to be
dying away. Everyone seems to be
of opinion, that the water can be
pumped there. The pipe line has got
over all obstacles; and the weir. as far as
we have been able to learn, has been a
success. Of the catch ment area I am
sortry I cannot s~aythe same. The engines
appear to he doing their work well, and

Second reading.
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the reservoir is well constructed, but I
should have liked some other details from
the Minister in connection with the power
of the engines, and the gross quantity of
water that could be put through from the
dam in 24 hours. Is the effective work
of the pump equal to theoryP

MR. JACOBY:. More than equal.
MR. MORAN:± I am glad to hear it.

Let us deal with the Helena reservoir. It
has a catchment. area of 350,000 acres,
and a holding capacity of 4,700,000,000
gallons of water. Allowing 20 feet at
the bottom for silt, and seven feet for
evaporation, there is an effective supply
in full time of 3,300,000,000 gallons, if
the dam be filled annrually, and this was
the basis upon which the scheme was
submitted to the country and to the
House. I well remember it. I find
these figures to be as submitted by
Sir John Forrest. Supposing this dami
filled annually we should be enabled
to supply out of it 7,000,000 gallons a
day, and that would leave a margin
of 750,000,000 gallons; that is with an
effective supply of 3,300,000,000 gallons.
So if the theory of this catchment
be carried out, what a. magnificent
sheet (if water we shall1 have there.
It was laid down by the Government
department of engineers that three per
cent. of a 20-inch rainfall would fill the
dam. We have had a 26-inch rainfall
this year, and the dam has only caught
and impounded 326,000,000 gallons of
water. It is a most startling proposition.
It is the most serious aspect of the whole
scheme, because if we have not the water
area all our precautions for successful
pumping, all our precautions for reticula.
tion, all our hopes of the future, all our
hopes of overtaking the expenditure, are
absolutely built upon sand. Unless we
can have four or five million gallons per
diemi, all our hopes and ail our calcula-
tions will he astray. The average
rainfall from 1886 to 1896 was 33
inches. Last year the rainfall was
26 inches. In connection with the
reservoir I have been supplied with some
details which I asked for from the Minis-
ter for Works (Ron. 0. H. Rason), which
he kindly provided. It is very interest-
ing information, and I think it should be
made public. I asked a, series of eight
questions, and the answers are appended.
I asked for the rainfall at M undaring for

each of the last two years. In 1901 it
was 35176 inches; in 1902 26176 to the
let December. There were 26 inches of
rain last year; that is, six inches above
the minimum which should have filled
that dam. The second question was,
"Quantity of water impounded each

year." I am told told that in 1901 it
was 1,402,000,000 gallons. Onethousand
four hundred million gallons; alnost
enough to give us a 4,000,000 gallon
service. As I told the House, it was
simply startling to me to find that in
1902, that is this year, we caught and
impounded only 325,000,000 gallons of
water-a sixty days' supply at 5,000,0
gallons a day. Scarcely five million gal-

*lons for sixty days: if you allow for
siltage and evaporation, I suppose it is a
fifty days' supply. The basis upon which
the scheme was built was that of a five
million gallons supply. Question No. 3

1 was, "1Quantity of water now in reser-
*voir," and I £mi told it is 726,000,000
gallons-hialf a year's supply at the rate
of 4,000,000 gallons a day. Of course
you could not draw all that water off,
and evaporation would take some more of
it. At present we have in the dam,
instead of four thousand odd million
gallons of water, 726,000,000. This -was
a most interesting series of questions,

*and they have been answered in a most
*interesting way. Another question was,

" Is there any evidence that the rain
Ifell in soft showers, and did not fall

copiusly ?" hecausethat is very important.
Wydid not the 26-inch rainfall fill

that damP That is what occurred to
i me. Here is the reply:- " There is abun-

dance of evidence that the rainfall for
the years 1901 and 1902 respectively was
touch below the avenage, both as regards
intensity and duration of what might be
called 'useful rainfalls."' That would be
heavy rainfalls, of course. " Since 1692
(rainfalls previous to this year not being
Considered) there has been no season
when the average daily rainfall for the
wettest month has been so low as 1902,
and only two seasons when it was lower
than1901." The wettest month of course
would be when a large quantity of rain
fell in a, short timec and would give a fair
supply. Let us hope that this will
account to a large extent for the empti-
ness of the dam. The reply continues:
"Farther, only one period sinc 1892 has
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occurred when the rainfall for the
wettest month for any year was below
that of 1902.1 Only once before was
the rainfall for the wettest month of the
year below what it was this year! " It
also appears from calculations based on
actual gaugings of inflow into the reser-
voir and on yearly rainfall that there has
been no year since authentic rainfall
records were kept, namely 1877, when
the total ' run-off' was so low as that of
the present year." That is more import-
ant to me than anything else. The run-
off is what we have to ascertaini: that is
how much water runs into the collecting
area. The reply, continues: " It also
farther appears that the combined run-
off for the two consecutive years prior to
1901. has never been nearly so low as
those of the Jest two years, namely 1901
and 1902." Well, it is satisfactory to
know there is an explanation of that
kind. But a dry season might occur
again; and if we ever reach the stage
at which we shall be supplying five
millions of gallons a day to the fields, as
I think we shall, how serious would be a
position such as this, when the goldields
people had got accustomed to the water
supply, when they were dependent for
their daily supply on the taps. If that
occurred we should have a water famine
on the goldfields. The whole burden of
my song is that we must spend more
money in respect of this reservoir. That
is at present the first and most urgent
public work. I recommend that the
Government Engineer be at once in-
structed to take effective steps to make
the eatchment-the run-off or the inflow
to the dam-greater. With that end in
view I certainly recoinmend the Govern-
ment to have the whole of the Helena
River snagged and cleaned of all rocks
and dibria, to allow the water to run
quickly. Every tributary of the Helena
River should be treated similarly; all
fallen timber on the area burnt. Every
stick and log ly-ing on the ground is
a little dam catching the .water as it
flows down, and giving it time to soak
into the round. Besides that I should
ringbark the whole area. That may not
count for much, but some people say it
counts for a great deal. Western Aus-
tralians say that in such districts ring-
barking makes all the difference between
a well-watered and a badly-watered farm.

Farther than that, I naked another ques-
tion. It is a very interesting question,
and touches the problem of catch ment

Is there not a brook of sonie importance
running into the Helena6 River not far below
the present dam, and what would be the cost
of diverting the stream into the dam at high.
water mark ?
Of course, it is no use diverting it below
high-water mark. Here is the answer;
and I may say I have been informed bysa
very reliable authority that there is a
stream of good proportions which could
be so diverted. The department says -

There are seversal fairly large stres i~s dim.
charging into the Helena River, below thc
weir isite; and by cutting contour catch-watec
channels the drainage for an area of about SC
square miles below the weir could, if required,
be diverted into the reservoir above top-watet
level. Sufficient data are not iwamediatelj
available to determine even approximately thE
probable cost of constructing the necessary
drains to divert the water running off this
catchmnent into the reservoir;- but the cosl
would not be prohibitive. It is a work which
might be advisa~ble to put in hand at soun
future time; hut until the daily conaniuptior
approximates five million gallons there is nc
necessity to make provision of this sort tot
increased storage.
That is the opinion of Mr. Reynoldson
who has provided mue with these re-
plies. I join issue with him there, and
say that the diverting of that stream is
the moat important thing to determinu
to-day. We have the example of this
year, when we caugh t a paltry 325 million
gallons of water; and I therefore Join1
issue with the engineer, and say everyN
available catebment that can be diverted
into the Helena, River should be diverted
at once;- and I should snag every stream,
clean it up, and give the coun try a chance;
for unless we do that this country will in
respect of that great scheme have to bear
4 tremendous burden in interest and sink.
ing fund. I take no more chances and
no more risks. I go eveii farther, and
say it is absolutely necessary to do this
to-morrow. We hear of a number ol
unemployed in Western Australia. Thai
is where I should send every unemployed
man to be found about Perth to-day
Why ? I doc not know that there mxay
not be thunderstorms this summer, and]I
know that winter is coming on very
rapidly. There are only 726 million
gallons in that dam; I anm told it will Ix
drawn off at the rate of only 2x~ million
gallons a day. How do I know that ii
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we properly reticulate the goldfields they
will not call for 41 million gallons a day,
and be unable to get that suplI
we wish to make a profit, give the people
a plentiful supply of water, and encoura ge
its use and even its waste. If we
have the pumps, the storage, and the
water, pump a supply into the goldfields
at the rate of 10 million gallons a dayv, if
they will take it. Give it to them ; force
it on them; fur after all, it is but a drop
in a bucket of sand. All the water the
scheme will pour into those Eastern Gold -
fields is only a cipher compared with what
falls there already with a six-inch rain-
fall, and is sucked tip immediately.
I urge the Government to take all pre-
cautions to-muorrow, to get all the labour
they can, to cut those contour drains and
have them ready for winter; to s-nag the
rivers, clear the hillsides, burn off the
debris, leaving a bard surface so as to let
the water run; and instead of catching,
as we caught this year, -jhth part of the
water that falls, 'let us' hope we shall
catch our -3 per cent. of a 20-inch rainfall,
and fill that dam. ,It is to me positively
astounding, the theory that .3 ler cent.
of a 20-inch rainfall would fill the whole
dam with 4.700,000,000 gallons of water.
We have had a 26-inch rainfall, and we
have only *l-th part filled the dam. We
have saved -.th of what we should catch,
in two years. But what did we catch last
yearP What proportion of 4,700,000,000
gallons is 325,000,000 gallons ? That
is all we impounded last year. We
should have caught, on the rainfall,
4,700,000,000 gallon. -Then 3 per cent. of
the rainfall last year should have filled that
dam. That is to say, 3 per cent. of 20 inches
would fill it. Two and a half per cent.
of 26 inches should have filled it; but we
did not catch 2+1 per cent. of last year's
rainfall; we caught sufficient to fill Ailth
of the damn. Last year we caught only a
fraction of an inch. The rain fell; the
heavens gave sufficient to fill that dam.
The water gets away somewhere; and it
must if possible be stopped and saved.
Anybody who has seen the tremendous
supplies of artesian water around Perth
knows perfectly well it comes from the
Darling Ranges. I have always held that
theory, and I am not for the first time
drawing attention to this eatobiment.
Every time I spoke on the Coolgardie
Water Scheme 1 urged the Government

to be sure of their facts in reference to
the catchment. I raised the whole ques-
tion of storage in 1898. Mr. Oldham
questioned the Government; I also took
the matter lip' andl I went personally
several timnes. with other members to
the construction works and saw the
Government gauges. We saw a flume
erected temporarily, carrying the water
over the weir ; and I watched that
for hours and hours, very often for
two or three days a week. And
standing there I was assured by the
engineer in charge -and it looked as if
the gauge could not lie in a square box

Ilike the flume-that there was sufficient
Iwater running past for a sufficiently long
time to have filled that dam twice had
the dam been available. Now, has there
been a mistake made ? Is the small
quantity impounded accounted for by
the tremendous difference in the two
seasons ? Have our Government officials
mnade at mistakeF Is it possible they did
not gauge correctly the rainfall of the
Helena, River ? If they did, then we
ought to have that dam filled in the wet
season. But it is not filled, and it may
not ever be filled with the present supply.
I therefore urge upon the Government
that there is nothing in connection with
this water scheme so needful at the
present time as the preparation of the
whole catchment area. Clean it out, and.
then if we cannot fill that reservoir it is
inevitable that we shall have to spend
considerably more money to provide
another catchmnent area. That cannot be
avoided. We have promised to supply
the people with the water; then, I

Isay, give it to them in large quantities
and teach them to use it. The scheme is
a success as far as the pipes are con-
cerned; so we are told and believe. The
pumping power is there. The £28,000,000
will have to be expended; anid I intend
to base my argument as to the interest
on a. capital of three millions, for we
are told the present scheme will cost,
with reticulation, X2,850,000, The odd
£150,000 will no more than clear the
catchment area or divert some of those
tributary streams into the reservoir, and
carry the water to Menzies, Broad Arrow,
and Xanowna, where it must go, and
certainly ought to go at once. The people
of those places are just as badly off for
water as the people at Kalgoorlie; and
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the water was always intended to be
supplied to those towns. I say, if this
catebment in the several areas surveyed
by Mr. Hodgson is not sufficient, there
is only one alternative-we must have
another cstchment; and perhaps it might
be wise to do as John Maher proposed,
to take the water from the Swan River
itself; that is from the Avon River. It
may be necessaryv to go to the Swan,
and if so I hope we shall go there.
We cannot now turn back; we shall
give our catchment area a good trial,
and the circumstances are favour-
able, for I do not think that for the next
six months we shall be able to give the
goldields a very big supply, because there
will be the whole work of reticulating to
do. Let the people sgee they have the
water ; lot them becomne accustomed to
use it; get public bodies to apply for it,
and use it on their reservations of all
kinds. During this period another winter's
rain will have fallen. One part of our
work for the future must be to pray for a
good heavy fall of rain in the catchment
area; so much in this matter depends on
the will of Providence. The area ofsnppiy
for this scheme now includes York and
Northam. I suppose York will be sup-
plied f rom the scheme; and it will be well
if sou' e agricultural towns will take the
water, if it be true, us we are told,
that the goldhieldis need only 2ti million
gallonsper day. But bear inmind that Sir
John Forrest gave his solemn-promise that,
noone should get water until the fields had
been first supplied. That order has been re-
versed, and N~ortham is now getting water.
The area to be supplied includes also
Southern Cross and Coolgardie from Mt.
Burges, Kalgoorlie from the golden-zone
region to Lakeside. That is where the
water must go-I suppose an area, of
seven miles. in length by two and a half
in width. I maintain also the water
should go straight away to Kaniowna.
Kanowna is entitled to a. supply. It was
included in the first list, and the purchase
of the piping necessar 'y to take the
water to Kanowna was authorised. I
dare say it will be' sent to Bulong also,
and to Broad Arrow and Menzies.
That is the area of Service for the Cool-
gardie Water Scheme, and that area will
bridge over the salt water country, and,
provided the data is a, success and the
catcbment area all right, will afford a

Isufficient supply of fresh water. Beyond
Menzies the country is fresh water, and,
therefore, does not require the Scheme.
I always entertained a fund hope-I
expressed it here long ago-that Perth
might be supplied from the dam at the
same tuue as thegoiddields. If the dam fills
every year, then I should say the scheme
can certainly afford two million gallons a

Iday to the metro politan area, from Guild -
ford to Fremantle. It has always been
held out that at Helena we bave a inag-
nificent reservoir which can eventually
serve the metropolitan area. A water-
supply for Perth and districts from
Helena would not, of course, require
pumping, but would gravitate. I always
hoped that Perth would never need
to look for aniother watershed. If
the goldfields want five millions, and
Perth and Suburbs want two millions,
then, as the water will be overflowing the
dam' for Some months of the year, two
million gallons a day might be supplied
t) the metropolitan district and still leave
in the darn as much as it contains to-day
-seven hundred odd million gallons of
water. I need not again refer to the
question of the reservoir; I turn now to
that of reticulation; and I base my
farther argument on the assumption
that the catchment area will prove a
success. I regret the meagre information.

Irelative to reticulation afforded by the
Minister to the House, but probablyIthe Minister's own information was
meagre. I reproach the Government
with not having brought forward the
question of reticulation earlier in the
session: Ministers should have informed
us of the probable quantity of water
required and of the number of people
inside the effective radius. I intend to
supply those details so far as I can, from
my own judgment and information, For
the purpose of my argument I shal
assume a population of 50,000: I do not
know whether that is too much.

Tan MINISTRx FOR WORKS: It is too
much.

MR. MORAN: There are at least
30,000 people in Kalgoorlie and Boulder,
and the question is whether another
20,000 will he found between York,
Northam--

THE MINISTER von WoRxs: I thought
you were speaking of the goldfields
only.
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MR MORAN: I refer to the whole of
the people to whom the water can bce
distributed,

Mit. HfAsTnE: Do you include Men-
zies ?

MR. MORAN: Yes. I have laid
down what I consider to be the effective
radius of reticulation, and I say my esti-
-mate of the population is about the
mark. York, Northam and surround-

ings,11 Southern Cross and its neighbour-
hood, Coolgardie and the adjoining dis-
tricts, and the populations of Kalgoorlie,
Boulder, Kanowna, Bulong, and Broad
Arrow, I estimate will number 50,000.
Farther, I may lay it down as a doctrine
that the only way to make a water
scheme. pay is to supply the water at a
cheap price. I am aware, of course, that
this argument is subject to the reductio
ad abstwrdum, and that someone may say,
"Mate the scheme pay by supplying the

water at a, penny p.-r thousand." But
hon. members know exactly what I mean.
We must find some means of approxi-
mnating to the price ordinarily charged for
water in other parts of the world. The
50,000 people of my' estimate will use, I
maintain, at least. 50 gallons a, day. I
form. that estimate on the basis of answers
given to certain questions of my own
relative to the consumption per head in
other capital cities of Australia. Before
passing from' that, I wish to observe that
a plentiful supply is more necessary in
Kalgoorlie and on the goldfields generally
than it is anywhere else in Australia.
The Melbourne supply per inhabitant is
49 gallons a day, the Adelaide supply,
56 gallons. Therefore, I am perfectly
safe in assuming 60 gallons a day for the
Eastern Goldfields.

THE MINISTER FOR WORIs: Why
assume more than the Broken Hill
supply ?

M.R. MORAN: I shall come to that
presently.

THs MINISTER FoR. WORKS: The
Broken Hill supply is 20 gallons a day.

MR. MORAN: The price at Broken
Hill is too high, to begin with.

Tun MINISTR Fr WORKCS: it is less
than we propose to charge in the first
instance.

MR, MORAN: The price is 5s. per
thousand.

TUaE MINISTER FOR WORKS: Half-a-
crown per thousand is a big difference.

Mn. MORAN: I plead for the price
stated by Sir John Forrest-3s. 6d. a

thousand However, to arrive at the
supply per head, let us take the city of

IPerth. We know that Perth has wells
and windmills, and also its noble river.
Moreover, Perth has a 40-inch rainfall.
Notwithstau ding all these advantages a
supply of 40 gallons a day leaves the
people of Perth almost perishing at the
end of summer. To quote my personal
experience, I know that I cannot keep a
little patch of garden alive towards the
close of the hot weather, for want of
water. No matter how many Broken
Hills are quoted, no one will convince me
that goldfields residents are not so well
able to pay for water as the people of
Perth, that they are not equally cleanly,
that they are not as fond of bathing and
swimming, of aL little gardening, and of
having the street dust laid. I maintain
that if the people of Perth almost perish
on the supply of 40 gallons a day, the
goldfields at a p rice of 3s. 6d. per thousand
will use 60 gallons a day. The goldfields
have no windmills, or wells, or rivers;
residents must depend on the supply
coming through the pipes. Once the
water flows through the pipes, condensing
will stop, for condensed water can never
compete with pumped water. Do not let
us forget another great factor: while
Perth uses not one gallon, the goldfields
will use at least one million gallons a day
for mining and crushing purposes. If
the water from the scheme can be poured
into the goldields at the Same price as is
charged. for water in Perth, thousands of
acres of ground around Kalgoorlie, Kan-
owna, Menzies, Bulong, and Broad Arrow
will he sluiced; for sluicing will pay at
that price. Therefore, I maintain that I
am not wrong in assu ni inga supply of 50
gallons per day for the goldfields, Then
there is the supply to the railways, which
the Minister tells us will amount to
300,000 gallons a day. I am allowing
only a little over one million gallons per
day for the whole of the mining centres
from Southern Cross to Menzies, on the
assumption that the scheme will be com-
pleted as it ought to be completed. I
maintain that I am entilrely within the
mark. I understand that 'the Minister
has already effected an arrangement with
one group of mines to take 700,000 gal-
Ions a day. Is not that soP
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THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: T expect
it will be so.

MRx. MORAN: That is news to ine.
I thought the Minister lad arrived at an
arrangement. However, one group of
mines will require 700,000 gallons a day,
and all the Kalgoorlie mines have not yet
come in. Moreover, we have not yet
hetrd, anything a bout the little prospecting
mnines all around the place. Farther,
there are thousands of tons of low-grade
ore which we have fondly believed merely
await the completion of the schemne to be
treated. I am well within the mark when
I allow -,6 daily consumaption of 1,250,000
gallons of water for mining p)urposes-
t[hat is, 750,000 for Eagoorlie and
500,000 for the rest of the goldfields.
Possibly the estimate is a little Sanguine,
and mnay need to be reduced to 1,000,000
gallons; per day. The consumption of
50,000 pedple at 50 gallons per day
amounts to another 2,500,000 gallons.
Thea the railways require 300,000 gallons
daily. Thuts on my figures, allowing only
1,000,000 gallons per daky for mining, the
daily consumption on the goldfields will
amiount to 3,800,000 gallons. I take the
liberty of supposing that the supply will
be 4,000,000 gallon3s; and that supply,
I say, might to be made at 3s. 6d. or 4s.
per thonsand. I shall1 deal flow with the
financial aspe~ct of the scheme on that
basis. I advocate that the whole of the
capital cost, with reticulation, should be
included, so we may say that £23,000,000
will be spent on the Coolgardie Water
Scheine. All estimates must, I say, be
based on that assumption.

THE MINISTER FoR. Wouis:- But you
want to take the water on to Menzies
and Ksanowna.

MR. MORAN: Certainly, and I believe
that three millions of money is enough
to do that.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKcS: No.
Mn. MORAN: I am sorry to think

the cost will be greater.
THE MI1NISTER FOR WORKS: You have

already advocated spending the balance of
the money.-

MR, MORAN: Not the balance. I
think that £50,000 ought to be spent on
putting the reservoir in order. Surely
that amount will cover snaggina of rivers,
clearing of water courses, side drains,
and .so forth. In auy event, is there

bann in bringin these matters forward
and evoking discussionF

Tan MINISTER FOR WORKS: Certainly
not.

Mn. MORAN: If ain just as, anxious
for cheapness as is the Minis tr. I take
the basis of 3-35 per cent., which is -the
average rate of interest our loans bear,
and on that basis tihe annual interest
charge on the scheme will amount to
£105,500. The cost of pumping four
million gallons per day is £90,000. I
arrived at this estimate on the ba sis of
the cost of pump)ing five million gallons
per day, which is set down at £109,000.
Maintenance I put' at, the cornparatively
high figure of £45,000 per annum, which
was given by Sir John Forrest. The
cost of collection I set. down at £12,600,

*proportionately to the cost of collection
in respect of five million gallons, estimated
at £1 6,000. Thus the total annual cost

*of the seherno, exclusive of sinking fund,
will be £248,000 per annum. Taking
4s. por thousiand gallons as a basis of

*supply-that is Sir John Forrest's esti-
mate of 3s. 6d. per thousand, plus
auother 6d. per thou sand for the cost of
reticulation, which Sir John Forrest
never expected to have to do-the annual
income will be £292,000. If I make

*a mistake I shall no doubt be cor-
rected. The estimated annual incomne of
£Q292,000 leaves at balance of revenue
over expenditure of £44,000, apart of
course from sinking fund. But the
goldfields should not be asked to pay
3 per cent. sinking fund. The scheme is a

1national work, and should May sinking
fund at the rate of one p)er cent. in the
ordinary way. I see no reason for
imposing a special sinking fund on the
Coolgardie Water Scheine: indeed, the
scheme cannot bear such a charge. 1

am oppsed to making the goldfields
pople pay 3 per cent. sinking fund in

respect of the scheme.
THE Faa miEN: The mnoney has been

borrowed on that understanding.
MR. MORAN:- There is no power to

compel us to pay that amnount of sinking
fund. We know perfectly well how
these obligations are observed in the
breach rather than in the observance by
the Eastern States. We know that sink--

ing funds have been annexed by Eastern
Treasurers. The money lender does not
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care a continental about sinking funds so
long as he gets his interest.

THE PREMIER: But you would not
urge that we should ignore an under-
standing on which the money was hor-
rowed, even if we hadl the jIower to do
so?

Mn. MORAN: T say that a sinking
fund of one per cent, is a fair thing. I
do not think the ignoring of the provision
as to a three per cent. sinking fund will
trouble our creditors ver y much. If I
were head of the Government I should
not hesitate to reduce the sinking fund
to one per cent. : thiat would satisfy me.

Mn. ILLINGWORTH: But it would not
satisfy the people who lent us the money.

Mu. MORAN: We know how mnuch
lenders trouble about sinking funds.
What they do trouble about is how much
of our scrip is on the market. On the
estimates I have given, a profit of
£44,000 is shown. I allow X14,000 to
conmc and go on, because the irregularity
of the service demands that the margin
should be big.

MR. LLLIIIOWORTH: What about eX-
penses.

MR. MORAN:- I have allowed for the
whole of the expenses. I remember once
when the scheme was being discussed in
the House saying that the goldfields
people would be satisfied Io get the water
at 5s. per thousand gallons. I think
that price now is too high; but if the Gov-
ernment sold four million gallons of
water that would give £365,000 a year, or
sufficient to pay the three per cent. sink-
ing fund. The scheme provided for 100
miles of main pipes, that would carry the
water to Menzies.

THE MINISTER FOR Wonjs: Tt was
£170,000 for distributing mains.

MR. MORAN: I maintain that always
was contemplated in the scheme.

THE PREMIER: What do you think
would be the consumption of Kalgoorlie,
Coolgardie, and Boulder ?

MR. MORAN: We will discuss that
when the Bill is going through Comn-
mittee. I cannot break my figures up
now. My opinion is that if a; good
suipply of water be given to the fields,
including Menzies and Broad Arrow, four
million gallons per day will be used.
We mnight put in Eanowna., only a few
miles away. Four million galions at 3s.
6d. would give a return of £255,000, or

X 7,000 more than the total expenditure,
including the interest. So sure as I
stand here I believe unless the Govern-
ment can sell water at 3s. 6d. per
thousand gallons the scheme will never
he asuccess. Unless the people are given
plenty of water at a cheap price, they
will think it is dlear, and it will be dear.
It is a burden in Perth to pay 2s. per
thousand gallons for water for garden
purposes. Perth would be better off to-
morrow if people could get double the
quantity at half the present price. A
poor man would then be able to keep a
garden going: hie cannot do it now.
We ought to have the same civilised
conditions in Kaldgoorlie and. Boulder
as we have in Perth. A supply of
water is wanted everywhere. Why
should there not be plenty of water
on the racecourse at KalgoorlieP Why
should not everyone have a tap that
could be turned on and off at pleasure ?
Why should not the people on the fields
be able to have a. bath. when they like ?
Why should not the streets be watered
plentifully? Why should not the people
of Kalgoorlie have a good head of water
in the streets? It would bring down
the insurance rates. Why should not
Kalgoorlie and Boulder have a, copious
supply of water on their recreation re-
servesP Why should not every man in
Kalgoorlie and Boulder have his homne
with a. nice little garden around it?
The soil there is most prolific, and even
now the little condensed water that
people can afford to put on causes a
transformation. There one can see
pepper trees and creepers and plants all
around the house,. What a diffe rence it
would make on the goldfields to have a
good supply of water! Tt would make a
difference in peace, in politics, in pros-
perity, and in contentment. What a
magnificent thing it would he for the
children on the goldfields, for the tens of
thousands to be there! What a. splen-
did thing to have the schools well
watered; to have swimming baths for
the children! And why should not the

Ichildren in those parts have plenty of
water the same as the children in Perth
have ? This is the ideal which I have
kept in my mind. I do not care if it will
have the effect of waking us pay
more; I do not care if Perth and the

jrest of the State will have to pay-
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their share. The object of the scheme is
to give water to the goldfields, and not
to makce the goldfields pay a certain price
for it. Even taking the price which Sir
John Forrest fixed-3s. 6d. per thousand
gallons-that would give £07,000 profit,
the sinking fund to be borne by the State.

THE PanMink: But Sir John Forrest
did not contemplate things as they are
Dow.

MR. MORAN: I know that Sir John
Forrest contemplated selling five million
gallons of water at Ss. 6d. per thousand
gallons. I know that things are altered
at both ends since his estimate was made.
I know that his realisation of the popu-
lation falls far short. He estimated a
population of 70,000 people, which iA not
there, but the goldfields are not respon-
sible for that. The goldields are not
responsible for the darn not holding the
water.

Tnu MINISTER FRs WORiKS: The dam
does not leak.

Mst. MORAN:- I ant not saying for
one moment that the darn leaks; but the
catobiment is not there. There is not
sufficient catchment to supply the water.
That part of the scheme has not been
realised ; the population wh ich was antici-
pated is not at the other end. But the
great difficulty which it was thought
would burst the scheme has been over-
come: the pipe line is a great success;
we can send the water to the fields.
There is no doubt about it, we have the
line from Mundaririg to within 77 miles
of the resting-place of the scheme, the
first place of reticulation, the last pump-
ing station. We have not lost faith in
the goldfielde; the yield is going up, and
there is a, great future for our fields.
Broad Arrow is; not wiped out and Menzies
is a flourishing centre. Who can tell that
Bulong is not going to be once more a
flourishing place? Kalgoorlie and Cool-
gardie and Southern Cross are in a per-
manent position. I believe Ceolgardie
will one day blossom forth in al its
original splendour. We knew-

The best-laid schemes o' mice and men
Gang aft a-gley.

This scheme has not gone far a-gley yet.
I believe the mines would use the water
and pay Ss. 6d. per thousand gallons for
it. We will be indebted to the extent of
three million pounds, and the only way, to
save itis by sending another million gallons

or a million and a half to the fields. If
the dam is not perfect, then make it per-
fect. It is well known that the profit in
water is in the waste of the water. The
more people who use the water, the more
they waste it. By wasting I mnean they
utilise it in every possible way. They
have liathis when they want them. Why
should not the people on the fields have
their recreation reserves watered ? Why
should they not make their town

A thing of beauty and a joy for ever,
instead of its being the dusty hole it is
now ? The only way to do that is to
reticulate the towns. Put a constant

supyof water en, teach them to use it
and they will gladly paty for it. Will the
House kindly allow me to give another

Iillustration. If we reach the staLge of five
million gallons-and why should we not
-at 3s. 6d. a thousand gallons that would
return £320,000 per aninum, ' leaving
£60,000 profit above all expenses. That
will provide enough on a five million
gallon basis to pay expenses aind give one
per cent. sinking fund on the same basis
as the comm1101 on ans of the country. I

'do not think the State should go on pay-
ing three per cent. sinking fund for this

Ischeme alone. Why should we sink one
part of the lon at three per cent. and the
other portions at one per cent. ? Of course
there is that implied promise to the money

I lender, but I do not suppose the money
lender ever saw the statute. I have only
one other phase of the question to touch
on. I admit the scheme will not pay
from the jump. No matter what we do
the scheme will not pay for perhaps
several years; nor did our railways paty
from the jump, nor did the Fremantle
Harbour Works pay. For thelast]l0years
the Fremnantle Harbour Works have not
paid their way, and it is only now we are

*seeking to miake them, pay, I meant to
have said, in touching upon the question
of sinking fund, that the goldfields will
pay their share of the sinking fund, for
the people are very heavy taxpayers
through the customs and through the

*railway rates, But to return: the rail-
ways were not expected or some of
them were not expected to pay from

*the jump, and many of them did not
pay. The Fremantle 'Harbour Works
did not pay from the jump. The Mint
did not pay; we lost £10,000 a year on
the Mint to start with. Did Sir John
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Forrest raise the cost of treating gold at
the Mfintd No; he did not. When he
found that the Mint was not paying he
lowered the charges, and the Miht now
pays. Do not let us start off with the
idea, of making this scheme pay. The
people were given the ideat that they were
to get the water at 3Ss. 6d. per thousand
gallons. The people are not to blamne
because expectations have not been
realised; they are less to blame than the
Government. The Government said it
would pay ; the Government said the
reservoir would be filled annually; the
Government said they could supply the
water at 3s. 6d. Try the goldfields
people and see if they will keep faith
with the bargain, before talking about
charging 6s. 6d. per thousand gallons.
The poor man cannot pay 6s. 6d. per
thousand gallons. You say he is paying
that for it now, Yen, for the few
gallons wbich he now uses. But give
the people plenty of water.' The life of a
mother and her children is a misery-and
I defy contradiction-if they cannot get
water. You cannot keel) a place clean
without a good supply of water. Give
tbe schools a plentiful supply of water.
I say that in Perth it is hard to pay 2s. a
thousand gallons for water, and 3s. 6d. is
a big price One has to use so much
water in Perth on a little plot of garden
to keep it green, and when, at the end of
the summer, the excess bill comes in one
dToes iiot want to pay it, Why should
we have any advantage over people on the
gold~fieldsP Are. they so much richer
than weP Should they pay 6s. 6d. when

we pay only 2s.?V And the goldfields people
have many, handicaps that we have not.
Their food is dearer; there is 350 miles
railway cartage. They contribute largely
towards the customs duty, but they are
not richer than we are. We should try
to give the people the water as cheaply
as possible. I believe in giving it to them
at Ss. 6d. as against 6s. 6d., which is the
Government proposal. As a Perth mem-
ber, I am prepared to bear the con-
sequences of my statement, I do not
ask the goldfields to pay a price which
they cannot afford to pay, and whiih will
debar them from using the water, debar
the poor people from having this blessing.
The question of the Transcontinental Rail-
way line cannot be lost sight of. While
we believe the water schieme will be a

great advantage and a blessing to the
people, it will be the means of finding the
water to carry the trains over the salt-
water radius and carry them into the
freshi-water country. In reference to the
Bill itself, just let mec say a few words.
I am pleased the Minister has brought a
measure down proposing to take thle
fullest powers to himself for the sale of
the water. I will give him every possible
power in a Bill of this kind. The Minister
has the whole thing to deal with before
he gets it into a going concern. He has
to consider the basis of the railway supply,
also York and Northam. When we con-
sider the water supply at Southern Cross,
at Coolgardie, and Kalgoorlie, and phen
we consider the reticulation, it would be
very wrong at the present time to give the
scheme over to a trust. I am pleased
that the Minister is taking the power to
himself to do all that a trust can do ;
and for the present I am glad he retain s
a seat on the board himself. It is a
public work, a national work, and it will
not be- right for several years to place it
under separate control. The work of

istruction is not complete yet, the dam
is not complete, the reticulation is not
complete. Everything must be left to
the energy and intelligence of the Oov-
errnnent. Let the Government push on
with their reticulation. Let them not be
afraid. The extra few thousands will not
matter one way or the other. Let them,
I say, push on with the work and get to
Broad Arrow, and if in two, three, or four
years' time the scheme is ready to be
placed under an independent board, I
shall be ready to consider it. I believe
that a scheme of this grandeur, and in
many respects novelty, should be kept in
the hands of Parliament until all these
troubles are over. I warni-and I appeal
to the member for Boulder (Mr. Hop-
kins) in this-against making contracts
with leaseholders at Kalgoorlie to allow
them to sell water by retail. Our object
must be to push people by kindness into
well-regulated business areas, and not for
them to be in the hovels they are in now.
If we allow mine managers to retail to,
their hundreds of employees, they will do
it inthis way. An employee will not have
a tap laid on to at house, but he will get
a billy of water as he does now. He will
use three or four gallons of water, If
the employee has a tap laid on at the
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expense of the country, and first and
forelmost you settle him in a residence
area where he will not be afraid to
turn the water on, lie will use it. He
will feel himself a proprietor of his
own water supply. Do not start deal-

igwith mine managers, but deal with
the individuals. Calculate your supply
and your taxation, if you are going
to have titxation upon a population
basis, I warn the Minister of that. I
do not want to see a perpetuation of the
system of wen living in little bits of
shanties close to cyanide places under
most insanitary conditions. Nothing but
the interest I feel in this great subject
could have induced me to speak at such
lenglh upon it.

Tun PREMIER: A very admirable
speech.

MR. MORAN: We who were in the
old Parliament feel the responsibility of
it. I especially acknowledge I feel the
fullest share of responsibility in the
matter, and 1 hold the-se views strongly.
Although the representative of a Perth
electorate to-day, I1 cannot help remeni-
bering what it was brought Western
Australia, as I said the other night, from
the darkness in which it was into the
full light of prosperity which she holds
to-day-the goldfields. I cannot forget
what the goldfields represent. I well
know the conditions of life. I know what
the people have to put up with. My
sympathies are all with them, and more
particularly with the women and children.
When I1 go there and see, as I do, heavy
stormis of duet about that place, making
life a burden and misery, I cannot hesitate
for one moment to say, "Frour your water
into the gold fields first and foremost. Seek
to get a return for it directly afterwards.
Let the water go into the interior of
Australia, if you can do it. You cannot
do too much of it. The people will pay
back through the ordinary channels of
taxation. Let them have this blessing.
Let us not fail short in our liberal inten-
tion of giving them, water at 3s. 6d. a
thousand gallons." When I stood at
Kalgoorlie in the last election, one of the
planks I laid before the Kalgoorlie
electors was that the Government intended
to reticulate those towns to help the
municipalities. That was our policy.
That was the policy I should have liked
to see the present Government take up

w nrmylad go on with, as they will do,
I am sure. That was our intention. The
intention of our Government was to at
once -reticulate those town.s. If the
municipalities should refuse to do the
work, well then we should do it, because

iit was necessary to have the reticula-
tion ready when the soheme was there.
I voiced that opinion eighteen months
ago. I was rejected by the electors
of Kalgoorlie. I do not wish to) say
anything but what is respectful about the
present memiber (Mr. Johinson), but I
cannot help thinking thle Kalgoorlie
people inade a mistake in rejecting a man
whose heart and soulwas with this scheme,
and who would be able to advocate it
more ably, because he knew more about
it than the gentleman who represents
them now. I may be pardoned for making
that statement. I hope and trust the gold-
fields representatives are unanimous now,
and that they will not talk anything about
repudiation. These people want the water
as badly as over they wanted it. If you
go to the homes of the people to-day,
they will tell you that they want the
water, plenty of it and cheap, before
they want any other public work. Do
not be misled. People are hankering
after the blessing of a copious supply of
water. They want water and they will
take it. I do not see that we can alter
the Bill much. It is at good Bill. I
hope as it goes through Committee to be
able to get from the Minister for Works
cheerfully, as he has cheerfully given me
this information, any farther little details.
that will hell) us in this scheme to know
exactly where we are. Besides the ques-
tion of this great Coolgardie Water
Supply Bill, the Factories and Shops Bill
or the Redistribution of Seats Bill falls
into absolute insignificance, to my mind.
This is so magnificent, so great its power
for good or evil, well or ill handled, that
all other measures excepting the Rabbit
Bill, which is grave in its significance-
all other legislation this session sinks into
insignificance. It might mean £100,000
a year loss to this country, or £120,000.
We had a wrangle over £100 rise on the
Estimates. Are we going to do our duty,
and intelligently discuss this Bill? It
means £100,000 per annum. I hope we
have not forgotten those considerations in
-view of the petty sand paltry little affairs
which have almost rended the House,
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this session. We are citizens of Western
Australia, and should rise high above
party politics in this matter. We are
charged with a great work, a work with
the most serious consequences, for good
or ill, and I maintain it will he for gnool if
we go the right way to work about it.
Let us view the possibility of loss, of
having to pay the whole interest and
sinking fund for three or four years; let
us face the matter bravely, believing the
work a good one, and we shall come to
a, paying basis, the same as with railway
works, harbour works, and the Mint. I
thank the House for giving mne this
patient hearing, and bave very great
pleasure indeed in having the honour and
opportunity of supporting the second
reading of this Bill.

MR. F. ILUINGWORTRI (Cue) : The
Rouse is indebted to the Minister for
Works for the very exhaustive historical
review of this scheme which hie has
placed on record in Hansard. Notwith-
standing, however, I think somne very
important considerations were omitted
from that review. While I do not pro-
pose to detain the House with any
lengthy remarks, I consider the time
opportune for tendering a few observa-
tions pertinent to this important subject.I
lion, members who sat in this House in
the previous Parliament are. doubtless
aware. that from the very outset I was an
opponent of the scheme, not because of
its imipracticability, not even on account
of its cost nor yet because of any doubt
of its success as an engineering scheme,
but because I felt that at the time water
was so urgently required on the goldifields
that somne scheme which. would give
immediate relief ought to be adopted. I
held that opinion then, and for a con-
siderable time afterwards; and if the
data on which that opinion was based at
the time I affirmed it could have been
verified, I should hold that opinion
no0w. I believed t hen that a supply
could be furnished to the goldfields
within one " ear, and thiat progressive
relief could have been given from that
time onward to the present day. 'How-
ever, from evidence then &adced, it
appeared that the data on which I based
my belief were not -altogether reliable.
When in 1897 1 tabled a motion for a
commission of inquiry into the basis and
authenticity of the evidence which I had

brought forward, and was defeated on that
motion, I promised the House that I
would not oppose the Coolgardie Water
Scemie again, hut that oil the contrary I
should do all I possibly could on every
occasion to make the scheme a great
success. I think I have been faithful to
that promise. I have never opposed the
scheme since, and on all occasions I have
done my utmost to assist the Government
of the day to achieve success. Therefore,
when the Minister was expressing satis-
faction on behalf of himself, his Govern-
ment, and those who had supported
the scheme, on the anticipation that
the scheme would be at any rate
a partial success, I think he might
saft-ly have added that the congratula-
tions of the opponents of the scheme
were just as hearty as those of its suap-
porters. Now, there are one or two
considerations I should like to place
before the House while this measure is
under review. I wish to refer to at few
basic principles on which the scheme
rested at the outset, the statement of
which principles led me to oppose the
scheme. First of all, it was affirmned. and
declared that withont doubt a supply of
water by the scheme could be conveyed
and would be conveyed to the fields
within three Years. I then said it would
be irmpossible6 to complete the schemne
inside less than five years, and that pre-
diction has been verified. I said that the
estimates of cost laid before the House
were not sufficient to complete the scheme
on the lines proposed, and that the work
would cost far more money. That fore-
cast, again, has been confirmed by the
event. T said I had grave doubts in
regard to the suppl ' of water. I have
made inquiries a great. many tim~es since
then, and I must confess that my
doubts have not yet been removed.
I hope very strongly that no ground
exists for the suspicioni that there is any
lack of suipply in the Helena weir. I
shall look very anxiously for the neces-
sary evidence. I am afraid we shall have
to wait until the coming winter before we
can really test the question. I hope next
winter will show that the forecast of the
late Engineer-in-Chief was accurate, and
that we have in the reservoir on the
catchmient area a supply of water suffi-
cient to send 5,000,000 gallons a day to
the goldfields. I said when dealing
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with the original Bill that it would not
be safe or sufficient to base the future of
thin great scheme on a were supply of
5,000,000 gallons daily: that if the
scheme wais to he a success, it could be
made so only by a much larger supply of
water being sent to the fields, and as
large a consumption as possible being
granted throughout the whole of the
mining districts. I maintained that a
supply of 10,000,000 gallons a day
ought to be looked for, at any
rate as a poss4ibility of extending the
supply. Then I have always taken the
same stand in regard to the financial
aspect of the question. I have said from
the first that the scheme of supplying
5,000,000 gallons a day could not pos-
sibly' be made to pay at 3s. 6d. per 1,000
gallons. I wish to quote now from the
speech of the Right Ron. Sir John
Forrest in introducing this Bill in 1896.
On page 189 of Hansard for that year, the
then Premier is reported as saying-

Then as to the price at which water an be
delivered, the Engineer-in-Chief says; "The
estimated price at which water can be deli vered,
namely 3s. 6Id. per thousand gallons, is simply
an arithmetical resultant from the total esti-
mated working expenses per annum, on the
basis that five million gallons (on the average)
will he sold daily, during 365 days in each
year; but, as regards the Ion the average'
element in the matter, it is only right to say
that this resuilt, would riot accrue if the five
million gallons a day failed to he sold for
several days running, as the work only pro-
vides for a storage reservoir at Mount Burges
capahie of holding two or three days' supply. lIt
is, however, proposed to keep all the reservoirs
along the pipe line continuously fuall by aid of
the Pumping man; and this would, to someextent, restore the balance, if the quantity
available failed to be sold for more than two
or three days at a stretch ; as the working rail-
ways, for instance, could then use the water
out of the reservoirs along the line, instead of
taking it from the pumping main."

Now, I wish to call the special -attention
of the House once agan to the fact that
the late Mr. 0. Y. O'Connor, to whom we
owe so much in connectiqn with this
scheme, affirmed from the very outset
that 3a. 6id. per thousand gallons was a
mere arithmetical .calculation, based on
the supposition that 5,000,000 gallons
per day of water, equally throughout the
year of 365 days, would be sold on the
goldfields.

Mu. MoRAN: But that was on the
basis of 3 per cent. sinking fund.

Mu. ILLINGWORTII: I shall deal
with that aspect of the matter presently.
The estimate covered 3 per cent, sinking
fund in addition to interest and work-
ing expenses. It is remarkable, in view
of the speech we have listened to this
afternoon, that in dealing with the ques-
tion at that time I took up the position
that just as soon as the water scheme
was completed there would be a cry
from the fields that the scheme should b~e
made a national work, and that any lass
should be thrown on the general tax-
payer. We have he ard to-day from the
member for West Perth (Mr. Moran)
a plea in this particular direction. We
have been asked, first of all, to forego
the basic principle of the scheme, which
is that the scheme itself has a life of
something less than 20 years. Sinking
fund should be provided to repay the
cost within 20 years. On that pro-
position the money was borrowed in
London. In every prospectus which has
been issued on the London market there
has appeared a distinct statement that
the money -was to be borrowed for the
purpose of the Coolgardie WVater Scheme,
and that the scheme was to be supported
by a 3 per cent. sinking fund, providing
for the return of the loan inside 20 years.
Yet before we have sold a million gal-
ions of water a plea is advanced on the
floor of the House by a leading member
of the Opposition thatt we should forego
the basic principle on which the money
was borrowed, namely that the scheme
was to be a reproductive work repaying
its cost by sinking fund within 20
years.

MR. MORAN: I say the State should
pay the sinking fund.

Mn. ILLII4GWORTH: I am aware
that the State must pay the sinking
fund, but I now refer to the project put
forward by the Premier of the day

MR. MORAN. That does not affect, the
mioney-lender, you know.

MR. LLLINGWORTH: Which project
was strongly supported by the member
for West Perth

Mn. MORAN: The money-lender does
not care who pays the sinking fund.

Ma. ILLINOWOETH: I entirely dis-
agree with the contention advanced by
the hon. member on several occasions,
that the London money-lender does not
care.
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MR. Moniq:- I say the London money-
lender does not care who pays the sinking
fund.

Mu. IL7LINGWORTH: As soon as
ever one begins to interfere -with the
principles on which a loan is based, one
hats to pay for it very severely in the
London money market. We cannot play
tricks with the London people. Indeed
we cannot trick them even if we desire to
do so. Now, here is what the Premier
said in introducing the Dill: -

I have already referred to a phase or the
question to which I will airin refer, and that
is that the loa wilntb a burden on the
people of the colony. I Want to impress that
on everyone in this House and out of it. it
would be no burden on the people of the colony
any more than a self-supporting concern is
a burden on a private individual. Here we
have a project which will pay interest, working
expenses, maintenance, and sinking fund;, and
this being so, bow can it be considered as a
burden on the people of the colonyP We know
very well that there are many men in this
colony who have immense liabilities, but who
also hare immense assets, yet who figure in the
eyes of their fellows as wealthy men. This
scheme can only be a burden 0n the people of
the colony if the work is a failure; but the
Government see no chance of that. The
people who use the water will pay for every-
thing in connection with the work.

That was the plea put before the House,
the plea on which the scheme was carried
through the House; and it was the plea
put before the country, the plea on which
the newspapers and public men have sup-
ported the scheme and helped to wnake it
a success; and now we have a suggestion
that the general public, the taxpayers,
shall take up a good portion of this
burden.

Hit. Horncrns: Yes; the same way
that they took the surplus on the rail-
ways.

Ma. ILLINGWQOtT~H Whether it
be wise or unwise for us to allocate this
expense for the water schemne as proposed,
the revenue of the country will not stand
the charge. It is veryv well to say that
we get too much out of the railways to
the goldfields; that may or may not be
so- Our total revenue' is so much, our
expenditure is so much ; and the question
is, can we add to that annual expendi-
ture the extra cost which would fall on
the revenue if the suggestion of the mem-
ber for West Perth were carried out ?

MR. MORAN: Only £10,000 a year
extra cost, at 3s, 6d. per thousand gallons

for a supply of four million gallons
dealt'.

Mit. ITLINGWORTH:- The Minister
who introduced the Bill estimates that he
requires in round figures £300,000 a, year
for working expenses, interest, and sink-
lug fund. If we reduce in the way sug-
gested by the member for West Perth, we
shall necessarily have to draw on thle
general tatxpayer for a heavy sum of
money. What I want to emiphasise is
that the terms of the proposal from the
start were that the goldfields people were
willing and would be glad to take the
water, and pay the whole cost of it,

Ma. MOR.AN: At 8s. 6d. per thousand
gallons.

MR. ILUINGWORTR: I contend that
was not the price-3s. 6d. per thousand
gallons. The E ngineer- in -Chief said, " It
is simply an arithmnetical resultant from
the total estimated working expenses per
annum, on the basis that five million
gallons on the average will bie sold daily
throughout 366 days in the year." He
said, in effect: Give mne a certain pro-
portion, and I will give you certain results.
The proposal then was to take the water
to Mount Purges; and there was a pro-
vision in the original Dill for a certain
amount of money, I believe £1 70,000, for
providing what were described as dis-
tributing mains, 12-inch pipes. I under-
stood they were to carry the water on to
Coolgardie, Boulder, and to places as far
as Menzies., There was no idea of "1re-
ticulation "in the sense in which we use
the expression, nor was there any idea of
taking the water either to the mines or to
the houses;- but only to take it to
Mount B urges, and from thence to send
it along in wholesale quantities to several
c~entres. It was expressly stated that the
municipalities would take the water at
3s. 6d. per thousand gallons, and that all
future expenses would be charged on the
people who used the water. That is
what was put before the country; and I
said then that as soon as you got the
water there, and there being a large
number of goldfields miembers in this
House, it would be a most natural pro-
posal to ask that this water service should
be made a national one. I think I said
I should help them when that position
was reached. We have to deal with this
question from the position of the State.
I take this position, that the proposition
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of the Government in bringing in this
Bill is that the water to be sold, whether
in large or small quantities, shall be sold
at a price that will cover the actual cost
of working, and cover interest and sink-
ing fund, this being the only sound basis
of a scheme. We must start with a, price
that will cover those costs. I say the
country is not in a position to take the
additional burden which is suggested, if
it were, I would be one of the first to
assist in the matter.

MR. MORAN- Supposing the schieme
does not pay ?

M.. ILLING WORTHI: I believe the
goldfields would continue to pay if there
were no water scheme at all. T know
what stress there was for water on the
Bendigo field many years ago; and it
was proposed to bring the supply 34
mniles, and do it qnickly, but it actually
took 13 years to convey water to that
field. At first the people on the field
would have been glad to pay 30s. a thou-
sand gallons; but when they actually
received it so many years after it was
promised, they would not pay threepence,
a thousand. That being a gravitation
scheme, it cost less than £5,000 a year to
work; still it was better for the Vic-
toria~n Government to sell that water at.
a halfpenny a thousand gallons after
having gone to all the cost of supplyingI
it, than it would have been to keep te
water.

Mu. Monn:. That is what will happen
here.

MnP. ILLINGWORtTH: This isnot a
gravitation scheme; and though you may
put down another 30-inch main when the
demand for water justifies it, there will
still be the cost of pumping water. Below
the cost of working, with interest and
sinking fund, there cannot be a. reduction
of price, unless you throw the burden on
the general taxpayer. That comes to the
question of nationalising all public works,
and that again implies a general scheme of
nationalisation aOl round. From start to
finish of this scheme, as a matter of good
faith, while we do not want to make
a profit out of the water, we do expect
the people who use the water to pay all
the expense of the schemne; that is the
interest on the money calculated origin-
ally at S per cent., though it has
not been raised at that, a sinking
fund at 3 per cent. to repay the cost

in 20 years, and the actual working
expenses. This was asked from the
start, and the country was pledged from

I the start by Sir John Forrest, who asked
the country to support the scheme on the
understanding that the price at which the
water was to be sold would cover the
interest, the sinking fund, and the work-
ing expenses. I say that pledge must be
maintained. I say we are not in a posi-
tion in this State to take up any burden
and cast it on the general taxpayer, for
carrying on this scheme. Moreover I sayv

1we ought not to be asked to do so; and I
have sufficient confidence in the rectitude
of the people on the goldfields to say they
do not ask it. I say the member for
West Perth is not expressing the mind of
the people on the fields in regard to this
question. The people there have always
understood that they were to pay interest,
sinking, fund, and working expenses;
therefore a proposal to reduce the sinking

1fund from 3 per cent. to 1 is not justi-
fied by the circumustances, and is not
asked for by the people on the fields.
The Government propose, as I under-
stand, to make the scheme pay what it
was originally intended to pay, and no
more. I should judge that if they suc-
ceed in selling more water than their
estimate of three million gallons a day,
and if they find they can convey and Bell
more then three million gallons daily, it
will be their duty as it ought to be iheir
pleasure to see that the price for the
water is reduced to the consumers on the
fields. The Government must sell the
water on the fields at a price which will
cover the total consumption of all they
can send; and the sooner they look at it
from that standpoint the better. I under-
stand the Bill is intended to take up
this position, and on this understanding
I support the Bill. There are some
defects in it, though I do not know that
at this stage they can be called defects;
yet, firstly I ami opposed to the idea of
the Miniister for Works being chairman
of the water supply board. It is a step
absolutely in the wrong direction. The
Minister for Works, who is also Minister
for Railways, has as mouch to do as he is
capable of doing; and to ask him to
undertake the great responsibility of being
the chairman of the board controlling this
scheme, the largest work we have outside
the railways, and ask himi to make it
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a paying concern, is a huge mistake.
The Minister ought not to be the chair-
man of the board. Hle ought not to be
associated with this scheme. It ought to
be separate. As to whether now or at
some early date is another question, but
speaking of the general principle of
working the scheme I say that what we
want for the Coolgardie Water Scheme
is an absolutely independent board, one
that shall be capable of looking all round
this question, and whose side, the Gov-
ernment side of the question, shall only
be this: "Give us interest, sinking fund,
and expenses."

MR. MOiRAN: "Pound of flesh."
M&. ILtINGWORTH:- One of the

greatest pieces of melodrama I know of
occurred some time ago, when several
gentlemen associated with this scheme
complained that a man at Northam had
to pay 6d. for 100 gallons of water,
whereas a week before he would have had
to pay 30s. for 100 gallons of mud!

MR. HOnKWa: Comedy or tragedy;
I do not know which. Not melodrama.

MR, ILLINOWOUTH:. Tile 6d. of
course may have been c-omedy. What I
want to get att is this: th e board ought
to be resp~onsible to the State for these
expenses, and the moment they have pro-
vided for that they ought to supply the
people on the fields and to the fields at
the lowest possible price. Tb is State
does not want to !nake a profit upon the
water scheme, nor does it want to make
a profit upon its railways other than the
necessary interest and sinking fund; and
if we keep on these lines andl maintain
the principle that. our sinking fund
and our hules are never to be a buirden
upon this State, we shall be on
safe lines. I have said repeatedly in
this House, and I repeat aga1in, that
we are the one State, proud State
I should say, in this Commonwealth
that has provided for its loans by a
proper investment scheme, and so long as
we retain that, we cmi safely borrow for
reproductive works. We can safety con-
tinue to borrow, for we can show that
the works for which we spend the money
will produce interest and sinking fund,
and at the end of the time there will be
no reconversion loan. While we go
upon those principles we shall be upon
absolutely safe lines from the financial
standpoint. I say I do not approve of

the suggestion that the Minister for
Works sheold be chairman of this boa-rd.
I still think that while there is a board
and while the Government should main-
tain the right to appoint someone to
have control, the Minister for Works is
not the man to go upon the board.- Then
it is suggested in Clause S we shall have
an engineer receiving a salary of £1,500
a year. Look at it! An engineer at
£21,500 a year and thbe chairman of the
board to get £1,000 a year for doing not
only this work but all his othpr work,
Who is going to control this thing?
Clearly by the importance of the salary
he receives, the man who will control the
concern is the engineer. I object to that.
I want to see on that hoard a man whose
whole time will be devoted to watching
the interests of the State on the one
band and the interests of the consuimers
on the other ; not a mere engineer, who
will simply look at the whole schleme from
a professional stand point, but a good
sound commiercial man who will see that
the State interests are conserved and that
the people's interests are conserved; and
the only way this can be done is, as I
have already said, by making the very
most of every gallon of water you send
through, seeing that large quantities are
sent and seeing .tbat large quantities arc
consumed, so that the price may he
reduced to the consumer,

Ma. MORAN: How are you going to
Iforce a large quantity to becnue.

Mn. ILLjINGWORTH: There are
two ways of doing it. I know what is in
the honi. member's mind. Thle hon.
member says, reduce the price.

MR. MoR.AN: That is right.
MR. ILLINGWORTR: I say increase

the area.
Ma. MORAN: Where to?
MnR. ILLINGOUTH: The whole of

the fields. Go right through the whole
district. What is more, 1 say this.
There is any quantity of sale for this
water at over 3s. Gd. per thousand
gallons before it reaches the fields, so the
fields need not trouble about that. People
would take it before it got to the fields,
if you could supply it. If you sent up
10,000,000 gallons a day, so much the
better. I am with the hon. mnember in a
most earnest desire to test the question
of the supply. Let us settle that ques-
tion. Let us have an inexhaustible
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suJpply, and then devise mns by whic;h
we can sell as much water as we can
possibly get along the pipes. I hinted
when this question was first brought
before the House that if the first pipe
proved a success, it would be necessary to
put down a second one so as to get a
larger supply ; that only by getting up a,
large supply, and creating a demand for
the water itself right along the line and
as far out as you can extend the suppiy,
will you be able to make this a finan-
cial success. The desideratum is large
quantities at a low price. [ must
confess I am positively dissatisfied
with the Government and the Minister
for the uncertain sound given upon
the question of supply. Question
after question has been asked ini this
House, and we have never y et had a
definite and straight statement as to what
the supply really is. We have had it
published in the Press by men who
appeared to have a considerabe amount
of information that in July next the
reservoir will be empty, by sending
3,000,000 gallons a day. That is a most
appalling thing, if true; it is so appalling
that I cannot possibly bring my mind to
believe it.

MR. MORAN: I gave you the figures.
MaR. ILLINOWOETH : I say we have

never had from the Government-I amn
not blamning the Government as in-
dividuals, but I am blaming the dlepart-
ment-we have never yet had a statement
that statisfies this; House and the people
of the country that there is practically
an inexhaustible supply at the Helena
reservoir. We want that. If it is not
there, we want it created. If the present
source of supply is not sufficient, we want
the Govern ment to take steps immediately
to give an inexhaustible supply. Then
we want a board that will go upon the
business principle of saying, " We have
to produce so much money, and the only
way to produce that money is to sell a
large quantity of water at a reasonable
price." The cost must not be too high.
Of course there is a way of making it pay,
namnely by charging a high price on the
fields for a, small quantity of water; but
that would he neither wise not just.

MR. MORAN: That is what you are
advocating.

Mn. ILLINGWORTH: It is not. We
could bring the price up to 10s. Gd. a

thousand gallons to people, and they
would take a certain quantity at that
price. We could sell enough at that
price to cover the cost.

Mn. MORA.N: You could -not.
Ma. ILLING WORTH: It would not

be j ust or wise. The figure the Govern-
ment gives, 6s. 6d., is a pretty high one.
Oonsider what we expect from this big
scheme. I have always felt 3s. Gd. was
out of the question, and I say so still,
but I think we may get to something like
those figures, or at any rate a lower
figure than 6s. 6d., if we increase the
.source of supply. I hope. the G4overn-
mnent will give us absolute proof as far as
they aLre able to satisfy this House anid
the country that they have within their
reach a really inexhaustible supply of
water. As soon as they can get their
machinery in full work and are selling all
the watter they can pump, this HDuse will
he prepared to support them in a schemie
to put down aniother pipe and another
svt of pumps. 1 am quite sure of that.
Let us have this evidence. Most of what
I have to say had better perhaps be said
in Cornmittee, if I have the good fortune
to be in Committee. I repeat that the
Minister should not be chairman of the
board. The chairman ought to he an
absolutely independesa man, elected or
nominated by the Government, and he
should have an absolutely independent
position over and above the engineer. I
am entirely with the niember for West
Pdrth (Mr. Moran) when he suggests the
Government should not propose to retail
the water, I ant a little surprised that
such a proposal as this should emanate
from the Government. It is practically
the most tinwise thing I ever heard
proposed. To propose, after all the
trouble aind expense we have had in this
State, to sell their water to companies up
there for them to retail it to others is a
thing too absurd for words, and 1 hope
thbe Government will be prepared to throw
that out. Either let people reticulate on
the leases and take the benefit of it, or
else give a supply on the areas where
they desire. people to live. I hope that,
proposal will go by the board, in Com-
mittee. Let the Government permit
the mines to obtain what they want
for themselves, but not make any
second party a re-tailer of the wate-r.
That provision is abs urd,'in my opinion.
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The three things I want to see altered in
this Bill are these. I want to see the
Minister struck out and someone else put
in -who will do the work thoroughly. I
want the provision in Clause 7 tha the
Minister fo.r Works shall be chairman of
the board got rid of, and I want the
salary of the chairmanm of the board to he
suc;h as to make him superior to the
engineer of the board. I want the Gov-
ernment to retain absolute control of the
sale of water, and not give it to any
s~econ~d person. Those are the only points
on which I am at variance with the
Government on this Bill. In conclusion
I wish to say that this Bill has been &.
matter of very grave anxiety to me.
Members know that I had the privilege
of introducing a. Loan. Bill over a, year
ago, and I tried to impress upon the
House the absolute necessity of making
an arrangement for a. declaration with
regard to this water. I have been
exceedingly anxious ever since. I hope
the Government will exert their whole
strength to get this through. Whatever
may be their idea of getting into recess
before Christrm, this Bill miust pass
before they do so. Until this Bill -is
passed and made the law of the land and
the board appointed, this Parliament
must not adjourn. I hope the Govern-
ment will stand by this Bill, and endeavour
to get it on the statute-book as soon as
possible. I congratulate the Minister
and the Government upon the introduc-
Lion of this Bill.

MR. J. V. HOPKINS (Boulder): It
is almost surprising to hear the argu-
ments brought forward by members
regarding this water schemue. The rial-
ways that have. served the Eastern Gold-
fields from the time they were opened
have paid enormous profits, which profits
in their turn have on every occasion been
used to wipe off deficits that have been made
on other railways in the State. According
to the reasoning of the member for Oue
(Mr. Illingworth), as we have had a prifit
on the railways serving the Eastern
Goldfields, we should have had a. reduc-
tion in the rates until such times as
thase persons who used them would have
only contributed the amounts required
to make these railways a payable con-
cern ; hut that has not been followed out;
and I ask, have the people at Buubury
been called upon to pay a special tax

because their breakwater is not a,
dividend-paying concernF We under-
stand the Govern ment in the past recog-
nised that to try and bring prosperity to
this State, to aid in a proper manner
the development of its commerce, it was
necessary to open up certain harbours.
Some of us think they should have
opened more. When large sumsr of money
are expended for the purpose of opening
harbours, and so aiding the commerce of
the con ntrv, Fremantle is not called on to
pay a spe~cial rate because a harbour
happens to be opened there, aud neither
is B~unbur y. We know that Government
House does not pay a dividend, and that
the Fremnantle Gaol does not pay one
either; yet no one advocates the imposition
of any special tax in respect of either
institution on the people of Perth or
Fremnantle. After all, the question is not
what Si r John Forrest stated, or what the
Estimates wore or -are, or what any person
may have said when the Bill was intro-
duced in the first instance. We know
that pressure was brought to bear, We
'know that the opinion of the country was
that the goldfields would not continue
prosperous unless water were taken to
them. We know the mining industry
made Western Australia what it is. At
that date every industry of the State
d epended more or less on the development
of the goldfields-on the continuance of
golddields prosperity. All these factors
were brought to bear when the possibility
of pumping water to the goldfields was
being considered. The water has now
just about reached the fields. During the
last session I urged time and again-I
think I was the first meoiber to make the
suggestion-that the first, second, and
third sections of the scheme should be
tested as completed, in order to settle
the question of practicsbility. Following
on that, 1 asked that the matter of re-
ticulation should he taken in hand.
I understand that we are to have a
celebration in January, and that the
celebration is to take the form of a tap
on the main pipe running into the Kal-
goorlie reservoir being turned on by a
former Premier of this State. To my
way of thinking, neither that Premier nor
any other person would open even a
scheme of such magnitude with feelings
of pride unldess he had the knowledge
that the turning of the tap meant that
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the household requirements of goldfields
residents were being sup plied; and I should
think that to a full feeling of satisfaction
there would also be necessary the condoc-
tion that the schemne was successful from
a financial point of view. The Govern-
ment have pronounced this Bill a simple
one, and perhaps it is; hut whethier this
simple Bill will work adequately under
complex circumstances remains to be
seen. I am rather inclined to think the
Bill is found not so simple when one comes
to look into it. I need not detain the
House at great length. In view of the
magnituide of the question, in view of
the State of the House, and in view,
farther, of the attendance while second-
reading speeches on this measure are
being, delivered, no disinterested observer
can fail to recognise that the sooner
Parliament is prorogued or something
ekie is done, the better it will be for the
State.

MR. ILLIROWOaTHI: Fourteen mnem-
hers present!

Ma. ITOFINS: The Paucity of At-
tendanee is an indication that the session
has reached a stage when members can-
not attend to their duties as they ought.
For my part, I am inclined to think that
instead of estimating a sale of 2,500,000
gallons a, day at 6s. 6d. a. thousand, the
Governmen~t would do well to take the
original estimate of 5,000,000 gallons a
day-, and reduce the price, not necessarily
to 3s. 6d., but to 4s. per thousand gallons.
After all, the qu~estion is not how much
the Government can get per thousand
gallons, but how miuh water they can
sell, and how by selling a, larger quantity
they can increase the revenue from the
scheme. [IRisans-: What about the
supply ?] I can~not for a moment
recognise that the supply is either greater
than the demand or not sio great as the
demand, time enough to consider that
phase of the question when it arises. I
take it that the expert engineering
advice at the disposal of the Minister
has satisfied him that there is no reason-
able ground for anxiety on that score. Tt
has been said that the scheme will be a.
burden ou the people. Undoubtedly, it
will he a burden on some people if the
price of the water is to he fixed at 6s. 6d.
per thousand gallons. The success of
the COolgardie Water Scheme will depend
on the existence of a myriad taps from

which the water will not only be con
sumed but from which the water will hb
wasted. The multiplicity of taps will hi
the great factor in determining thi
amount of water which will be can
sumed by mneans of this great schemc
Reference was made to the fact tha.
a debit of £200,000 or £250,000 ha

Ialready accumulated by way of interes
Iand sinking fund. That amount, -.

suppose, will bie debited against tb'
scheme. But whose fault is it that. sue]
a debit has9 accumulated? Of course
the money* will be charged against shi
scheme, and the schemne will be charge
against the goldflelds; but is it the fanl
of goldfields residents that the sem4in
was not completed 18 months agoP 0
course it is not. If the work had beei
carried on in a businesslike mnanner fron
its inception the srheme would have beei
finished 18 months ago, and instead o
being burdened with a, debit of tim.
description would have been paying a
least a portion of the amount necessar'
to cover interest and sinking fund.

MR. ILLINGwoRTH: But for the presen
Government, the scheme would not havi
been finished for another year

Mit HOPKINS: The good work nv
this Administration does not atone fo:
the sins of previous Adiniistrations.

Ma. MORAN: Neither does it aton4
for the hostility displayed towards tiii
scheme by members of the presen
Government when in Opposition.

Ma. HOPKINS: I shall not entei
into the history of the scheme, but I as!
why reticulation should not be finishei
as soon as the scheme. If during Iasi
session any authority or any power. ha
been asked for by the Government foi
reticulation purposes, that power oi
authority would have been granted. Bi
no; Ministers would not adopt thai
course. They took the stand of saying
"No; we -will not arrange for reticulation
we will hang back until the scheme i!
nearly finished to see whether we caunol
force the municipalities to undertake tlu
work of reticulation." That proposal, t(
my 'mind, is altogether absurd. It,
adoption would have called into existene(
several water trusts wvith several differeni
systems of reticulation. Each trus
would have to pay five or six per cent
interest for the money it might require
and moreover each trust would employ e
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differvnt set of engineers with probably
very little knowledge of the work. I do
not think anyone giving a moment's
serious thought to the Coolgardie Water
Schemle could ever in the first instance
have given a vote either in this House
or in another place for the passing of
a Bill authorisinig the construction of
the scheme, if he had imaginied that after
the water bad been pumped to, the gold-
fields centres through a 2ft. Gin, or Sft.
pipe it was to be distributed by means of
water carts.

'MR. ILLINGWORTA : That is precisely
what members aid vote for.

MR. HOPKINS: Then the fac-t does
not reflect credit on their intelligence.

MR. Moxax:- The member for Cue
(Mr. Illingworth) must have been the
only one who voted for the Bill on that
assumption. I did not, as my~ first speech
will show.

MAf. HOPKINS: I understanid the
member for West Perth (Mr. Moran) to
have announced his belief that reticula-
tion was provided for byj the original
scemeie; hut, at all events, if reticulation
was not originally provided for, is not
that all the more reason why the Govern-
ment should during last session have
introduced a mneasure for the purposeY
They had money available, if not out of
the surplus then out of thle hialf-million
of the Savings Bank funds. I might
refer at greater length to certain points;
but the session has reached a stage at
which it is desira ble that members should
be as brief ats possible. Turning now to
the Bill itself, I find that administration
is to be by means of a hoard. The board
is to consist of three members, of whom
two are to form a quorum. The chairman,
be it note, is to live 400 miles awa~y
from the scene where the operations of
the board really lie. If two are to form
a quorum, where does the chairman comne
in at all, and what are his powers? I
said at the beginning, and I reiterate
now, that if the scheme is to be worked to
the best possible advantage, it must be
placed under the management of an inde-
pendent board. Whether that board
shall consist of one commissioner or two
or wore commissioners is a matter for
the House to determine; but I assert
that the farther the board is removed
from local influences and from State
Politics, the better it will be for the

eventual interests of the scheme and
for the interests of the persons to be
benefited by the scheme. Part III.
deals with construction and management
of works, and provides that " the
Governor may, by order in Council, con-
stitute and define the boundaries of a
water area for thle purposes of this Act."
I hope the provision will bc so amended
as to allow of that course being taken oin
the application of local governing bodies.
I see no reason why the clause should be
enforced, if it is not desired by the local
governing body that reticulation should
be made.

MR. HAS4TIB: You would place the
power in the hands of the roads boards ?

HM.. H1OPKINS: In the hands of the
people, of the residents generally. They
can bring sufficient pressure to bear on the
local governing body if they want reticu-
lation., As a matter of fact, it is not
alone for these people that water mains
have been constructed. The railway
requirements have to ho taken into con-
sideration, and also the requirements. of
all the industies which are dependent on
mining at the present time, and wil
continue, I suppose, to be dependlent on
mining to the end of time. The boardl
may makze and levy the water rates.
That, following on the procedure adopted
iii Perth, is commendable, I suppose;
but if it is right to levy a rate on omne
property, surely it is right to levy it on
another. 1, for my part, will not consent
to this board or any other being allowed
to discriminate between properties within
one area. Within one area all properties
should be treated alike, since reticulation
is for mutual benefit. As it is, power is
given to discriminate and exempt from
a rate of as much as 2s. in the Zt Of
course the exemption and the discrimina-
tion are not for the benefit of local property
owners, by any means. The intention is
to tax local property owners; but when
it comes to properly owners residing in
the old world, of course every cherishing
cane must be lavished, and assuredly no
rates must be imposed. The rate is an
imposition which will continue for so
long as this measure remains in force,
but a contract for the use of watt'r such
as will be entered into by owners of
property resident outside tle State must
be for a definite period. If the matter is
left to the Chamber of Mines, the period
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will be jusat such as to suit the absentee
owner' s convenience. Under Clause 38,
Subelause I-

The board may, with the approval of the
Governor, contract with any Company, associat-
tion of companies, or other consumer (herein-
after called the purchaser) for the sale of
water, by measure, on such terms and condi-
tions as to the board may seem fit.
And Subclause 2, paragraph (b), autho-
rises the board to-

Exempt the purchaser and the occupiers of
any land within the area defined in the con-
tract from the payment of rates under this
Act.
Against that I enter a, solemn protest. If
the rate is to be levied, let it be levied on
every property within a. water area. If
the price mast be increased, increase it;
but by all means let every person, and
every person's property, within one area
he treated on absolutely the same foot.
fig. Then I come to Clauise 53 -

Any person in occupation of any portion of
the surface of a gold-mining lease or mineral
lease shall he deemed an occupier, and liable
to be rated in respect of snob occupation not-
withstanding any want of title to occupy the
same.
The person living on a gold-mining lease
mnay have his property levied on notwith-
standing that he has -no title. A rate is
to be struck on property which can be
put on a jinker and carted twenty or
thirty miles away inside so many hours.
A rate is to be imposed, hut how is it be
collected ? It will not be collected at all
in most instances, because under Sub-
clauses (o) anid ()-

Section eighty-three shall not apply, nor
shall the leaseholder be under any liability in
respect of the rate in default of payment by
such occnpier; and payment of rates by such
occupier shall not affect the liability of the
leaseholder to be rated and to pay rates in
respect of the same-

An independent and capable authority
sent there in the interests of health
would find that half the people at present
residing on leases are living under con-
ditions which, to say the least of them,
are not sanitary. Now, it is proposed to
conunect these places with the water
scheme, and the appointment of engineers
to do the work is talked of. I think we
had better send sanitary experts to report
on the condition of the leases in the first
instance. These people in the past have
paid no rates, whilst local governments
have imposed heavy health rates on thbe

people residing in the towns. When I
was Mayor of RAudder, the few people
within the muniipal boundary paid a
health rate and a. general rate of 2s. in
the X; bitt the large population imime-
diately outside the town bou ndaries obtain
the benefit of all the work of the local
governing body with out Paying anything
in return. The Bill seeks to impose a
rate, not on the freeholder or lease-
holder, but on the owner of property,
of a house which can be picked up
and. shifted by means of a jinker with
the greatest ease; which rate in many
instances will not be paid, and then it
means a, loss which has to be placed
against the profit from the water which
has been consumed by freeholders or by
those living on the areas. That clause
opens the possibility that when you once
remove fromn the leaseholder the liability
to pay, as you are doing under the clause,
you are making a provision the effect of
which will be that people on the leases
will not pay the water rate.

MR. JoHiisoN - You would drive them
off the leases.

MR. HOPKINS : I would not dis-
criminate between. the man on a freehold
or a residenice area and the man who
holds a gold-mining lease. English
capitalists holding a gold-mining lease
should accept the responsibility of their
property, on the principle that property
has its obligations as well as its ad-
vantages. The English capitalist knows
be is rated for his property and all the
buildings on it; and it should be a simple
thing, for him to send a clerk round to
all the persons living on his leasehold,
and tell them that if they pay the water
rate beore a certain date they can
remain. If, on the other band, you
make your provision in such a way that
the holder of a gold-mnining lease is not
to be made liable for rates levied on
people who live on the lease, if those
persons do not pay and if. the holder of
the lease is not required to pay, you will
be building up a deficit against the water
schemne. That result is an indication
that the Bill is not foun ded on sound
principles. If we say that a. rate shall
he imposed in every instance, and we
strike a rate on a gold-mining lease, the
manager of the lease may have 50 pesn
residing on it, and if they owed an aver-
age of £1I each, you would have a liability
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'here of £50 against the gold-mining
lease. All that the manager would have
to do for enforcing payment from those
living on the lease would be to send
round a clerk 4nd call on them to pay
the money by a, certain date.

THE PREMIER: Would not thle effect
be that the leaseholder would have to
drive those people off the lease if they
did not pay the water rate.
MR. HOPKINS: No. The position

is that when they were rated for health
purposes, the gold-wining companies, or
their managers, would put notices on the
leases stating that all persons living on
the leases must parv the health rate before
a certain date, or leave. If you go on
the other principle in connection with
this water rate, and say that persons
holding a gold-mining lease shall Dot be
compelle to, pay, but that the few people
living inside the municipal boundaries
shall be compelled to pay, your Bill will
not be equitable as between one kind of
customer and another. Having had big
experience of muicipal affirsT, I Say
the bulk of people on the goldflelds or
elsewhere will recognise a legal liability
so long as you enforce it against themi.

MR. MORAN: That is the case all over
the world.

Mu. HOPKINS: There is no occasion
to shift anybody off the leases. If it
suits the manager of the Boulder mine
to keep 50 tenants on his leases let
him do so; but the manager should
see that they live there under healthy
conditions, and this he could do by
having the premises inspected by a
reliable authority and reported on from
time to time. It is an old story about
removing people from the leases. It has
been previously urged against. me on the
goldfields, the sameU as it is urged here
now; but never have I advocated any-
thing which would lead to the removal
of persons from the leases, except when
I did advocate that the mine managers
should post notices on their leases that if
the tenants owed health rates and did
not pay by a certain dale, the tenants
would have to leave the leases. There is
a legal liability against 'hundreds of per-
sons living on those gold-mining leases
for health rates which have not been
paid and never will be.

Ifn. HASTtE:' You have got authority
to enforce the health rate.

M. HOPKINS: The old boards of
health did obtain authority; but probably
the rate has gone so far into arrear that
it has not been bothered about. The
health rate referred to was validated by
a special Act of P'srliament; and whilst
the people in the municipal boundaries
paid their health rate, those outside did
not pay. There may have been a few
who paid, and amongst those who did
not pay you would findl some of the gold-
mining companies. That is an indication
show in g what may be expected under th is
Hill ; and if you are going to remove the
liability from the owners of property in
the one instance, it should be equally fair
to -remove the liability in regard to other
properties. If a person applies for a
supply of water from tie pipe, and for
obvious reasons the water board is unable
to supply water except by means of a
stanidpipe, then I should resent the pay-
ment of a3 rate based on the whole cost of
the water service. In regard to borrowing
powers, the board may, with the approval
of the Governor, borrow-we ought to
put in there the words " from the
Government." I think also it is a novel
idea to limit the amount of percentage
for a loan. People usually tender at
such a rate of interest as they think
suitable.

THE PREMiE: No; you specify the
interest, and they may tender above or
below par.

MR. HOPKINS: What is that but
fixing the rate of interest ? Again, there
is no limit to the amount the board may
borrow. There should be a limitation of
the amount. After al, when it comes to
working this water supply it will have to
be on a purely commercial basis; and if
it is found that the price of the water is
to be fixed at Gs. 6d. per 1,000 gallons I
do not hesitate to say that the supply will
probably be much greater than the
demand. That is not what we desire..
We want to use all the water the scheme
is capable of supplying, and then you can
arrive at a basis on which von will be
able to work the scheme in the interests
of the country.

Maz. R. HASTIE (Kanowna):- If there
is a measure that might well be discussed
in Committee rather than on the second
reading, it is this one. But while saying
this, I will take the opportuity of making
some general observations. Firstly, I
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congratulate the Minister for Works on
the particularly lucid manner in which
lie explained all the provisions of the
Bill. We have waited so long for the
Bill that now we have got it we feel sure
the general desire will be to pass it as
soon as possible, so that the reticulation
of the water may be started at an early
date. The membcr for West Perth (Mr.
Moran) spent much time ini vindicating
his character aid actions, as well as the
actions of various gentlemen who had to
do with the scheme in its early stages. I
do not use this opportunity for vindicat-
ing an Iy position I have taken on the
question. I did everything I could,
years ago, against the scheme, because I
doubted the feasibility of it, and doubted
whether we should ever see the water
delivered on the fields. But now that the
scheme is getting into working order at
an earlier period than I anticipated, I
shall do my best to see that the water is
made available for use on the fields as
soon and as cheaply as possible. As to
the past, those who opposed the scheme
were apparently defeated by those who
supported it.

Mia. MORAN: Those who opposed it
were never heard of.

M a. HASTIE : It is muainly from those
who originally opposed the scheme that
the pressure for hurrying it on at the
last moment has come; and if the inm
her for West Perth had been in this
Rouse last year lie could not have been
more anxious to hurr it on than were those
who had previously opposed the measure,
hot. were then hastening its completion,
and we will not take his word for the
fact that he would have acted any differ-
ently fromn anyone else. The hon. wein-
her seems to have found it necessary
almost every day to give himself it
certificate of character. le feels that to
be absolutely necessary, or he would not
waste his valuable time in that way so
often. I have said this scheme will very
soon be started. I hope it will be started
very early, because water there is neces-
sary. It is desirable that water Should
be laid on in as mnany places as possible
before this summer is finished. However,
I expect that during this season at any
rate the only places that will be reticu-
lated to any great extent will be Cool-
gardie, Kalgoorlie, Boulder, and the
adjacent mines. Any estimates we mnay

discuss in general terms; at the present
time are only for that. district. I hope
that as early as p)ossible the pipe line
will be continued to Bulong, Kanowna,
Paddington, Broad Arrow, and up to
Mensies. However, that is a question
that may well he considered at a later
date, as there is no chance whatever of
that being done before nest winter. The
member for West Perth, if lie will
pardon me for again referring to himn,
has more than once declared in this
House, with a great flourish of trumpets,
that he is able to say the opposition to
this scheme is dying out. But the
manner in which he refers to that is very
unfair.

Ma. MIORAN:' Whiat are You SO Savage
atbout ? Who bit you?

Mn. HASTIlY: I do not see that the-
matter of savagery comes into this ques-
tion. T was only trying to point out
how the particular crowing of the bon.
member appears to other people, and in
case some gentlemnen take his address
very Seriously. I wish in a word. to can-
didly state the position so far ats I under-
stand it. It was this. In the year 1896
the Premier of this State said that within
three years be could suppl 'y five million
gallons a day on the fieldsa at an expendi-
ture estimated at .22,500,000, and that
the water would pay if sold at the price
of 3s. 6d. per thousand gallons.

MR. DIAMOND: I do not think lie said
that.

Mn. HASTIE: He certainly did say
so. I will give the hon. member the
figures as given by Sir John Forrest in
1896. 1 have already' quoted themt in
this House, an& will dci so againi. He
said the scheme would uot only pay
working expenses, but interest and sink-
ing fund. Those who severely criticised
this scheme also made their calculations,
and it was said it was almost, if not quite,
impossible to complete that scheme in
less than five years, and that it would
cost probably three millions instead of
two and a-half millions; also, that to
make it pay it would he necessar 'y to
mnake the pifce seven shillings or eight
shillings a thousand gallons. Those were
the two proposals, so far as I rememnber
them, in 1896 and 1897.

Mit. MORAN: Quote one person who
said it would take 7s. or 8s. Who are
those people ?
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MnR. HASTIE: One, if I remember
aright, was Mr. Vesper.

MR. MORAN:- I have just told you hie
entirel 'y altered his position.

MR,. HASTIE:- I amu speaki ng of 1896.
Ma. MO0RAN:' Give US his last op)inion.
Ma. HASTIE: The people who opposed

it put forward another scheme, which
was that there was sufficient water to he
got byv a local catelhment. After dis-

isigthe mnatftr very keenly Sir John
Forrest's side won, and those who were
opposed to the mneasure accepted the
position and have not been in any, wayv
opposed to the scheme ever since, We
have said on the goldields that we want
water, and we will take that water, it
does not matter where it comnes from. It
is the only water available, and the people
on the goldfields unanimously say, " Let
us have that water at an 'early date."
That being so, surely' it is unnecessary
for the hon. member to go to the trouble
so often to point, out that lie aind a few
others were the onliy people who k-new
exactly what was w arted by the gold-
fields people; that other people who
opp)osed it had no0 grondi to go u1pon and
are now agreeing to the schemne.

Ma. MORAN: Did you oppose it?
M.. HASTIE: I stated that miy

opinion wvas very strongly against it. At
that time I looked into the question juist
as keenlyv as, and a hundred times mlore
accurately than, the lion. wemher.L I
made calculations which were published
here, and those calculations in almost
every ease have come true, If the hoii.
member looks at his speech in 1896 and
his calculations hoe will see that not a
single One of themn is -All'ything like true.
At that time those calculations were
mostly framed when people always quoted
in superlative terms. If you looked at
the opinions given on the fields you would
simiply laugh at them. The hon. member
did not live uipon the fields at that time.

Mr. MORAN: Yes; I did.
MR. HASTIE : He did not. The hon.

member would be ashamed at the present
time to read a speech of his own on the
fields in 1896.

MR. MOHAN: You deliver it for iti"; I
should like it delivered.

Mxt. HASTLE: No; thank you. I
have some better work to do than that.

MR. MORAN: You might take a lesson
from it.

MR. HASTIE: However, it may be as
well if we consider the position of the
scheme.

Ma MORAN: Leave the member for
West Perth alone, and go on with the
scheme.

MR. HASTIE: I know the lion. inem-
hier is much more eloquent and much more
at homne when talking of the days of long
ago, when he was such a mighty hero,
than in considering the schemneexactly as

*it is at the present time.
MR. MORAN: Get On With the Scheme.
Ma. HASTIE : In that, it is impossible

to get eloquent.
MR. MORAN: I will put you out prob.

Iably next time, uip there.
* M. HASTIE:- Then the lion. member

Imight as well try.
* Tus DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!

Mit. HASTIE:- The lion, member will
lie pracbtically welcome. I hope he will
come up there, because experience will
show that,' the mi ore the people who come
the more money to the Treasury. On
onie thing I wish to say I agree most

*heartily with the mnember for West Perth,
and that is in doubting the amnount of
water that is to be available from the

*Mundaring catchinent. I have been,
with himi, equally surprised at, the smiall
amount of water available there, and I
hope the Minister for Works will, at the
earliest possible moment, see what can
he done to increase that catchmieut,

*because I really had half a, doubt that
there is more likely to be drought in that
direction. thanI there is upon the- gold-
fields. So far as the experience of the
last eight ort nine years has shown, we
havve never yet had a year with less than

4 inches of rain, and the average, so
far, has been about seven inches. But
the amount of water available at Mun-
daring varies at a much greater rate, and
we will to some extent he haunted by the
fear that after we have ceased to have a
water supply other than the supply
coming by the floolgardie Water Supply.
we muav have a drought in that direction,
whose effect we -will feel -very seriously.
If the Public Works Department will
consider how they van increase the water
there, how they can take means by which
almost every drop goes into that reser-
voir, I believe it will be better for the
gold filds and much better for the State
at large. Another question which has
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been introduced by the mnember for
West Perth is as to what price shall
be charged for water there. I am
at one with him in saying that it is
particularly desirable that as cheap a
price as possible should he charged.
That of 2s. or 2s. 6Id. is very good, but I
am not aware that any section of the
goldfields people-not even those so par-
titularly foolish as to refuse to approve
of the scheme at first-have ever asked
that this water should be4 supplied at a
particularly low rate.

MR. MORAN. What is your idea of the
price ?

MR,. HASTIE: All they ask for is
that we shall be asked to pay what we, at
any rate, consider fair.

Mit. MontAi: What is that ?
Mn. HA.STIE:- My own idea is sonme-

thin about 5s. for the first.
M.MORAN. I said 4s.

Ma. HASTIE: The hion. member says
4s.; the Minister for Works says 6s. 6Id.;
and I sa~y 5s. If you split the difference
you would come near the figure I
state. The people on the goldfields have
not yet asked for any particular charity ,
but they have ask-ed that the water be
supplied to them at as cheap a rate as it
is possi ble to give it to them at, and I
feel quite sure that if the water can be
given at a com paratively cheap rate, within
a very short time the estimated amount
of water mentioned by the Minister for
Works will be exceeded. The people
there require to be encouraged to use
water, ad if they are, within a very
short time they will use a great deal,
because not only have we the mines to
supply and the people themselves to
meet their domestic wants, but there will
be a large amiount of water used on the
goldfields for irrigation purposes.

MR. MORAN: Irrigation at 6Is. 6Id. a
thousandP

MR. HASTIE: Not quite that.
MR, JACOBY: Absolutely out of the

question.
Ma. HASTIE:- A particularly grievous

amount, if people were going in on a.
large scale for it; but we must remember
that most people who go in for gardens
do not in the first place look at it from a
purely commercial aspect. They put in
their spare time at. that matter, they
take a, pride in it, and if the water is at
all within their means they will use a

large amount in their gardens. One
other question that has come up is as
regards the composition of the board. I,
with the member for Cue (Mr. Ming-
worth), have my doubts whether it is
desirable that the Minister for Works
should be chairman, but when we get
into Committee we will be able to discuss
that question. If it be possible to gt a
good chairman acquainted with thelocal
circumustances and always on the spol, it,
would, I think, be wise to appoint such
person, but I look upon the idea framed
by the Minister for Works as the most
practical ; that is, that the board will
really consist of the engineer and of the
other member, and that on aill great
questions of policy or on big details the
Minister for Works will have practically
the lower of veto, or where on an
importanf matter those two disagree,
the question will 'be referred to him;
because I cannot conceive that, as has,
been thought, the Minister will be able to
mneet those other two gentlemen very
frequently. Then another question which
will come up in connection with this
board is that as rates are levied, muany

peole will ask that those paying themi
shal be represented. I have thought a
great deal how such a scheme could be
worked out. We would have in the first
place about four or five different munici-
palities, and we would have two or three
roa~ds boards. I admit I am unable to
draft a scheme under which representa-
tives. of those different local bodies would
have seats. Within the last month or
two the local bodies on the goldfields have
had the opportunity of suggesting a
scheme whereby they would be repre-
sented, and they have unanimously
declared that they will not go in for
it, at any rate in the meantime. There-
fore, so far as I can see there is not the
slightest hope that we shall have at an
early date a really representative system
for carrying on this scheme. The mem-
ber for Boulder-I shall only just mention
this matter-declared that it is unfair net
to compel people on other than residential
blocks or not owning land on whbich
they live to pay rates. The lion, member,
whose view seemed to be that the owner
of the gold-mining lease on which such
people lived should always pay the rates,
did not deny that one effect of this would
be that within a6 ver y sh ort time no person s
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except those immediately connected with
muines would livie on gold-maining leases.
I wish to poit out to members not well
acquainted with goldfields ci rcumistances:
that the leases are hold for gold-niiig
pur-poses, and guld-ininin- ju1itposes alone.
Outside those purposes the lessee hias no
more right to the surface than has any-
one else. Besides, the circuiistan-cs are
such that it is impossible to drive a large
number of people away' from the leases.
If the persons whom the member for
Boulder describes as at present free from
rates are to he provided with water by the
State, then I say, make them pay) for the
water. Recentl 'y this House provided
that such people should be called on to
pusv road board rates, and they are already
compelled to pay health rates. Surely
it is equally' fair that they 'should pay
water rates. There is no difficulty as to
that. I believe that, any other method
than that proposed by the Bill would be
cnonsidered ten timies mnore uinfair. Many
interesting questions will arise when the
Bill is in Committee, and I appeal to
mem bers generally to use their best efforts
to pass the Bill and brinug it into operation
at the eatrliest possible moment.

Ma., T. BATH (Hannans) : At the outset
I desire to say that members of the gold-
fields comm unity as well as residents of
the coastal districts: must give great
credit to the originator of this scheme, to
the man who bail sufficient confidence in
the future of Western Australia to enter
on the work. I refer to Sir John Forrest.
I feel sure that when the right lion.
gentleman proceeds to the goldfields in
the capacity of opener of the scheme he
will receive from gotdfietls residents3 a
most cordial wel~ome , and that he -will
find the mnining community ready to give
him all due credit fur the large part he
has taken in this great work. I shall
not deal1 with the historical aspect of the
subject, because that has been ably and
exhaustively treated by the Minister for
Works. I do say that a great deal of
-unnecessary talk has been indulged in as
to whether goldfields residents did (or did
not desire that the scheme should be pro-
ceeded with. The member for West
Perth (Mr. Moran), in referring to the
election of 1897, stated that the execution
of the Coolgardie Water Scheme was a
maijn issue in the contest; but I main-
tain that the mnatter did not receive so

large aL degree of public attention as
the bion. mnember has declared. In my
opinion, it would be an exaggeration to
say that the question whether the water
schteme should be proceeded with was the
witan issue in that election. The mnaina
issue was whether labour conuditions
should he relaxed from one man for
th ree acres, to one man for six acres.

MR. MORAN: Not a single candidate
opposed the scheme.

MR. JOHNSON : The scheme was not a
burning question.

MR. BATE: The election witLs fought
on the question of thle labour conditions.
I wats on the fields at the time and took
a good deal of interest in the election,
about which I think I know as much as
does the mnem ber for West Perth. Ateall
events, the consideration whether the
gotdtields, asked for the scheme or not
should not occupy us as a Legislature in
4.:1rryrng the scheme to completion. The
Legislature must be guided by the con-
sideration whether the work is desirable
and necessary in the interests of the gold -
fields; whether any section of the coin
wunity has or has not asked for the work
is beside the point. Contention, however,
mainly rages about the price at which the
water shall be sold. The Minister for
Works practically contends that pros-
pective consumption must determine
price, while the member for West Perth
maintains that price must be permnitted
to determine consuimption. There has
beeu aL good deal of " paigto the
gallery'" indulged in with respect to the
price at which the water shall be sold.
I do not take any particular credit for my
desire that goldields residents should get
their water as cheaply as possible, though
I yield in no way to the member for West
Perth on the point. However, in fixing
the price of the water, we must insure
that the scheme shall be self-supporting.
Therefore I consider it far better to be
conservative in estimating consaumiption.
and to determine the price on that con-
servative estimate, than to fix a low price
in the first instance at the risk of involv-
i ng the scheme in d ifficulIties. If a certain

prc having been fixed, consumption by
goldfields residents should prove greater
than anticipated, the Minister for Works
or the board charged with the duty of
supervising the scheme can l ower the price
accordingly. Once a low price has been
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fixed, however, it is always a. difficult
matter to raise that price even if it should
prove 'unreinuiterative.

MR. HOPKINS:- All the same- it is
often done.

Mn. BATH: At the present time gold-
fields residents are palying 7s. 6d. per
hundred gallons , and I maintain that if
they get water by means of the scheme
at even 6s. 6d. per thousand gallons it
will be a boon and a blessing to themn.
I would much rather fix that price, 6s.
Gd., leaving reduction to be determined by
the eventual consumption, than fix a low
price at the present Jucture. The con-
sumption of water per head in Perth ma 'y
be heavy, but goldfields residents halve
accustomed themselves to rigid economy
in this respect. They have, moreover,
adopted every possibl e means for the
storage of their scanity rainfall, Even if
a copious supply be given then by mneans
of this Scheme, they will need some time
to adapt themselves to the consump-
tion of that copiouis supply-to using a
quantity equal to that used here in Perth.
Goldfields residents will still maintain
their tanks. Moreover, many large estab-
lishments in Hannans Street, Kalgoorlie,
will not find it necessary to lise the water
supplied by the scheme to the extent
anticipated by some mewmbers. One

poi nt touched on by the member for Cue
(Xr. Thlingworth) I wish to emuphasise.
We must remember that at present the
chief mines have large condensing plants.
which assure to them a regular supply of
water. If the water to be supplied by
the scheme be held out to those mines as
an inducement to making large contracts,
if in consequence the condensing p~lants
are thrown out of work, and if thereupon
the supply by means of the scheme
should be found i nsufficient, the result
will be practically to paralyse the
mining industry. Such would be thle
inevitable result if the reservoir should
fail. I urge the Minister for Works
to obtain authentic and reliable in-
formation as to the quatntity which the
reservoir will save annually. On thle
basis of trustworthy information on that
head, whatever other means are available
can be employed, if necessary, to insure
conservation of an adequate quantity of
water. The mlember for Boulder (Mr.
Hopkins) has referred to residents onl
leases in the contemptuous terms in which

he us ually does refer to people who happen
not to have established themselves in
Boulder.

Mn. HLOPKINs (in explanation): My
remarks contveyed not thbe slightest feeling
of contempt.

MR. BATH: Contempt is always
inplied by the hon. member.

MR. HOPKINS: That is another mis-
take. I deny the. statement.

MR, BATH: Then I withdraw the
imputation. Residents on leases, though
their blocks 2nay not be surveyed in as
regular a manner as are the towns of
Boulder and Kalgoorlie or residential
areas, are not behind many parts of the
town represented by the member for
Boulder so far as sanitation is concerned.
Let the hon. member show mue the worst
place from a sanitaryv point of view on
the leases, and I will undertake to show
him in Boulder a place quite as bad.
The residents on leases object to payment
of rates under the Health Act, not
because they do not wish their premises
to be kept clean, but because there is no
lawful authority entitled to exact rates,

*and because they objiect to being rated
*by boards on which they have no 'epre-
Sentation.

MR. HornIirs: Does thje fault lie with
the boards or with Parliament?

MRi. BATH : If the people on the gold-
milling leases are rated, and if the com-
panies are compelled to collect the rates
from people on their leases, and the same
applies to people on the residence areas.
then that sy stein w ilt on ly tend to com pel
leaseholders to drive people off the leases
into the towns. That seems to) he the
result the bon, member desires.

MR. Rors iNs:- I desire to correct th at
imputation also. There is no room in
the town of Boulder for them.

MR. BATH: As the hon. member
*denies that I must withdraw the impu-
tation. I do say, however, that until the
Governmen t of the day provided sufficien t
surveyed areas for people to establish
themselves there, it would be an injustice
to open the possibility of their being
cleared off the leases. at practically a lay's
notice. I say that if under this Bill the
water is supplied to them, and a6 levy is
made, there will be few objections to pay
the necessary rate. If any resident onl

*the leases did desire to remove or escape
the water rate, he would not find it easy
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to do so. The method adopted in the
Bill, therefore, is the only feasible one,
and I do not th ink the water supply board
will find many delinquents among the
residents on the leases; certainly not a
larger percentage than in the towns.
While the Bill is in Committee it will be
necessary for us to give attention to the
details, and some amendments may have
to be made.

Ma. A. J. DIAMOND (South Fre-
inantbj): It appears to me that some
members this afternoon have tried to
establish their position either as opponents
or supporters of the scheme in its incep-
tion. I do not think that has anything
to do with the subject before the House.
When the scheme was. first proposed
I was a consistent and bitter oppo-
nent of it; but I amn proud to say
that within a, venr or two I founid
that the originator of the scheme was
more far-seeing than I was, and when
the scheme had been cardied through
Parliament I looked upon it as one which
every citizen should do his best to sup-
port. Now that the schemie has come to
full fruition, we should try to do the best
we can to make it a success. I have a
lively recollection of going to Coolgardie
many years ago, and trying to get a bath
at the hontel where I stayed, but I was
refused on account of the great cost of
water. I had to go out to seek a bath,
and I got a salt-water bath for 5s. In
those days to talk to people on the gold-
fields as to whether water, if supplied
them, should cost 6s. or 16s. a. thousand
gallons would only have provoked their
ridicule. Now that we are in a position
to suppiy it at a price that will be a great
boon to themn, I am sure the majority of
them will look on it as a boon, even at
the highest price mentioned this after-
noon; and yet we are haggling about the
difference in the price between what was
proposed in the first instance and what is
considered necessary now. I say the
people on the fields will accept the water
as a great boon, and I do not think they
will haggle as to whether 6d. or Is. a.
thousand gallons more or less has to he
charged for the water, provided the state
is not supplying it at a loss and is not
seeking to make a profit out of the su pply.
The water is on the fields now, and has
to he distributed amongst consumers.
Who are the consumuers F I calculate

tbat they should be divided into two
classes-the wholesale and retail cus-
tomers. The wholesale customers are the
railways, the mines, the bathing corn-
pan ies .(and I believe there are bathing
companies on the goldfields), the muni-
cipalities, which are sure to require large
quantities for tree-planting and probably
for street watering, the racing clubs, the
cricket, football, and other athletic clubs
which will use the water in large quan-
tities-

MnR. MORAN :At 6s. Gd. at thousand
gallons they will not use much.

Mn. DIAMOND: I say the Kalgoorlie
Racing Club's ground is an object lesson
showing what can be done in that terribly
dry country, and this has been done with
water, not at 6s. 6d., but more like 60s.
6d. a thousand gallons. Therefore I
contend there will be large quantities of
water Used at or near the price mentioned
in this Souse. As I was saying, the
,wholesale customers will also include
manufactories, livery stables, and other
such concerns. If people who carry on
those businesses can secure water at at
wholesale price of 6s. per thousand gallons
for large quantities, and leaving the retail
customers to pay a higher rate, then I
say the people on the goldfields will be
only too glad to pay those rates-that is
until they are hounded on by a certain
section ok agitators, who I am glad to
say are not represented in this H-ouse,
but who do everything they can to harm.
the Government of this State and to
harm the agricultural community. The
question has been raised as to the
probable consumption. I must. say that
I do not think this is a matter which
hon. niembers have gone into so fully as
they should do. The lowest consumption
per head in any town in the United
Kingdom is 26 gallons jier day, and that
if; the average for teen, women, and
children.

Ala. MORAN : I gave YOU all the Aus-
tralian figures.

Ma. DIAMOND: Yes; but I prefer
to take the case in its worst aspect; and
taking the consumption in the United
Kingdom, a-wet country, at 26 gallons
per head daily, I think the consumption
should he much miore per head on these
goldfields. I shall make it my aim to
assist in reducing the price when the
consumption will warrant it, so that those
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people may get water at a price as low as
may be possible under this scheme. All
commercial enterprises are established
firstly on the principle of making them
pay, and- as the bus.iness progresses the
price is reduced for the purpose of in-
creasing the amnount of business.

MR. Mo3AN: Smaal! profits and quick
returns."

MR, BATH: Why not Make it aslidingI
scale, with a reduction for large quanti-
ties?

Mp. MORAN: Yes; that is good!.
Charge the poor man more than the
others.

MR. DIAMOND: I maintain that in
regard to the wholesale and retail cus-
tomers, if the wholesale consumer pays
6s. a thousand instead of 60s. which lie
is paying now, and if the retail consumer
pay 7s. 6d., I think those parties would
be well served indeed. Until we see
what the demand for water really is, we
cannot well go into the question of re-
ducing the price.

Ma. MoRnwn- The big portion of the
people pay nothing- for water now. They
have their tanks.

MR. DIAMOND:- I have been on the
goldfields when no rain. bad fallen for ai
considerable period, and when tanks
would have been useless; so I say those
people will have to depend, not on the
uncertain saipply of the rainfall, but on
the pipe supply. As to the retail con-
soniption, the member for West Perth
mentioned that the population from
Southern Cross to the goldfields numn-
her about 60,000;i therefore at 25 gallons
a head per day I say that the con-
sumption on that basis will amount to
1,040,000 per day. In addition to that
there will be the railways, the mines, and
various other industries requring con-
siderable quantities. For years past the
water condensedl on the muines has cost;
4s. per hundred gallons in winter and
6s. in summer, or an average of 5s.;
and I inin making this calculation on
evidencee that tnables me to say it is
irrefutable. If the mines have to
condense large quantities, it will cost
£40 to £,50 a week for a water supply
equal to the increasing needs of soine of
the large mines. I do not go into the
prices quoted by the Hampton Plains
people, which have been stated for the

purpose of belittling this scheme and
getting the reticulation of the water into
their own hands ; but I go into the
question as it stood before that element
was introduced, and I say the minies will
use five to ten times the quantity they do
now if they can get it at a reasonable
price. I beieve that if the Government
were to offer to the big mines or to a
syndicate of mines the whole of the water
supply at 5s. or 6s. a thousand gallons,
those co~upanies would take it. We have
the water there, and how is it to be
reticulated and distributed? Some people
want us to form a hoard consisting of the
mayors of Boulder. Coolgardie, and Kai-
guorlie. I say the idea is ridiculous. No
merchant takes into his counsels a comn-
mittee of his customers. This State is in
the position of a merchant having an
article to sell, and the State is to decuide
t-he price at which that article can be sold
so as to cover all expenses. The history
of the world has not shown anything lik~e
the enterprise of tiLiS State in providing
this water for the goldfields ; and I think
we should retain in the hands of the
Government, as our commnunittee of manage-
mnent, the whole and sole control of this
magnificent asset. I would not allow any
mayor or the chainnan of the Chamber
of Mines to have anything to do with the
managemn)ent of this scheme, except in the
way of advice. The evident intention of
the Government is to retain within their
grasp, as the representatives of the govern -
ing body' of the State, the sole control of
the wnrking of this water service, and
that plait has my earnest approval. It
is ridiculous to talk about "no taxation
without representation." The sale of
water to the2 people uin the goldfields is
ijot taxation, but is in the nature of an
article supplied at a price; and it is
raising a false issue to say, as we hear or
see it said in newspiapers and elsewhere,
that there is to btt no taxation without
representation." The sable-of water, like
the sale of passenger tickets, is not
taxation, bu t is a charge for goods sold or
for services renidered. If we allow everyv
customer to have a voice as to how wve
shall deal with this water and at what
price it is to he sold, disaster must follow.

At 6-30, the DEPUTY SPEAKER left the
Chair.

At 7-30, Chair resumed.
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MR. M. H. JACOBY (Swan) : Before
the question is put, I desire to make a
few remarks concerning this matter,
because there are one or two points upon
which I should like some informatiou
when the Minister replies. At the present
time we have on the fields a c ertain
number of dams owned by the Govern-
ment, and we have also various facilities
for the supply of water and conservation
of water owned by some of the munici-
palities. I would like to know how it is
proposed to deal with those under the
Bill, or how does the board propose to
deal with those, because it is' highly
important that this scheme shall, if
possible, be free of competition? I think
it is a matter to be considered whether
the board should not have control of all
those sources of supply now existing on
the fields which might otherwise be a
competing factor.

Mu. JoHNson: S etter stop rainfall on
thle gnldflelds.

MR. JA.COBY: No. It is just a
question of administration. We are all
anxious to see this scheme a success, and
I think it is important to take that
particular aspect of thle question into
consideration. I would like to say a few
words with regard to the rainfall at
Mundaring. I am able to speak with a
personal) knowledge on this matter, and I
may point out that although there may
be a high fall close to the weir itself, the
fall there does not represent the actual
fall upon the catcbment area.. I would
remind mnembers that the catchinent area
extends away into comparatively dry
country, and although the catebment at
the weir itself may record an average of
from thirty to forty inches, yet I doubt
whether the average fall over the catch-
mnent area would be very much over
twenty inches, and that has to he taken
into account, considering the fact that in
a dry season the inflow into the dam
is so sma as it has been in recent
years. The area of 30 square miles
mentioned by the Minister himself has
an average rainfall of about 40 inches.
I anm sure that if it became necessary at
some future time tok get hold of a greater
supply of water than we are likely to get
from the present catchmnent, we could by
constructing a contour drain as already
suggested get that supply. I anm not

prepared myself to urge the Government
to take any steps or incur any expendi-
ture towards damming those other creeks
and building contour drains: until we
are absolutely certain that the present
e;atchinent will not suffice. Prom my
own experience I fancy that the present
catchment will suffice. We have had
exceedingly dry seasons for the last two
years, and the rain has fallen in such a
fashion that the grou nd absorbs the main
portion of it. A very little flows through
the creeks. It will not be six months
before we shall be in the rainy season,
and we shall have the water flowing into
the dam at the rate of fifty to one hun-
dred million gallons a day. I listened
with interest to the remarks of the
member (or Cue (Mr. Illingworth), and
particularly when he informed this House
that there will be no difficulty whatever
in getting rid of 10,000,000 gallons a
day. As one who has been somewhat
anxious about the amount we shall be
able to sell under the scheme, I would
have been pleased if that hon. member
had enlightened this House somewhat as
to where we we~re likely to get rid of this
ten million gallons a day. It has been
suggested by the mnembher for Kanowna
(Mr. Hastie) that a good deal could be
sold for irrigation: but at the price the
Minister proposes to charge on the gold-
fields for irrigation it would be quite out
of the question to think of anything of
the sort, b-ecause one would require to
get three inches of water for irriga-
tion purposes, anid at the price pro-
posed to be charged by the Minister it
would come to something like £9,000
per acre per inch; so I do not think
we need look to irrigation as a means
of getting rid of any of this water.
I do not altogether favou r the idea of th e
Minister being on the board. I prefer
the board to be one of purely indepen-
dent commissioners. Far more satisfac-
tion would be felt in the country if it
were known that the scheme was to be
managed on strict. business lines. Indeed
the country has all along looked for that.
The people have always been promised
that those who are to use the scheme,
those for whose direct benefit it has been
constructed, shall pay for the scheme itself
and for the water that they use. ILanticipate
that if the Minister retain the position of
chairman of the board, as proposed by
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the Bill, agitation will be incessant until
the management of the board becomes a
matter of politics; and the scheme under
such conditions cannot possibly be repro-
ductive, I hope that in Committee the
Bill 'will be altered in this respect; I shall
certainly vote for any such amendment.
Certain farther remarks I have to make
on the Bill I shall defer -until the Com-
mittee stage. I congratulate the Minister
on having introduced the measure, though
at the same time I cannot shut my eyes
to the fact that there has been a, lack of
foresight on the part oif the departmental
officers tight through the piece. That
lack of foresight has been made parti-
cularly evident hy the introduction of
this Bill to-day. We should by this time
hare made great progress with the work
of reticulation. The same want of fore-
sight ha-s been noticed by all who have
particularly observed the working of the
scheme. The result is that we have
brought down to us at this stage of the
session a Bill which ought to have been
introduced early in the year, so that the
intentionis of the Government might have
been duly' considered. I have much plea-
sure in supporting the second reading, and
I trus~t that the henefits ensuing from. the!
scheme will he everything that has been
anticipated by its originators and by those
who have solidly backed it from its
inception, as I myself have done.

Mu. W. ATKINS (Murray): I all
glad that this Bill has been introduced.
I trust that the scheme will henceforth
be run on business lines, so that con-
sumers ma~y be supplied with water at
the cheapest possible rate. I do not pro -
pose to speak on the history of the
scheme: at this day, observations on
that are too late. The number of membeirs
of the hoard ought to he sufficient. to
carry on the work -without the Minister
for the time being. Though I certainl '
think the Minister ought to have a seat
on the b)oard, I consider the other memnbers
of the board should be able to decide with-
out him. Two members, I observe, are to
form a quornm; 1)ut how is a quorum to
be formed in the absence of the Minister
in Perth if one of the other oPm missioners
is ill? Therefore, I should l ike the G ov-
ernment to consider the advisability of
putting another man on the board. I
have pleasure in supporting the second
reading.

Tnt MINISTER FOR WORKS AND
RAILWAYS (in reply): I have to thank
members for the kinid reception they have
accorded to this Bill, iand for the remarks
they have been good enough to make in
connection, with it. I thank members
also for suggestions, miany of them vain-
ahle, which have been offered. At this
stage L do not propose to take up the
time of the House ILL any length. The
sooner we get into Committee on this
Bill the better. Coinmient has been freely
directed to the question whether the catch-
ment area now existing will provide a
sup~plvy of water sufficient for the re-
quiremnents of the fields, and to the
question of the price to be charged for
the water. In the past, I regret to say
there has been far too much of surmise
in connection with this schieme; and I do
not think it at all well that the princ-iple
of acting on surmise and conjecture only
shoold be pursued any longer. I. agree
with thos e members who have stated that
the scheme should henceforth be con-
ducted on business lines ; that it should
be dealt with, as far as possible, on the
lines of absolute certaintyv. The question
of the catchment area has not been for-
gotten or negected for- some considerable
tinie past. Reference has been made to
the fact that it has been stated S per
cent. of the rainfall should be conserved
in the Helona reservoir. flere we have
merely the course of conjecture over
"gai a. The impression arose simply in
this way. The late Engineer-in-Chie in
one Of his mninutes-I may mention that
I have looked through sonc tons of
minutes and corresp~ondence in connection
with this very question-put forward, as
a proposition, that if only 3 per cent, of
the averag-e rainfall of the catchinent area
Were caug~ht and held in the reservoir,
that would be su fficient to mueet a demnand
of 5,000,000 gallons a day. That which
was merely a conjecture was afterwards
put Ibrwvard as an actual1 fact, and it was
said that 3 lier cent. of the ranLoall would
bie conserved andl ihat hence a dematnd of
5,000,000 gallons a day would assuredly
be met. If we were to experience a con-
tinuation of such mioderate rainfall as we
h ad last year -- a rai nfall1 whbich, althou gh
it totalled a respectle quantity for the
whole year ithrough, was still ma~de up of
light showers rather than heavy thunder-
storms, which,as everyone conversant with
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water conservation knows, are looked for
to put a considerable amount of water
into the dam-one gets far more water
from two inches falling in twelve hours
than from four inches spread over at
week-if we had a continuation of mode-
rate rainfiall consisting of light showers,
then there is no disguising the fact thattie
catebment. as it stands to-day would not
be sufficient to supply a daily demand of
5,000,000 gallons. it might supply that
demand; on the other band, it might run
short. The catcbment area as it now
stands is certainly equal to the supply of
3,000,000 gallons a day, and it is probably
equal to the supply ,of 4,000,000 gallons
a day. The figures in thiws connection
are interesting, and I shall give them to
show that the matter has not been lost
sight of-that, on the contrary, it has
received earnest attention at the hands of
the departmental officers and also at the
hanuds of the GovernmentL Tt is in terest-
ing to note the difference between the
catchinent at the points above the weir
and the catchment at points below the
weir. In 1901, in the catch ment. above
the -weir, which has a, total area of 509
square miles, the discharge in millions of
gallons was 1,403. Between the weir
and station B-that is a station lower
down, on the other side of the weir, and
has a catebiment of only 50 square miles
-the discharge in millions of gallons for
1901 was 2,615; and in the catchment of
10 square miles between stations A and
B, still lower down, the discharge was
597 millions of gallons. Now for 1902,
up to the end of October the difference
becomes even more pronounced. In the
catchment of 509 square miles above the
weir the discharge in millions of gallons
was only 306, whilst in the catehment of 50
square miles between the weir and station
B the discharge in millions of gallons was
845; and, again, the discharge between
stations A and B, from 'a catobiment of
only 10 square miles, was in millions of
gallons 418. Thus, the catchment of 50
square miles below the weir discharges
nearly three times the quantity of waterdis-
charged by the catchuent of 509 square
miles above the weir. With these figures
before them, members will see that it, is
an easy matter by a system of drains to
bring in. the- catehment area, or a con.
siderable portion of it, embraced in the
60 squcare miles below the 'weir; and if

that is done, absolutely every shadow of
doubt is removed as to the capacity of
the reservoir to supply a demand of
5,000,000 gallons per day, if such a6
demand should arise.

MR. MORAN: That work should be
put in hand at once.

TIRE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
Now as to the demand of five million
gallons a day, there is no use shutting
our eyes to the fact that there ivas not,
that there could not have been, any calcu-
lations whichL Went to show beyond doubt
that a, supply of 6,000,000 gallons a day
is actually required. What has been
concluded is that any quantity of water
which could be taken to the fields would
be readily and gladly availed of- Indeed,
it would have been in those days when
the assumption was made; but, as I said
in iutroducing this Bill, circumstances
have altered, and altered very materially.
There is no use shutting our eyes to the
fact that nothing like a demand for
5,000,000 gallons a day now exists on the
fields, and that there is not likely to be
any such demand in the immediate future.
The member for West Perth (Mr. Moran)
has said that we must make the price
low and look to the cheapnessa of the
water to create a, demand; and that con-
tention to a certain extent is sound. But
now let us regard the people who are
most likely to be the greatest consumers of
water: let us take the mines to start with.
I think the member for Coolgardie (Mr.
Morgans) will agree with me that as to
the quantity of water used by mines for
crushing purposes I shall be making a
liberal allowance if I estimate that 250
gallons of fresh water is absolutely
wasted per ton of ore crushed. I say
that allowance is very liberal. Now, if I
take, as I have taken, the crushings of
the East Coolgardie and Coolgardie fields
for some time past, say the averag for
the past 10 months, I find the crushings
to be considerably uinder 80,000 tons per
month.

MR. MORAN: The water difficulty is
the cause of that.

THrE MINISTER FOR WORKS: If
I take 80,000 tons, which is considerably
above the average quantity crushed, and
allow 250 gallons per ton, I arrive at a
demand of 20,000,000 gallons per month.
Now, 20,000,000 'gallons per month is
not 700,000 gallons per day. If the
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member for West Perth contends that
one and a-balf million gallons of water
daily is to be used by the mines on the
East Ooolgardie and Coolgardie fields-
[Ma. MORAN: And Menzies and Leonora]
-what does it mean?9 It means abso-
lutely that the crushing power of these
two fields will be doubled straight away.
Now, is that feasible?

MR. MORAN: The plant need not be
doubled: only the output.

THE MINISTER FOR. WORKS:- I
can hardly follow that statement. It
means very considerably increasing the
crushing power on those fields. Is that
probable in the near futureP

Mit. MORGANS. The use of cyanide
on the mines has increased very much
the quantity of water required.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
Yes; but I take the actual quantities
consumed by the mines. Do hon. mem-
bers imagine that I have approached the
consideration of this question with my
eyes shut, that for months past I have
not been making every possible inquiry?
Do they imagine that I have not tried to
be as exact as one can be in matters of
this kind ? I have ascertained the actual
quantities used on the mines; and the
managers of the mines say, in regard to
the price I proposed to charge them, not
that it is excessive, not that the cast of
water will. be so much that they can use
only a certain quantity and if the price
-were less they would use very much
more. They say that at the price I have
proposed, they will purchase from this
scheme every drop of water which they
require to purchase. What more can we
expectf It is not a question of price with
them, because they do not object to the
price. If they take, as they say they
will, every drop of water from this
scheme that they require to purchase
and at this price, and if they make no
serious protest against the price, how can
it be held that to reduce the price will
greatly increase their demand for the
watter? No one would be better pleased
than myself if the figures of the member
for West Perth were realised, or even
approached; but it is surely better to
take experience as our guide rather than
surmise. I go for experience to mining
communities, and at Broken Hill I
find the consumption is 20 gallons a
head per diem, and at Charters Towers

the consumption is 30 gallons a head
per diem. If I take the higher figure
as a basis, I maintain it is a most
liberal allowance per head to make in
the first place, and perhaps for a year
or two to come, because it will take some
time for people to become accustomed to
the use of this water on the gold~fields;
and although ultimately they may use it
more liberally or recklessly, yet it will be
a long time before people who have felt
the scarcity of water will forget their
habits of the past, and even when people
who have lived on those fields come to
Perth and turn on a, tap of water know-
ing they can get as much as they want,
their old habit will cling to them in re-
gard to not wasting water. So I say it
will be a long time before the people on
the fields, especially those on the mines
who are habitually careful in the use of
water, will begin to use water more
freely, when they have it supplied even
at the cost we now propose. So far as
inquiry will lead one to imagino, there is
not the slightest ground for saying that
a consumption of over 2,000,000 gallons
a day will be required in the first place,
even if so much is consumed. In moving
the 8econd reading of the Bill, I said that
I looked with some degree of hope that
before many months were over we should
approach ab consumption of two and a half
million gallons a day, and I am sure ex-
perience will prove that is a liberal esti-
mate. In approaching the c(onsideration
of the price to be charged, although the
price is not mentioned in the Bill, I con-
ceive i L to be my duty to put forward such
a price as will not necessitate any loss
to the State as a, whole. If the con-
suimption of two and a half million gallons
a day is all we can look forward to with
reasonable certainty for some time to
come, then surely the question is, at
what price can that quantity be supplied
without loss to the State ? That question
has presented itself to my mind, and I
have considered it my duty to put it
before hon. members. Answering that
question, I say it is unnecessary to secure
an average of 6is. 64. per thousad gallons.
If there will be an increased consum ption,
and if a reduced price will follow on
increased consumption, as it naturally
should, will that not be an incentive to
everyone who does use the water to make
his neighbour also use it, because ho will
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know that the more water is used the
greater the probability of the price being
reduced ? I t has never been held, and Is
not held by the present Government, that
a profit should be made out af this
scheme-far from it. Surely it is not an
unreasonable thing to ask that the scheme
shall pay the interest, the sinking fund,
and the working expenses. It has been
said the question of sinking fund should
be waived. That may or may not be;
but what would have been thought of
the present Government if we had came
down with a propositionj that the sinking
fund should be waived?

Ms. MoaAN: Only two per cent. of it,
I suggested.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: We
should have been blamed, and rightly too.
It is for the House to say what is to be
done. I have ontly put forward a plain
statement of the caste, that I can see
no justification for thinking a greater
quantity than two and a. half million
gallons per day will be consumed; and
if so, in order to cover the expenses of
the scheme it will he necessary to secure
an average price of 6s. 6d. per thousand
gallons. It has been said the question of
reticulation should have been been put in
band long ago. I would remind the House,
though I do not know whether any blamne is
attached to the present Government or to
myself in regard to this, that the ques-
tion of reticulation is not even a part of
this scheme. I repeat now what I have
said before, that until quite recently the
author of this scheme has protested
against the reticulation being taken in
hand by the Government.

M. MORAN: He has not been govern-
ing this country for years.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: If
that statement should be doubted, I pro-
pose to read a letter that was sent to the
town clerk of (Ioolgardie some time ago,
as follows -

Public Works Department,
May 14th, 1901.

Sin.-In reply to your letter of 12th ultimo,
relative to the reticulation of Coolgardie when
the Water Scheme is completed, I have the
honour, by direction, to inform you that the
Government have never considered the reticu-
lation. of the water or the supervision of its
sale a portion of this scheme. It was simply
proposed to deliver the water into large reser-
voirs in the vicinity of the towns, at such a.
height that the reticulation would be prac-

ticable, and to then leave it to the munici-
palities themselves to provide for such retitn-
lation, and to collect such rates as might be
requisite to pay the Government 3s. 6d. per
1,000 gallons for the water, and coat an &
working expenses of the retienlation.-I have
etc,, M. E. JULL, Under Secretary.

ME. ILLINGWOETH : That has always
been the scheme.

THE MINJISTER FOR WORKS:
Therefore it is idle to say the price to
the consumer was to be 3s. 6d. per
thousand gallons. It was nothing of the
sort. The price delivered in reservoirs
on the goldfields, at such heights as to
enable people to undertake the reticula-
tion from those reservoirs, was to be
3s, 6d. per thousand gallons. -If the
consumption on the fields will approach
such a quantity as will enable the Gov-
ernment to supply the water at lees than
4s. per thousand gallons, no one will be
better pleased than myself and the
Government, if they then have the
administration of the scheme in hand.
The only other point that has arisen is
the. question of the Minister for Works
for the time being having, by virtue of
his office, a6 seat an the board which it is
proposed to constitute. In connection
with a scheme so vast as this, I do think
it is to the advantage of the State, and
that it will meet with the approval of a
majority of members of Parliament, that
the control of the scheme to the extent of
having a Minister responsible to Parlia-
ment on that board should not be lost
sight of. I do urge the House to agree
to that proposal. The member for the
Murray (Mr. Atkins) has suggested that
it would be advisatble to increase the
number of members on the board in ease
of sickness, so that the work milght go
on. That is a valuable suggestion, for
which I thank the hon. member;i but I
will Ray that provision is made in the
Bill for a case of that kind, the Governor
having power to appoint temporarily
someone to take the place of any member
who for a time is unable to act. Again
I thank hon. members for the considera-
tion of this measure, and I hope that
during its course through Committee we
will be able to meet any reasonable views
that may be put forward, and I for my
part shall be ready to supply the fullest
informnation in my power which bon.
members may require,
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MnR. MoRGANg: In how many years
do you propose to redeem the cost of the
scheme ?

Tue MINISTER FOR WORKS; In
20 years.

THE PRE8miER: Existing legislation
provides for that.

Question put and passed,
Bill read a second time.

POLICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

COUNCIL'S AMENDMENTS.

Schedule of seven amendments made
by the Legislative Council now considered,
in Committee; the ATTORNEMY GENERAL
in chiarge.

No. 1, Clause 8-Strike out the clause:
T-HE ATTORNEY GENERAL: The

clause provided. that any common prosti-
tute who solicited any boy apparently
under 16 was liable to imprisonment
with or without hard labour for any term
not exceeding six months. Legislation
already existed whereby punishment could
be inflicted if a prostitute solicited either
an adult or a boy. It was pointed out
that until the evil aimed. at by this clause
was more clearly pronounced, legislation
of this nature was not necessary. Per-
sonally be did not hold with that opinion.
but we might accept the Council's amend-
ment and. strike out the clause, allowing
the existing legislation to stand so that
prostitutes would be liable for solicitation
of boys under 16 to the same punish.
mont as they would. be in the case of
solicitation of adults. He moved that
the amendment he agreed to.

Question passed, and the amendment
agreed to.

No. 2, Clause 9-Strike out the word
male," in line 1, sub-clause (i)
Tan ATTORNEY GENERAL.

Amendments Nos. 2 and 3 related to
Clause 9. This was a clause penalising
male persons, and the object of it was
really to deal with that class of individual
who lived on the proceeds of prostitution
either wholly or in part. It was, aimed
at a class of well-known individuals and
was very necessary legislation. It was,
in fact, as it passed this House, copied
from the Imperial statute. This amend.
ment proposed to strike out the word
"1male." He thought the Legislative
Council could not have understood what
they were doing. He said it, of course,

with very bated breath, because we had
heard so much recently about the great
amount of attention given by the Legis-
lative Council to all Bills sent from this
Chamber, and the very valuable aid they
rendered. He would like to mention in
passing that nine-tenths of the amend-
ments made in the Upper House were
amendments made at the instance of the
Government, the desire of the Govern-
ment being to watch legislation to the
last, to make any amendments farther.
consideration showed to be necessary.
The cla-use, as amended, would read that
every person who knowingly lived wholly
or in part on the earnings of prostitution
should. be considered a rogue and vaga-
bond. The effect would be that the pros-
titute herself wouild also be liable to be
treated as a rogue and vagabond. He
had, on more than one occasion, stated
in this House he was not prepared to
adopt any legislation the object or intent
of which was to suppress what was called
a necessary evil. He regretted that the
Legislative Council disagreed with him.
This amendment was entirely imprac-
ticable and inexpedient, and he moved
that the amendment he disagreed to.

Mn. WALLACE:- It did not seem to
him we should be justified in passing the
amendment in that particular clause,
because if we accepted that amendment
he thought that, if it did not clash
exactly, it would have very much the
same effect as Clause 7 of thbe Bill as it
now stood, and it would make Clause 7
almost superfluous. If the Attorney
General thought Clause 7 had not the
same effect as Clause 9 would have if we
struck out "male," then be was almost
inclined to support the Upper House,
and say we should strike out"1 male " and

imake the clause applicable to either sex.
Tin ATTORNEY GENERAL: There

was no legislation which said the act of
Iprostitution was an offence. The legis-
lation was that if a person solicited or
accosted under certain conditions it be-
came a punishable offence, and we had
provisions that if persons kept brothels
they were liable to punishment. Clause
7 merely applied lo houses where one
prostitute was kept. The same law ex-
isted in the past in regard to plaes where
more than one had been kept. This
amendment would penalise. a prostitute,
for if it were passed the clause would say
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" every person who knowingly lives wholly
or in par-t on the earnings of prostitu-
tion." It was obvious that iu such a
case the prostitute was a, person who
knowingly lived on the earnings of it, and
the result would be that every pirostitute
would be a rogue and vagabond.

MR. HASTIE:- The object of the
'Upper House in striking out "1male " was
not to punish prostitutes, but any womani
who kept prostitutes. It was pointed out
that there were some cases in which
females as well as males were in the
habit of importing females and living on
their earnings.

Question passed and the amendment
disagreed to.

No. 3, Clause 9-Strike out the word
"male," in lines 4 and 7, Subelause (3):-

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: This
was a, consequential amnendment. He
moved that it be disagreed to.

Question passed, and the amendment
disagreed to.

No. 4, Clause 10-Strike out the
clause:

THE: ATTORNEY GENERAL said he
regretted that the -Upper House had not
agreed to the clause as amended. It was
a clause for which he was responsible,
and it aimed at the suppression of a vice
which he believed ought to be suppressed;
that was cigaretta-smoiring by boys under
16. He did not consider it grandmotherly
legislation. In the Legislative Council
the objection was raised that parental
control was sufficient to check the growth
of this evil. That, of course, was a ques-
tion of opinion. Still, be did not think
we ought to insist upon this clause at the
very first time of ask-iug. lie asked memn-
hers to agree to the amendment, and he
did so with a determination to, if in power,
reintroduce the clause in the rolice
Offences Bill which would next session
come before this House. He ovred that
the amendment be agreed to.

Question passed, and the amendment
agreed to.

No. 5, Clause Il-Alter the word
"except," in line 1, insert the words
"by statutory authority or":.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: This
clause dealt with Sunday performances,
and the Government thought it wise to
have the words " by statutory authority
or "inserted. They were put in by way
of abundant caution, so that there sho uld

be no conflict between this measure and
Acts where any subsequent authority was
given. He moved that the amendment
be agreed to.

Mn. WALLACE: If we accepted this
amendment, would it not place on the
statute-book a certain section of religious
people and other societie.s as having a
general permit to hold these entertain-
ments? If it was not so, he had no
objection to the amendment.

Tia s ATTORNEY GENERAL: It was
not so.

Question passed, and the amendment
agreed to.

No. 6, new clause [penalty for injur-
ing beast, bird, fish, flowers, shrubs,
building, etc., in places of public recrea-
tion]

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Per-
sonally, he approved of this new clause.
He thought it a great shame that when
g-ardens were kept for public purposes
some people should go there and have not
the least hesitation in destroying flowers
and interfering with the work done by
these public bodies, and very' often caus-
ing a great deal of damage. He moved
that the amendment be agreed to.

Question passed, and the clause
agreed to.

No 7, new clause:-L
Every person who shall, in any street or

public place or within the view of persons
passing therein, between the hours of 11 n.m.
and 1 p.m. on Sunday, sell or dispose, or
attempt to sell or dispose, or invite any person
in any manner to purchase any books, news-
papers, or periodicals, shall, on conviction,
forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum
not exceeding Five pounds.

THx ATTORNEY GENERAL:- This
amendment related to the sale of news-
papers on Sunday maorning. That
minority cf people who entertained con-
scientions objections to the publication
and sale of newspapers on Sunday desired
that they should be enabled to go to and
return from church between the hours
of 11 am. and 1 p.m. without being sub-
jected to the annoyance of having news-
papers thrust into their hands. While
personally he thought the obj ectio n some-
what hypercritical, he was not prepared
to say that the conscientious objections
of the minority should not be respected
even by the overwhelming majority.
Those who wanted Sunday newspapers
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could obtain them long before I I in tho
morning.

MR. TAYLOR:- The only real reason
for accepting this amendment was that
it had originated in another place. Fine
susceptibilities should he regarded at 7
o'clock in the morning as well as in the
middle of the day; and a good many
people went to church at seven in the
morning. He opposed the new clause.

Ma. HASTTE: This new clause was
indeed a fine example of grandmotherly
legislation; but the genius who proposed
it was evidently not in the habit of going,
to church, or hie would have known that
churchgoers passed along the streets at
hours other than eleven and one. A great
many people could not conveniently buy
a Sunday paper before 11 o'clock in the
morming, and their convenience ought
not to be sacrificed for the fad of a small
section.

Mn. MONGER: In order to meet to
the full the wishes of the members for
Mount Margaret (Mr. Taylor) and
Kanowna (Mr. Hastie), he m-oved, as an
amendment on the Council's amendment,
that in line 2 the words "between the
hours of eleven a.in. and one P.m.-" be
struck out. This amendment would
secure the entire prohibition of the sale
of newspapers on Sunday.

Mn. TAYLOR said he was sorry he
had misconveyed himself to the member
for York (Mr. Monger). He had no
desire to forbid the sale of newspa-pers
on Sunday. The Committee in its
wisdom should not allow a blow to be
struck at Sunday journalsa. He had felt
from the first that the amendment was
so intended.

THE ATTONEY GENERAL said hie did
not take that view.

MR. TAYLOR: Sunday newspapers
had done good work in every State of
the Commonwealth. But for the Kat-
goorlie Sun the ice frauds, for example,
would never have seen the light of day.
He hoped the amendment would not be
agreed to.

Mn. DAGLISH supported the mnem-
her for York (Mr. Monger), but not
from any desire to affect any newspaper
injuriously. He knew that Sunday
papers were published on Saturday night,
and that they could be issued and placed
in thle hands "of the public on Saturday
night. Even though they had no votes,

newspaper runners were entitled to earn
their money on Saturday night so that
they might enjoy a Sunday's rest. The
weekly day of rest was a physical advan-
tage, if not a physaical necessity.

MR. HOLiMAN: Neither the Council's
amendment nor the amendment on the
amend meat ought to be agreed to.
Members of another place would be better
occupied in looking after the interests of
our children. Recently a court which
had sentenced a wan to 10 years' hn-
prisounent for killing a cow had let off
another man scot-free, who bad defiled
more than half-a-dozen children. The
new clause would he a6 disgrace to the
statute-book, inasmuch as it would take
away the living of many poor persons.
There was no harm in either selling or
reading Sunday newspapers.

Ma. BATH: If the member for York
carried his amendment on the Council's
amendment, a farther amendment would
be advisable, namely the striking out of
the words "1on Sunday." The clause
would then absolutely prohibit the sale
of books, periodicals, and newsppers on
any day of the week; and under such
conditions public opinion might perhaps
be brought in consonance with the views
of another place,

Kis. JOHNSON: If it were desirable
that people should not be molested by
the sellers of newspapers when going to
church, it was still more desirable that
business people should not he molested
between Iand o'clock on Sunday.

Amendment (Mr. Monger's) negatived.
Question (that the Council's amend-

ment he agreed to) put and negatived.
Resolutions reported, and the report

adopted.
A committee comprising Mr. Moran,

Mr. Hopkins, and the Fromnier as mover,
drew up reasons for disagreeing to the
Council's amendments Nos. 2, 3 anid 7, as
follow:-

Amendments Not 2 and .- The amend-
mnents would make every prostitute liable
to punishment as a rogue and vagabond,
and such an attempt to suppress pros-
titution would be impracticable and in-
expedient.

Amendment No. 7: The amendment
No. 7 is tUndesirable inasmuch as the
hours specified would not meet all the
eases where services are held throughout
the day, and to cover aUl such cases would
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practically prevent the sale of papers on
Sundav.

Reasons adopted, and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT BILL.
COUNCIL'S AMENDMENT.

The Council having made one amend-
ment in the Bill, the same was now con-
sidered. in Committee.

THE PREMIER: The need for the
particular provision in the Bill on which
an amendment bad been made in another
place, arose in connection with a. recent
case at Bunbury. An offender pleaded
guilty, but the penalty for the offence
was one which could not be imposed by
the lower court, and he had to await
sentence until the higher court sat in
Perth, namely till next January. It was
also doubtful whether there was power
under the present law to grant bail in
such a case. To remove this doubt the
Bill made an amendment in the Criminal
Code by which a Judge should have
power to allow bail in such cases. He
moved that the Council's amendment be
agreed to.

Question passed, and the amendment
agreed to.

Resolution reported, the report adopted,
and a message accordingly returned to
the Council.

ANNUAL ESTIMATES.
IN COMMITTEE OF SUPPL.

Resumed from the last sitting.

]Isns DEPARTMENT (Hon. A. Jameson,
Minister).

Lands and Surveys, £68,122:
Tim TREASURER (Hon. James

Gardiner) said:- It falls to my lot to
submit thie estimates of my colleague the
Minister for Lands to this House; and
in doing so I want hon. members to
understand that I will give every informa-
tion in my power which members may
desire. Naturally, I can hardly be
expected to have a full grasp of the sub-
ject, seeing that this department is under
the charge of another Minister. So far
as the administration of lands is con-
cerned, we have been extremely fortunate
in having Ministers who have striven by
every means in their power to effect

settlement on our lands. The whole of
their time has been given to this -very
laudable end; and as a, result we find
that the administration has not received
that attention which probably it ought to
have. In looking through the estimates of
the Lands Department, it will he apparent
that the department is increasing very
rapidly. The past Ministers for Lands,
the Hon . 0. Throssell, who made such a
name for himself when administering that
department, also the member for West
Perth (Mr. Moran), who would doubtless
have done equally well in that position
ultimately, will b~oth bear me out in say.
ing that all the efforts of the Ministers
have been given to settling people on the
laud, rather than to the administration
of the department. Myv colleague, the

goodsstsfe heei deal of unnecessary delay in the
admi nistration of this department, aud be
is striving as far as possible to combine
several sub-departments rather than let
them go on increasing as they are;
because it is found, especially in Govern-
ment administration, that one of the
wisest things we can do is to get away
from the creation of branchies of a depart-
ment, because as soon as a branch is
started the head of that branch begins to
build round him an establishment. Here
we find. several branches of the depart-
mnent which the Minister proposes to
combine, particularly the land sales and
registration, the land selection and in-'
quiry, also the inspection of lands and
improvements. His intention is to make
.these three branches into one, Of
course there are portions of these
estimates which will come in for con-
siderable criticism in this 'House; and
all I ask of hon. members is that
the criticism shall be as brief as possible,
and as Much to the point as possible.
Any suggestions which members of this
Committee can make that will lead to a
better state of things in this department
will be noted by me for my hon col-
league's consideration, and I am sure that
if these suggestions carry with them
sound sense he will be the first man to
adopt them. In fact I may say that in
one of these departments already we are
trying some of the many experiments
suggested by the member for Dundas
(Mr. Thomas). We are trying one with
regard to those travelling allowances.
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This department is; rich in men who
receive allowances for travelling.

MEMBER: Wipe them out.
THE TREASURER: P The mnembers for

Dundas miade a suggestion which I noted
very much earlier in the Estimates, that
it wvill be a wise thing to get vouchers
from these men, and see if the expendi-
ture justifies the vote put upon the Esti-
mates, and, in addition to that, to see that
they do not make out of that allow-
ance a certain additional salary. His
argument was, I believe, that if it cost
more than these men were being paid to
do the work it was the correct thing for
the Government to pay themn more; and
if on the other band they spent less, they
had no right to receive the allowanc e
down here for them. The Government
have started that experiment in the
Lands Office, and I hope it will turn out
as successfully as the member for Dundas
believes it will. In connection with this
we have the Wonods and Forests. It was
intended, I believe, some tine ago to
appoint a conservator. The Minister for
Lands thinks there is not the slightest
necessity to do that, but he thinks that
every care should be laken. to protect our
forests. We have a number of inspectors
in the Woods and Forests Department.
and it will be the duty of the conservator
to see that these inspectors are abso-
lutely necessary and that the work
that they are doing justifies the ex-
penditure. The Agricultural Hank, as
the Committee know, has been placed
under the management of Mr. Pater-
son, and I am sure the Committee re-
gret very much that gentleman's illness,
for it has taken away from the Minister
for Lands, at a time when he wanted
every possible assisitance, a valued and
very important factor in making the
Agricultural Bank and agriculture a
success, and I am suore the Committee
wish with my hon. colleague that Mr.
Paterson may be soon restored to health
to assist in the work he has taken in
hand. Now we come to the question of
rabbits. The House has constantly com-
plained that there has not been sufficient
energy put into the administration of this
department. The great excuse is-and
there are always excuses-that they have
been unable to obtain the wire netting.
They also make the excuse that this de-
partment was brought into being prac

tically during the political turmloil of last
year, and frequently when one Ministry
was prepared to go on, it did not re-
ceive sanction because it was ousted by
another Ministry, and consequently in-
stead of getting right away at thle jump,
as Parliament intended it should do,
there has been an unnecessary delay.
The contract has been let for the wire
netting from Hurracoppin to Starvation
Boat Harbour. I think that is abo~ut 40
miles.

Mn. MORAN: Forty miles! It is miore
than that.

THx TREASURER: Yes; that is
wrong.

Mn. MoRAN: It is about 200 miles.
Tax TREA SURER: Yes. In addition

they are calling for wire netting for 120
miles north froin Burracoppin, on the
12th December. In addition to that they
are going to call for tenders both in
London and here for 500 miles of wire
netting, so as to get along as quickly as
possible. Those are just a few remarks
I wanted to make. As I said before,
I shall be very glad to take suggestions
that members may make, and convey
them to my colleague. As far as possible
in going through these estimates Ihave
given a good deal of time myself in
getting out the details, and I hope I
shall be able to give the Committee all
possible information available.

[General discussion on the Lands Esti-
mates ensued, as follows.]

Mn. J ACOBY: It was pleasing to
hear that sonic attempt was to be made
to place this department in a better
administrative position than at present.
He could mention a good many instances,
but he thought it was, of no use going
into details in connection with this
department, as nothing but a thoroughly
drastic and an absolutely thorough system
of reorganisation was likely to do that
department any good. There were a
large number of most excellent officers in
connection with the department whose
services, if they were efficiently utiised,
would be sufficient to bring the depart-
ment up to the standard it should possess.
There were several items of new expendi-
ture in connection especially with land
agencies throughout the State, and he
entirely agreed with that expenditure;
but it was ridiculous that whilst we
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were taking these means to place new
settlers on ,the soil, those who had
already selected and were waiting to
corn ence operations on their blocks were
unable to do so on account of the surve ys
not having been made. There were many
instances in his own knowledge where the
application was now six or seven months
old. It was soniewhat of a disgrace that
applications should be so long in the
hinds of the department and 'yet not
attended to. It had a miost serious
effect upon new people settling in this
country that they had to wait so long
before being able to locate thbeir blocks,
and it was a very serious handicap. Last
session he instanced many cases and pro-
duced letters. Just recently he had been
interviewed by several people in his own
district, who had asked hint if he could
not do something to press this depart-
muent on. He would ask the Minister in
his capacity as Treasurer to gire the
necessary funds to employ the requisite
surveyors.

THE TREASURE I.e Provision had been
wade to bring the work uip to date.
There was provision oin the Estimates for
about £1,100.

Mu. JACOBYV said lie was very pleasect
to bear it. As to sonme of the minoir
departments, steps; oughit to be taken to
amalgamiate themt and do away with that
duplication of secretaries wicvh we had.
in some of these departments. He saw
no reason why there s;hould be a separate
department to deal with rabbits. He did
not think there should be a. secretary for
that departmntnt. He thought a chief
clerk would. be quite sufficient. The
Stock Department, perhaps, need not have
av separate organisatiou. Then we bad
the Forestry Department. Thesqe various
departments mnighit, he thought. con-
veniently be placed under the control of
one director of agriculture. Probably
some reason why not steps had been taken
in the matter was owing to the fact that
want of office accommodation had pre-
vented the bringing of these offices
together in convenient form. Therefore
he recognised that the Government had
some difficultyr, but he trusted that now
proposals were being brought before
Parliament for providing office accom-
modation for the Government, an
attempt would be made to amalgamate
all these various departments con-

Inected with agriculture, whereby there
would be a very considerable saving in
administration, and enormous saving to
the public who had to deal with these
various offices. The State had in the
present Minister for Lands (lion. A.
Jameson) a gentleman who was doing
at tremendous lot of good. When that
lion, gentleman came into office, of course
hie had no experience of the position, but
lie had brougbt new ideas, and experience
in other directions had led him to deal
with many matters in a new light. If
the lion. gentleman was anxious to estab-
lish an experimental orchard at Whitby,
he trusted that would he done soon,
becausae if there was one thing more than
another in which we ought to look ahead
a little bit in this State it was in connec-
tion with our enormous possibilities in
fruit-growing. He felt sure a time would
come when Western Australian fruit
would be wore popular in the market
than was the Californian and the Ameri-
can fruit to-day. Although a few mis-
takes might have been miade, upon the
whole we could congatulate ourselves
on having a Minister controlling this
department who, if he had not all the
administrative abilities which perhaps
might be devoted to it, still dealt with
the larger questions of his department
in a manner that was doing credit to the
department and a considerable amount of
good to the State.

MR. WALLACE: Un the general ques-
tion he wished to say a. few words, because
he did not propose to attack ite~ms. He
might draw the atten tion of the Rouse to
two or three items for the purpose of
getting information. He had recognised
long ago that it was futile to attempt to
make any reduction of items in this
Chamber. The Lands Department, em-
bracing as it did so many particular
branches, maust fail in some degree to

I give satisfaction to everybody. There
*was one phase of the department which
had always struck him, and that was that
whatever Minister was in charge of it,

*there seemed to be only one desire-to
Iget rid of our State lands. We begged
people day after day to come along and
take our State lands.

Ma. JTACOBY: That was a matter of
policy. The Minister dlid not control that.
* MR. WALLACE: The Treasurer re-
ferred to work doue by settlement of
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people on the land. It was, however, of
no use for one Minister of the Crown to
attempt to settle people on the land, if
the Government as a whole did not
recognise that those settlers must have
facilities for tilling their land if they so
desired, or stocking it if they desired, and
also facilities and opportunities for getting
to the market. The Goomalling people
were deluded to go on the land in hopes
that a railway line would follow them.
That, he thoughtwas two years ormore ago.
The duty of the Government was to
provide farmers with facilities for getting
to market. Owing to the want of effec-
tive stocking conditions the vast area, of
pastoral land recently th rown open in the
Kimberley district was being held specu-
latively. In connection with an appli-
cation by a bona fide settler he had
discovered that eight-tenths of the coun-
try recently discovered was held by a
single Kimberley squatter, who could not
possibly own sufficient cattle to stock
such an area adequately. The only way
to cheapen the cost of meat in this State
was to encourage the bona flde holder.
The Stock Department was of great im-
portanc and merited the close attention
of Ministers, but little care had been
devoted to it for the past six years. The
evidence taken by the select comamittee
which inquired into the advisability of
rela~xing the quarantine regulations 'as
affecting tick cattle, showed that there
was much room for improvement in the
Stock Department. The boast of the
officer in charge wits that he administered
his department cheaply; but no officer
could administer effectively without the
support of his official head. So far as his
information went, in this respect the
present Minister for Lands was to blame,
as also were his predecessors, with the
possible exception of the member for
West Perth (Mr. Moran), whose termi of
office had been too short to allow himi to
initiate or at all events to carry out
reforms.

MR. HOPKINS: The bellman ouight
to be sent out to bring in those ardent
supporters of the principles of Henry
George who absented themselves when
the disposal of one-third of the unalien-
ated lands of the State was under discus-
sion. Some people everlastingly trum-
peted the advantage of perpetual leases
for every district but their own. Eastern

Goldfields residents must be satisfied
with perpetual leases, but in agricul-
tural districts fees simple were essen-
tial. The Minisiter for Lands would
do well to set the unemployed to work
ringbarkiug and clearing an area for
an experimental stud farm: uder good
management the ultimate result of such
an experiment would be more than satis-
factory. If the existing land regulations
were relaxed in respect of the residen-
tial condition, many men in receipt of
tolerably good wages, from £3 10s. to £5
per week, on the goldfields would be dis-
posed to take up agricultural areas, to
which they would send their families
during the summer months. Arrange-
ments might be made in the case of such
men to allow the conditions to be satisfied
by an expenditure of £,25 or £50 in ring-
barking during the first year, by farther
improvements during the second year,
and by burning and fencing and provision
of water supply during the third year.
The -land must, of course, be sufficiently
reproductive to pay working expenses.
The Minister had an opportunity, if he
would only grasp it, of largely increasing
settlement oii the land, Tt was a pity
that the disciples of Henry George had
not advocated their leader's principles in
connection with the new townsite of
Edjiidina. The course adopted had been
to make the whole town available for
business licenses. Hundreds of applicants
attended, whilst the number of block-s
surveyed was totally inadequate; the
result being that there were 20 applicants
for every block. Now every one of
those applicants, in order to qualify
for application, had to take out a busi-
ness license at a cost of £4 10s.
Thus there were 20 a~pplicants for one
block, paying as a body £90 in license
fees before lodging their applications;
then There must be at ballot and only one
man could get the land. Certainly this
was a most effective means of raising the
revenue, but rather hard on the selectors.
Applications for transfers of residential
leases were frequently in the office for
three or four months before completion.
To a w6rkiug man this was a serious
difficulty, for after he had sold his block
his money was placed "1in escro "p]ending
execution of transfer. The niatter could
be easily remedied. All would agree that
the Department of Agriculture and the
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Lands Departmient should work in har-
mony with the mining industry; but the
goldflelds should not he for ever ex ploi ted
to provide revenue for those living in the
fertile portions of the couniry.

MR. THOMAS -Some members depre-
cated discussion on the Estimates; but'
it was the duty of all to see that they
were thoroughly discussed, even if this
necessitated sitting after Christmas. Ou
various increases in these Estimates he
would require information. To-day some
Fremantle members had suggaested to
the Minister for Works that a saudhill
at I'remantle be shifted to give work to the
unemiployved. Next year the same memn-
hers would probably advocate that it he
replaced. Such relief works, of no per-
nianent advantage, lie would always
oppose. In a few mouths the unemployed
difficultv must be serious. Men were
being dismissed from the trainway works
at Kalgoorlie. At a meeting held yester-
day one speaker maintained that the
number of men now employed in that
town was less by 2,000 than the number
employed some muouthis ago. Certainly
there bad been a reduction. The coin-
pletion of the Leonora railway had thrown
many out of emnpl-,yment, and all could
not be absorbed by the Laverton railway
construction. Others had been dismissed
by reason of the approaching com-
pletion of the Fremantle Harbour
Works, and umore must follow the
completion of the Goolgardie Water
Scheme. few of thein being required for
the reticulation. Large gangs employed
on irelaying rails on the Eastern Railway
would soon finish their labours; and thus
three to five thousand able-bodied men
would be idle. The revenue of the State
was about £20 per head, and a workman
must be worth more than that, as he had
others dependent on himi ; therefore
population must he retained, otherwise
we should lose revenue and increase the
national debt. Unproductive relief works
would, however, recoil on the State which
introduced them, as might be learned from
the experience of the East.

THE (>AMNtnn What had this to do
with the vote ?

Mx. THOMAS: In respect of land
settlement the suggestion was made that
something might be done for the un-
employed. In order to settle people on
the soil the Government bad recently

purchased large estates; and on the Sup-
Iplemnentary Estimates provision should,
be made for the clearing of such land by
the unemployed-not by day labour, but
lby the butty-gang system. Money could
not be better used than in finding 'work

Ifor the unemployed in the construction of
railways and the clearing of land. And
as clearing proceeded the men who did
the work might be induced to settle on it
by the offer of leases. A large number
of landlords under Government was much

I preferable to many tenants under a
few private landlords. In this connection
he was not in favour of the alienation

*of State lands, and for that reason be
*would not like to see land which had been
cleared by the unemployed put up to
auctionL, but the land should be given
on various terms to the mien who cleared

t.If the Government saw their way to
Iplace a large sum on the Estimates to he
spent during the reess on works of this
sort it would meet with the approval of
every farming man in the RHouse and in
the country. Members might expect
during recess that the Government would.
carry into actual practice what they had led
the country to believe was their political
faith, that they- were not in favour of the
alienation of the public lands. He was

*not going to consent to the hurrying of
the Estimates, which meant so much to
the members of the House and to the

*electors. He did not see any reasonable
hope of getting through the Estimates
and through the Bills before Christmas;
therefore he asked the Government to see
their -way to go through the 'Estimates
and Bills in a proper and systematic
mnanner, so that memb ers could give that
consideration to the various items which
the electors considered they should do.
He was not sick of his jarliamentary
work: were he sick hie should consider it
his duty to place his resignation in the
hands of those who sent him lo Parliamient.
But while he represented a section of the
electors he would give due and p~roper
consideration to the Estimates, and try
to curtail the expenditure and the revenue
of the State.

MR. H&Y WARD:. The Government
should not undertake State farming, but
the unemployed might be given -work in
clearing land by contract and not by day
labour. As to the removal of the sand-
hill at Fremnantle, that could hardly be
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considered -a reproductive work: it was
one of the worst suggestions which had
been made. We had a large number of
men who seemed to depend on Govern-
ment works, and to a certain extent they
were useless for other employment. Still
theme was no reason why they should not
undertake the clearing of land. There
were scores of men walking about the
country and asking for work, but when
it was offered to them they would not
take it. The only solution of the unem-
ployed difficulty was that the Government
should undertake the clearing of land by
contract.

MR. THOMAS: The member for
Northam had referred to the increase of
our population, and had told members
that he was afraid it was a drought-
driven population. There had been a
severe drought in the Eastern States
recently, and in the constituency of
Dundas there bad been a. representative
of the South Australian farmers sent
over to report on the land, and this man
had given it as his opinion that the land
was far better than the South Australian
farm land. Aow was the time to turn
this land business to the best accouut.
There were a number of men in the other
States who had been driven to the verge
of poverty by the drought, anid we should
endeavour to get them to settle in this
country, where for years we had not been
subject to a drought. As to putting the
unemployed on to clear the land so that
the Eastern farmers might come here and
take up the land, that was a good idea.
He knew our farmers were exercising
every vigilance in clearing the land to
put it under cultivation, but they'i could
not do the work fast enough. The
farmers from the Eastern States, driven
here by the drought, had not money
to clear the land for themselves, and if
the laud was cleared by the unemployed
and was not taken up by those uneim-
ployed, then The drought-driven farmers
would be prepared to settle on it.

HON. G. THROSS EM1 : It was to be
regretted that the Government intended to
wipe out the small. country land agencies,
notably in the Eastern District and the
South-Western District, and to substitute
one general agent to travel about. This
would be a grave mistake. He gathered
from the Estimates that it was the inten-

tion of the Government to place 91
agent in the Eastern District and anoth
in the South-Western District, and
destroy the smnall tLgences at Yor
Beverley, Bridgetown, and other place
In these days, when farmers were floc1
ing in. it was necessary in every distri
where land was available that the
should be an officer to give applican
every information. The agencies in ti
past had been carried on at small expene
At Beverley the officei' received £50,
York £50, at Northanm £75, at Nei
castle and Bridgetown £50 each. The
agencies were to be wiped out as
highly-paid officers established in ti
Avon Valley and in the South- Wee
Common sense would tell anyone t]Ln
such officzers could not attend to tl
work. He was convinced that the sum
agencies more than fulfilled the object i
view in establishing them. In his o-A
district the officer received £275 a yea
and hie supposed handled some X3.OC

*or £4,000 a year. In an isolated di
triet like Beverley there should be a

* gency, ota when farmers went I
B yere in search of land they coul

obtain all information from someone
authority* . If thes4e small agencies wei
continued and the central office sulpliE
the agencies with plans and full inforu
tion, the veriest tyro could give all tQ
infortnation. that was niecessary. ~A
Albany there was an agent; farther u
the line there was a central agency
Ka~taaning. At Beverley and at Yor
and at Newcastle there were agencie
and even at Freman tie it was absolute]
necessary to have an inquiry office,E
that the officer could direct people whet
land watsavailable. He hoped the Goi
erunment Would reconsider their decisioi
He was glad to see that the services
Mr. Hanford had at lat been recognise(
and that hie was to receive an increase
£100 a year. No one in the departiner
had rendered more sound ser-vice to tf,
State in the way of land settlement tha
this officer. When farmers from 0i
Eastern States were driven to our short
it was necessary that the futllest informi
tion should be available of the agrieu
tura) areas open for selection. Surveyoi
should be sent to discover what lands wei
available, and the department bar in
discovered the land could supply fl
information by having country agencie
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But if 'we were to take full advantage of
our present opportunities this informa-
tiou should be spread broadcast not
only throughout Western Australia but
throughout the Eastern States. Now
was our opportunity. Hle believed that
when he called attention to the matter a
few years ago there was not an officer in
the whole of the service who knew that
such land existed. He remembered
carrying at motion that the Government
should gather information respecting
lend available within 25 miles of any
existing tine in the Eastern Districts. It
was stated that there was no such land
available. Since that we had had the
famous; Goownalling country, and now we
knew there were nearly 400.000 acres of
land still available. Information should
be gathered by heads of the department
and distributed throughout these small
agencies, and when men flocked into the
State they could get that information
and be told where they could select. It
was all-important that the Government
should be up and doing in regard to
water supply. lHe believed that last year
there was something like L230,000 for
the development of agriculture. Along
the Avon Valley and the Great Southern
Railway we had been declaring land
open. On the other hand we had to
provide water. We wanted information
as to the intentions of the Government-
what bad been done and what it was
intended to do in this direction. With
regard to surveys .214,000 was, he thought.
too siall a sum. One of the charges
made against the old Government was
that they starved the Survey Department.
Hen believed that the present Government
were likely to do the same thing if they
were not careful. With regard to the
great question of attracting men from
the cities, it was said that men would
not go into the country; but we knew
better. Men were flocking in large
-numbers to the country. What were we
doing for the farm labourers, or those
who wished to become farm labourers ?
Whilst we made a great stir amongst the
farmers proper, the labourer was just as
essential to the success of the countr~y
and settlement as the farmers themselves.
What were we doing to attract these
workmenP Nothing at all. Yet in the
Lands Act last year it was provided,
wisely, that every labourer had a right to

a ten -acre block as a free farm and the
consequential financial assistance. If
small communities were attracted to
these large areas, it would be a great
help to the farmer proper. As years
rolled on and a man established his
home his children would be born, and
the consequence would he there would
be a love of the country instead of, as
was now stated, a hatred of the country.
There would be friendship between the
settler and the farmer, to the great gain
of the State. Although we talked very
largely of relief works for these labourers,
there was not sufficient attraction to get
these labourers fixed on the land in close
proximity to their homes. He -wished to
einphasise the necessity of'having the
fullest possible information respecting
the laud available, especially with regard
to the Avon 'Valley and other parts. A
search should be made for the land and the
fullest information given, flat would, be
believed, lead to a large amount of settle-
ment. He knew at settler who five years
ago was a, poor man but who last year
was able to sell £2,000 worth of produce.

iHundreds of thousands of acres of first.
class land in this State could be found if
the Government would only make a
search. He had it on good authority
that in this so-called salmon-gum country,
which old settlers would not touch a few
years ago, something like two million
acres were available. If we initiated a
polity of surface darns for the first
settlers, nothing but good could result.
The Estimates as a whole commended
themselves to hire, except that he did not
approve of wiping out these country land
agencies, and he was convinced the
amount of £14,000 for surveys wats not
nearly sufficient. With the failure in
the crops in other States and the general
condition of poverty, we had an oppor-
tunity that probably would notrecnrfor
many years to come.

THE: TREASURER: Various sug-
gestions bad been made by mnembhers of
the Committee, and he would have the
greatest pleasure in laying them before
his colleague the Minister for Lands.
The member for Dundas (Mr. Thomas)
said he did not wish to hurry through
the Estimates in any way. No one up to
now would credit the hon. member with
any desire to do that. The hon. member
had given other members very little
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opportunity of utilising time in discussing
these Estimates.

MR. TwoiwAs: Members had. an oppor-:
tunity, but did not use it.

THE TREASURER:- There wasreason in all things. He assured the
member for Northam (Hon. G. Thros-
sell) that so far as these small agencies
were concerned the Government would
see that there was no disability in re-
gard to applicants. They would see that
provisions were made so that they could
get the plans and all information. The
Government were as conscious as was the
hon. member that the present time was
Western Australia's opportunity. The
very fact that there had been a great
drought throughout the other States
would, he thouglit, turn attention to the
State which had an abundant rainfall.
So far as possible, the Government had
not been niggardly in giving ally neces-
sary assistance asked for by the Lands
Department. No doubt the suggestion
by the member for Northam that the
Government should ascertain where the
best country was and get settlement as
near to the railways as possible would be
considered.

Itemn 18-Head of division, £825:-
MRt. THOMAS referred to an applica-

tion wade to the Lands Department by the
Premier Downs Syndicate, and he under-
stood it was refused. The Premier Downs
Syndicate had made application in accord-
ance with the Land Act for a large
number of blocks, aggregating 3,000,000)
acres. A lithograph plan was issued,
showing the location of the blocks applied
for, and the money tendered by the syndi-
cate was received as rent paid in
advance. The reason given for the
eventual refusal of the application was
that the Government did not intend to
lease any land in the Eucla, district until
the result of boring oper-ations being
carried on there was known. However,
after the application of the Premier
Downs Syndicate had been refused and
that syndicate had been asked to accept
a refund of the mioney tendered as rent,
three other applications were granted,
though for smaller areas. Moreover, the
syndicate had not been informed. that its
appication had been ref used on the ground
that the area, asked for was too large.

THE TREASURER: Certain questiour
on this subject asked by the hon. membei
in the House had been replied to. HE
(the Treasurer) would inquire whether
the hon. member's last statement war;

I correct or not; )ersonally, he Was in.
clined to think it was incorrect.

Item-Head of division (Land Selec-
tion and Inquiry), £8325:

MRt. JA.COBY: The custom of thE
departmient was to obtain a report f row
a, forest ranger on anyv land carrying
timber applied for in forest country or
the Darling Range. with the result that
several applications had been refused.

THE F PREmiER:- Inside timber leases',
inp. JACOBY: No; outside timber

leases. On inquiry at the Lands OfficE
he had been informed that the policy of

Ithe department was to preserve thetimier.
That, was a poor polit -y, because although
100 acres of land ighot carry 50 jarrab
trees of good size, a farmer would put
in 1,000 trees, which would be of con-
siderably more value, to the State thanl
even 1,600 jarraliL trees. The bonra fide
settler should be given the preferencE

Iover the sawmniller.

* Item -Head of division (Roads and
Reserves), £825:

MR. PHILLIPS. Many reserveF
*throughout the State were being put to na
Ilse. In his district there was one

*reserve, designed for an experiments]
farm, in which several thousand acres of
splendid agricultural land were locked

Iup. The land had been applied for.
THE PREMIER:- Was the desire that

it should he thrown open as an agricul-
tural area ?

MR. PHILLIPS: Yes; several appli-
cations had been made. He knew of
other such eases.

TmE TREASURER: lIthe hon. mnem-
ber would supply particulars of such
instanpes, the Lands Department would

*be pleased to fall in with the sugges-
tion.

Ma. EWING: Portions of land in the
Vasse, which were not heavily timbered,
and also portions of the South-Western
Mining District, which were practically
free from timber, might be leased in
blocks from 20 to 50 acres. Tle law as
it stood would not permit of this being
done.
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THE TRASURER: That matter was
receiving consideration.

MR. JACOBY: If the large number of
men now engaged in cutting timber for
the furnaces at Helena, weir were to he
employed permanently, a small area
should be reserved so that they might put
up houses, instead of remaining camped
practically in the bed of the river.

THE TREASURER: WVhat area would
the hon. member suggestF

Mn. JACOBY: Sufficient to allow the
men to start gardens. The growth of
fruit in small areas was profitable, and
could be done in the men's spare time.

Item-Chief Land Agent, £570:
MR. TLASTW: Why should this officer

get an increase of £100?.
Tan TREASURER: No man in this

House had set his face more strongly
against increases than himself, but the
officer here concerned was a man who bad
honestly proved himself of worth to the
State. In this instance the Committee
might exercise its judgment. Everyone
who had come in contact with the land
agent at Katanning would admit that no
public officer had done better work for
the State, as he was available to any
applicant at any hour, and spared himself
no inconvenience or trouble in the dis-
charge of his duties. In fact, this officer
acted as if the land of the State were his
own and as if he were making a direct
profit out of his exertions.

Mnt. THOMAS: Quite apart from the
worth of this officer, a protest must be
entered against the granting of any in-
creases. We ought to await the report
of the royal commission, which was coPst-
ing the country so much money, before
granting any increases. If necessary,
any higher salaries recommended might
be made retrospective. He moved that
the item be reduced by £2100.

Ma. HASTIE also desired to enter aL
protest against the granting of increases
to welt-paid officers. He did not doubt
for a moment that the chief land agent
was a particularly good officer, but the
service doubtless contained scores, or
perhaps hundreds, of other good officers
who had not enjoyed the opportunity of
bringing their work under the notice of
the Ministerial head.

MR. WALLA.CE: The granting of
increases to highly-paid officers, while

starvation wages were paid to lower
officers, was altogether objectionable on
principle. Why was th e chief land agent
of this country stationed at Katanning?
Why should he not be stationed in the
head office or in the most important
farming centre of the State?

TauN TREASURER: Which was the most
important farming centre?

MR. WALLACE. At any rate
Katanning was not, and it remained for
Ministers to say which was. The officer
drew 10s. per day travelling allowance,
and his salary probably amounted to
£2725 per annum. This gentleman had
benefited only one part of the State,
Katanning: his visit to the Murchison
with some third-class fruit ha.d resulted
rather unfortunately. It was question-
able whether the service rendered to the
whole State was sufficient to warrant the
granting of an1 increase.

Ma. TAYLOR: Apart from the merits
or demerits of the officer, the increase
should be opposed, as it was contrary to
the promise of the Government that there
should be no increases pending the report
of the royal commission. If the com-
mission recommended any increases, let
them be made retrospective.

Amendment put, mnd a division taken
wi th the following result-

Ayes
Noes

S
16

Majority against

Ais.
Mr. Bath Mi
Mr. =lgls M,
Mr. HnsM,
Mr. Bolm~m Air
Mr. Johnson I
Mr. TIMlo M
Mr. Thma 1 X
Mr. wallace (Tcilrr). 11

it

Mr

..

Pass8.
r. Atkbns
rDiamond
rEwing
Paul kes

rGardiner
r. Gregory
r.Hayward

r. James
ix Monger

r. O'Counor
r. Phillips

r. =In

rSmith
r. Ye! rerton

flRighai f Teller).

Amendment thus negatived.

[MR. QUTrNLAN took the Chair.]

Item-- Shorthand clerk, correspon den ce,
£2130:

Mat. THOMAS: Why this increase of
£120, and the increases in the next three
items, making practically four new itens.
for correspondence aloneP
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Tiai TREASURER: Ministers were
investijiting the question of correspon-
dence with a view to reductions. In this
depatment correspondence appeared par-
ticulrly difficult to deal with. One of
the officers in question was a despateh
clerk, who looked after enclosures and
prepared matter for the post. The next
officer delivered reports sent to other
departments; another looked up papers
required in connection with letters re-
ceived, or on which farther action was
necessary. As there were 16,000 files, a
staff of clerks was needed in respect of
them,

Itein-Clerk, --67 10s.:
MR. THOMAS: This was new.
THFTREASURER: And notrequired.
Msu. THOMAS: moved that the item

be struck out.
Amendment Passed, and the item

struck out.

Item-Clerk, £90:
MR.. THOMAS moved that the item be

struck out.
Amend ment passed, and the item

struck out.

Item-Clerk, £90:
Mn. THOMAS asked for explanation.
Tim TREASURER: This and a few

similar officers were needed to bring up
to date the work of the land selection and
inquiry branch. They would be retained
for nine months only.

MaL. THOM AS:- In reference to pro-
viding land agents in the Eastern, South-
Western, and Victoria districts, did the
Name remarks applyP

Tan Twanssunn: That was a different
question altogether.

MR,. THOMAS:- Which of the agents
would have the control of the Dundas
district ? He understood the Govern-
ment intended to tack a portion of the
Plantagenet district on to the Dundas
district, which would give a. large number
of pastoralists to the Dirndas constituency.
At Grass Patch there was one farmer
reaping a ton and a-half of hay to the
acre from 500 acres which ho had under
crop. The district would not. he properly
looked after either by the land agent in
the Eastern district, the South-Western
district, or the Victoria district, but it
could be looked after from Esperance.

At Grass Patch alone 10,000 acres 'were
thrown open for settlement, and as much

*as possible was being placed onl the
market. This district would rapidly
increase in the future.

Tan: TREASURER:' Would Esperance
suit ?

MR. THOMAS: Yes; perfectly.

Itetm - Land agent, IBeverley (six
months):

Mn. HIGHAM: In reference to the
land agents at the various places, lie
wished to emphasise the remark made by
the mnember for Northam that these
agents should not be done away with.
They were doing a great deal of good and
affording information to those who wished
to take up land. To test the ques-
tion, he moved that the words " six
mouths' bu struck out.

Tn TREASURER: In] those districts
which the general land agent could not
cover there were Governatent officers who
would give the necessary information.

*Special men were not needed at each of
these places to look after the land business.

Amendment negatived.
Ma. THOMAS asked for information

in regard to draftsmnaa, Kittanning, nine
months.

TuE TREASURER: This officer would
only be employed for the nine months.

Itemn -Kalgoorlie:
MR. WALfACE: Could not the posi-

tions1 inspector of residential leases, Kial-
goorlie, and land agent, Kalgoorlie, be
held by one officer ?

THE TREASURER: The intention of
the Minister for LAnuds had been drawn
to these two items, and the Minister for
Mines and himself would visit the gold-
fields immediately Parliament rose, and
would see if the two offices could nut be
combined.

MR, BATH: Some trouble was experi-
enced in the Kalgoorlie lands, district as
to the residential leases. The conditions
were being e-vaded, and in the face of
strong opposition the Government a-ppoin-
ted the officer, and his work had justified
the appointment. He did not know if it
was necessary to continue the officer,
who, up to th~e present, had prevented a
good deal of dumnmying.

Pnp TREASURER: It was not a
question of the officer in this particular
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district, but the land agent at Kalgoorlie
had prvosly been partly employed by
the LnsDepartment; now he was
exclusively employed by the Lands De-
partment. He had a clerk, and it was
thought that the land. agent and his clerk
could do the inspection of the residential
sites.

MR. TAYLOR said he understood from
the Treasurer that in future there would
be only two of these three items.

THE TREAsunsa: That was what the
Government hoped.

Mn. TAYLOR: ff that was so. it was
not necessary to strike the item out.

MR. EWING:- Were due regulations
being framed for residential leasesP He
was. not very mauch enamoured of the
system of residential leases, but the
House were unanimously of the opinion
that the system should be carried out.
He thought the people should have some
permanency of their leases, but at present
they had not. He would urge the
Government to make the holdings more
permanent, so that people would have
more heart to carry on their work.

Item-uspeetor (Surveyor), £200:
MR. THOMAS: Theenorinous number

of d raf tsmen and su rveyors in tb is depart-
ment would lead anyone to think the
time had come for some of them to be
wiped out. On the fields there was a
tremendous amount of work for surveyors,
and yet a, small staff carried it out.
Here we had in the Lands Department
Some scores of surveyors and draftsmen
apparently, and he hoped the Minister
would agree to strike out this item and
the next.

THE TREASURER: Applications were
being kept back because the lands had
not been properly classified. These men
did inspection and classification. The
Minister for Lands was sbriously thinking
about doing away with classification. He
said that by that means we ought to be
able to get very much quitter settlement,
and very much quicker consideration of
applications than now; besides which
there would be a saving of a. very large
amount of money. Under the present
Act, however, he said it was, very
necessary to have classification, so that
we might say to the people, " There you
are; there is your particular land." With
regard to these particular items, the

Minister said he wanted the two men
very badly. If the Government could
possibly do without them, the positions
would not be filled. He (the Treasurer)
admitted that, so far as surveyors were
concerned, the place seemed to be made
up of draftsmen and surveyors, and yet,
when one was taken through the depart-
ment, and they showed how many times
the surveying portions of applications
had to be touched before they came out
on the title, it was a wonder that they ever
got through.

Ma. THOMAS:- That was red-tapeism.
TusE TREASURER: One could hardly

touch the service without finding red.
tapeism existing, and it seemed there
ought not to be half the red-tapeism
there was. In this instance it was said:-
" I you do not give us these men, you
are retarding settlement.' We did not
wish to retard settlement. It was said:
" You must get a man with fairly good
knowledge, and you have to pay him a
fairly decent salary."

Items 186 to 198 (survey officers)
MR. THOMAS: The Minister might

find some of these men who would be
Iuseful for this work.

THE THE ASURER: They were not
the ordinary rank and file ; they were
very difficult to get. There were six
whom they had not been able to obtain
yet. They wanted theta in order to get

Ithe work done.
Mn. THOMAS: There were 48 who

had after their names "surveyor,"
i1draftsman,' or something. Then in

1addition we met with item 199, "Sur-
veyors' assistants, draftsmen," and so on,
£8,600. He was satisfied with having
raised a protest, and that the Minister
knew the House would he with him if
he could see his way not to fill all these
positions.

TR TREASURER: Strenuous objec-
tion was raised by the Government to
this expenditure, until they went and saw
the work and discovered that in some
instances it was six or peven years behind.

Items 200 to 206--Forage -and travel-
ling for inspectors of lands at £100 per
annum each (one for nine months only),

Ite-ms 207 to 21 0 -Forage and travel-
ling for land agents at £150,2£600:.

Annual Estimates: [9 DECEMBER, 1902.]
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MR. BATH asked for information re-
garding these items.

THE TREASURER: The Government
bad asked the Lands Office to adopt the
system suggested by the member for
flundas (Mr. Thomas). That system
was already in vogue. The Government
wanted to see with regard to this forage
question whether they were paying too
much or not enough. They insisted on
vouchers being sent in, but it was neces-
sary for the vouchers to be again checked.
In connection with the next Estimates,
the Government would be able to tell the
Committee exactly what system was being
adopted.

MR. EWING: The reduction of forage
allowances was false economy. Such
important work as this demanded a
liberal allowance.

MR. THOMAS: This and the preced-
ing item showed an increase of £500.

THE TREASURER: Yes; because the
amounts voted on last year's Estimates
.covered only nine mionths.

Item--Forage and travelling allowances
for four land agents at £150, £600 :

Mn. HOLMAN moved that the item
£000 be reduced by £2200. The item
had been increased by that amount.

Tnx TREASURER: The Govern-
ment had got into hot water through
cutting down these items at all. It was
stated that the land agents required
forage and travelling allowances of fully
£150.

ME, HOLMAN: HRow many horses did a.
land agent keep?

Tauri TREASURER:- Some of them
said they needed four horses for the
adequate discharge of their duties.

MR. JAcony:- One could quite believe
it.

THiE TREASURER:- The land agents
provided their own trap, outfit, and so
forth.

Item - Travelling and transport,
£2,000:

MR. HASTIE:- What was the reason
for the great increase in this item, from
£21,100 to £92,000? This was apparently
also to provide for the travelling of land
agents.

TanE TREASURER: The item pro-
vided for travelling, transport, fares and
freights, landing charges, travelling and

subsistence allowances to officers of the
Lands Department not in receipt of fixed
travelling allowances.

Ma. HASTZH: Did the item include the
expense of showing round prospective
land buyers ?

THx TRASURER: Yes.

Item-Margaret and Yalingup Caves,
grant to Board, £1,000:-

Mu. HOLMAN: 'Was this grant to be
annual, and was it to be spent in making
roads or in beautifying the caves?

MR. HASTIE:- A similar item for
£91,000 had appeared on last year's Esti-
mates. How soon might the caves be
expected to become reproductive? If
report spoke truly, the caves were so
beautiful that people would pay almost
any price to see them.

Tar! TREASURER: The Government
relied rather on indirect benefits from
railway traffic than from any charge for
entrance to the caves. He would state
later whether the grant was to heannual.

MR. YELVElVLON: It was to be,
hoped that in justice to the caves, the
Estimates for some years to come would
contain a. similar item. Such expendi-
ture as this was not in the interest of a
particular district but in that of the
State generally. If the caves were
rendered accessible, holiday makers would
be attracted to them, and would remain
here instead of visiling the Eastern
States. The caves would also attract mnail-
steamner passengers.

Mn. DIAMOND heartily supported the
item, as he would support items for
rendering accessible heauty-spots even at
Grass Patch or Salmon Gums. Mem-
bers who followed the course of events
intelligently knew that he had been
endeavouring to arrange for an influx
of tourists from India, and Ceylon.
The eaves forma one of the most attrac-
tive sights in Australia; and the recent
report of Mr. A. W. Dobbie-an inde-
pendent authority and a well-known
traveller-showed that they would ultim-
ately become the resort of large numbers
of tourists from abroad. India and
Ceylon contained wany officials and mer-
chants who were forced to take periodical
holidays, and who were by lack of meatns
prevented from visiting Britain or Europe.
If they could be induced to visit the
South-West, the large increase of revenue

[ASSEMBLY.] eirves and Roade.
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would more than cover the expenditure
on the eaves.

Ma. HOLMAN: The Estimates con-
tained another item of £4,800 for these
eaves; hence fuller information should
be givend as to the disposal of this.£1,000.
By spening £5,000 or £26,000 one could
make beauty spots anywhere. Better
give more assistance to the prospector
than beautify caves for the sake of
tourists by whom they were seldom
visited.

Tim TREASURER: The £21,000 was
Ear beautifying the caves. The other
grant was for road-making.

Mat. HASTIE: Had the Treasurer
framed these estimates they would no
doubt have been less ridiculous. For the
caves £6,000 or £6,000 was here set
down, and the member for the district
asked for more.

Ma. YRLVERTOI*: New South Wales
had spent £60,000 on the Jenolan caves,
and these caves were superior.

MR. HASTIE: Possibly, But the
majority could not see them. Let those
who visited the e;aves pay for them.
Oould not the caves be made profitable P

MR. YELVEETON: Yes; if money were
spent on them.

Mn. HASTJE: Last. year £1,000 was
spent. If this expenditure continued,
and admission fees were ultimately de-
manded from visitors, there would be an
outcry from the district. Fees should at
once be charged, as for the Zoo, where,
by the expenditure of less money than
the caves had absorbed, a profit was
earned. So much should not be spent
for the benefit of one district.

THae TREASURER. To Narracoorte
caves in South Australia visitors came
from all parts of the globe, justifying the
large Government expenditure. Our
caves in the South-West, were second to
none as beauty-spots; and by attracting
visitors the State would swell its railway
revenue. With a reasonable outlay to
protect stalactites and stalagmites from
destruction, and for attendance and light-
ing, the caves should ultimately become
profitable.

Item-Surveys, £213,000:
MR. THOMAS: Altogether the cost

of surveys for this country was £25,260,
which was over 50 per cent. of the total
cost of carrying on the Mines Depart-

went. It was to be hoped the Minister
would consent to a reduction of the item
by £2,000.

THE TREASURER: The member for
Northam bad stated that this item was too
small, and that member spoke with some
experience of the department. F'rom the
vote of £1 3,000 the contracting surveyors
were paid. for actual work done under
schedule rates. Last year only £11,154
19s. 4d. was expended. If the £13,000
was not required this year it would not

Ibe used. The officers were paid by regu-
lation. The item of expenses in connec-
tuon with surveys included the purchase
of mathematical instruments, etc., for
surveyors, forage for horses, and travel-
ling, and the item of £1,000 which
occurred later on was for the survey of
the route of the rabbit- proof fence.

Other items agreed to, and the vote
(red need to £67,822) passed.

Woods and Forests, £36,595:
Mit. HASTIE: This was probably

the most unsatisfactory department in
the State. This country had no Con-
servator of Forests. There was no officer
of ability to look after the forestry
department, and we had not sufficient
officers of ability and experience to collect
the information which was ordered by
Parliament by resolution a few months
ago. Probably the explanation was that
for some years we had had no forestry
expert in the department. At the head
of the department there was a secretary
who was not an expert in forestry. This
officer had hardly been outside his office
and, farther, his position during the last
year had been changed once or twice.
On the last Estimates an amount of
£500 was passed for a Conservator of
Forests. Shortly afterwards a chief
clerk was sappointed to the position of
conservator, but that apparently did not
suit the authorities, and they had some
doubt as to the wisdom of the appoint-
ment. This officer was appointed con-
servator at a salary of £450, but
subsequently his salary was reduced to
£,300 per annum, and the department
evidently considered the arrangement in
this respect was unsatisfactory. A large
quantity of timber was exported from
this country, and prior to its being sent
away it had to be passed by the Govern-

Iment inspector of timber, On looking
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over the Estimates ,he could not find the
salaries of these officers provided for.,

MR. TEESDALE SMITH: The purchasers
of the timber paid for these officers.

MR, RASTlE: Why were they called
Government inspectors?

Twaz Tnnsuani: Because the Govern-
ment appointed them.

MRs. YELVERTON: The Government
paid them and were recouped by the
purchasers of the timber.

Ms. HASTIE: Then the officer should
not have the title of Government inspector.

MaL. YBLYERTON: The Government
charged the purchasers of the timber for
the inspection.

MR. TIASTIE: This was an unsatis-
factory arrangement. If the Govern-
ment considered it was necessary that the
timber exported from the country should
be branded, then the Government should
pay for the inspection.

THE TIIEAsuRBR: These officers were
appointed as necessity occurred. We
were doing work for other Governments.

MR. FUASTIE: It would be advisable
for the Treasurer to look into the Woods
and Forests Departments when hie was
making inquiries into the Lands Doped-.
ment. It was advisable to know -what
timber was available and what timber
ought to be preserved; also to see that
certain conditions were applied to the
work of timber cutting, not only for the
State itself but also for the export trade.

Mn. JACO BY; It was to be hoped
that an experienced conservator of forests
would be appointed in this State. It was
of the highest importance that this work
should be in the hands of a man specially
trained. To a trained conservator of
forests there would be a good deal of
opportunity for planting some of the
waste lands of -the State. He felt sure
that some of these lands, particularly
sand lands, were suitable for forest work.
A conservator would probably lbe able to
discover that lands 'which we now con-
sidered waste sandy lands were fit and
profitable for forest planting. There was
a tremendous amount of work for a con-
servator of forests to do both in jarrah
and other forests, and also planting
forests with soft wood. It would be a,
great thing if we could get on some of
our land timber suitable for fruit cases.

Hit. ATKIN~S wished to draw atten-
tion to the inspection of jarrah~and other

1 timber being cut and used. There was a
great deal of needless waste in this direc-
tion, particularly in the sleeper timber
and short timber used, because hewers
felled a tree and utilised part, the rest
being left. An inspector should take
wore trouble to see that if trees were
felled they were used up and not left
partly used. Sawmillers wasted a lot of
timber, but at present that was unavoid-
able,

Item- Secretary, three months at £450,
4112 10a.; nine mouths at Q300-437
l0s.:

Ma. HASTIE moved that the word
"4secretary " be struck out with a view of
inserting "clerk." He did that in con-
formiky with a system started last session.
Only last year this gentleman occupied
the position of clerk, and his salary was
£275. This year he was replaced as
secretary ,and on account of the superior
title and' being chief ufficor of that de-

lpart ment be got a substantial rise of 425.
Last year his classification was that of
provisional and temporary. This year
he was on the fired list.

THn TREASURER said he did not
see any necessity to strike the word out.
The amount of the salary before was
£450, and it bad been reduced to £800
siace the present Government came into
power.

Mn. HABTIE: No.
THiE TREASURER:- Was he to convey

to his colleagues that the Committee
wanted a conservator of forests appointed?
(MEmBaEns: Yes.]' That expression of
opinion would assist him considerably,
He asked the Minister for Lands wily a

Iconservator had not been appointed, and
the Minister said that at present the
principal object was to see that timber of
the proper size, andc not s maller, was cut.
The duties of the forest rangers were to
issue licenses, collect fees therefor, enforce
Act and regulations, patrol boundaries of
timber leases, Crown land, reserves, e.,
collect royalty for timber cut on reserves,
inspect and report upon value of tim hier
upon land aephed for under conditional
purchase prior to selection. He asked
the memiber for Kanowna (Mr. Hastie)
not to insist on the word being struck
out He did not think it mattered one
way or the other.

[ASSEMBLY.] Woodir and Porests.
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Ma. HASTIE : Th last year's Estimates
we found several items in which officers
not less paid than this officer were placed
&s secretaries. The Committee unani-
mously agreed to strike out the word
11secretary " and to call them clerks, and
he thought on the whole that was a very
good. move. Next year, if a conservator
of forests were appointed, it would not
look so bad if this officer kept the position
of clerk1 which he always occupied.

MR. HOPKINS was at. a loss to under-
stand why the secretaries high up in the
service were termed " under secretaries."
Rle did not see that it mattered much.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: A secretary
was a political officer.

Ms. HOPKINS: We might overcome
that, and say the head of the clerical
officers of this department should be
secretary pure and simple. We ought to
have some name for the bead official which
would distinguish him from the other
members of the clerical staff. If be
remembered correctly, the officer to whose
description exception was taken last. year
was a new officer.

MR. TAYLOR: That was the case of a.
private secretary.

MR. HOPKINS: No. In New Zea-
land every Minister had a private secre-
tary, who came in and went out with the
Minister. Why not say "1Secretary and
Acting Conservator " in this case F

Mna. RASTIE: The item was really
new. Last year's Estimates showed one
clerk at £275, while this year's showed a
clerk at £200. There was an apparent
decrease: but the fact was that the item
represented a different man in a different
position, as in addition to the clerk there
was a secretary at £0300. The Estimates
showed an increase of £300 for no addi-
tional work, so far as he knew.

Tns TREASURER: The clerk was
transferred froni another department, and
last year's Estimates showed only a pro-
portion of the saary. The present sec-
retary was appointed Acting Conservator
of Forests in October, 1899, at a, salary
of £275; afterwards, he was appointed
Conservator of Forests, which position he
held for four months at a salary of £450
per year. Thereupon he was transferred
to the position of secretary at £2300 a
year.

Amendment negatived.

Item-Forest Ranger for Menzies,
£2160:

Item-Forest Ranger for Minginew,
£2160:

Ma. WALLACE: What, could a forest
ranger have to do at Menzies P The
Midland Railway Company employed a
ranuger of its own at Minginew.

TH9E TREASURES: The duties of a
forest ranger were to collect fees, to
enforce the Act and regulations, to patrol
boundaries of timber leases, Crown lands,
and reserves, to collect royalties for timber
cut on reserves, to inspect, and report on
the value of, timber on land applied for
prior to selection. The Government had
taken the same exception as the member
for Mt. Magnet to the employment of
forest rangers at Men zies and Minginew.
The Government failed to see what these
officers had to do.

MR. TEESsDALE SMITH:- Two or three
hundred woodcutters were employed about
Menzies.

Ma. WALLACE : The Treasurer's
reply showed that answers to questions
should he received with a good deal of
suspicion. 'Knowing the district well, he
was in a position to say that the forest
ranger at Minginew would not perform
once in a year some of the duties men-
tioned by the Treasurer; and the hon.
gentleman had been placed in a grossly
unfair position in being asked to make
such a statement. No wonder debate on
the Estimates was being prolonged.
Better strike the item out straight away.

Item-Nurseryman, £220:-
MnR. HOPKINS asked for information.
THE TREASURER: This officer was

down for an increase because he was an
exceptionally good man, and could get a
higher salary anywhere. The man, who
had Started a, State nursery and raised a
crop of trees for distribution and plant-
ing, had been promised an increase every
year, but had not got it.

MR. HAYWARD: Where was this officer
stationied?

T-HE TRtEASURER: At Drakesbrook.
Ma. HAYwARDo: Then the officer was

one who did good work.
Vote put and passed.

Agriculture, £14,675 6s.:
item-Director of Agriculture, £200:
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Mx. HOL[MAN asked for explanation.
Tax TREASURER:; This officer

managed the Agricultural Bank also, and
had reorganised that institution and the
Department of Agriculture, effecting a.
saving of over £2200 a year. As the re-
Organisation was recent, the royal com-
mission would probably not devote much
time to the department, which was work-
ing effectively.

Item-Chief Clerk, £250:

MsR. HOLMAN: Why this increase
from £190?P

Tax TREASURER:- This officer had
had to take up duties in conneution with
the Agricultural Bank.

Ma. WALLACE. On page 13 of his
report for the year 1902 the manager of
the Government Refrigerating Works
complained of the railway arrangements,
and of the meat supply being affected
by the inability of the railway officers to
provide the necessary cars to take meat
to the cold storage rooms. Complaint
was made also of the insanitary condition
of th e entrance to the stores, owing to
market ref use being allowed to accu-
mulate on the platform at the enltrance
instead of being removed several times
a day. This drove away customers,
and gave rise to reflections on the clean-
liness of the refrigerating works. In
allowing this serious evil, which had con-
tinued for some time prior to the com-
pilation of the report, both the local and
the central boards of health had neglected
their duty. Surely Ministers could not
deny knowledge of the report, which was
published for their information. The
Health Department should be asked to
do something. Th these matters the pro-
tests of members of Parliament seemed
to be ineffective. Only by prolonging
debates could Ministers be induced to
promise amendment.

THE TREASURER: The muatter would
be investigated.

Other items agreed to, and the vote
passed.

Agricultural Bank, £2,100:
MR. WALLACE: To-day he had

visited the Agricultural Bank office with
a friend, who went there to apply for
assistance and to ask that 'his property
be inspected, but was told by Mr. McLarty

that he would have to wait two or three
weeks or more before the inspector could
visit the land, which was within a reason-
able distance of Perth. lie (Mr. Wallace)
understood there was only one inspector
for that part of the State south of a
line drawn from the Moore River to
Albany.

MR. JACOBY: But the inspector dealt
with only those leases On which loans
were required.

MR. WALLACE: Assistance was
needed to prevent delay. On page 4 of
the annual report, attention was drawn
to the fact that the f unctions of the insti-
tution might well be expanded. There
was a report sent in by Mr. Paterson
pointing out the necessity for farther
inspectors, and in the absence of Mr.
Paterson Mr-. Brockmnan bad to carry out
the duties. The necessity for far-ther
office assistance was also pointed out.
The officers were unable to cope with the
work and delays arose. The people in
the country were crying out that they
could not get their applications attended
to and their letters replied to because of
the insufficiency of the staff. TIhe manager
in this department received £2200 a year
for travelling expenses and his; horses and
buggy were found. Mr. .Brockman was
paid .£150 for expenses, which was not
sufficient. It seemed that the allowances
were made without discrimination. The
Minister might make some consideration
when appointing the second inspecting
officer and make provision for his ex-
penses.

THE TREASURER: Owing to Mr.
Paterson's unfortunate illness, it was
possible that things in the department
had dropped behind. He would like to
wait until Mr. Paterson came back, which
he believed would be almost immediately,
and leave it for him to say if there were
sufficient hands to cope with the work.
It dlid not always do to take what an
officer said about his duties. Mr. Brock-
man bad to report on properties on which
advances bad been made, and he had to
see that borrowers were carrying out
their improvements in a proper manner;
therefore there was not sufficient work to
keep him employed in inspecting proper-
ties for which loans had been applied.
When Mr. Paterson returned the diffi-
culty might be relieved. and Mr. Brockman
would then be more at liberty to do the
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inspection and hardly any delay would
occur.

MR. JACOBY: The appointment of
a chief inspector was a new one. Previous
to this Mr. Paterson did the whole of
the work. Surely Mr. Paterson and the
chief inspector could now do what was
originally done by Mr. Paterson alone.
Farther assistance in the bank was not
required at the present time. It was a
matter for Ministerial inquiry as to
whether officers should be allowed to give
information about the bank. He under-
stoodtliat the hon. member (Mr. Wallace)
had received certain information from the
officers of the bank.

MR. WALLACE: About the inability of
the inspector to carry out the inspections.

Tns TREASUTRER: It was legitimate
for an officer to tell a member that a
property could not be inspected for three
weeks.

Mn. JACOBY: There was an objection
to officers of the bank giving information
about the working of the bank. He
thought the work of the bank was fairly
uip to date when the general manager was
there. If it had not been for the unfor-
tunate illuess of the manager, things
would not have drifted.

Other items agreed to, and the vote
passed.

Stock, £3,462 10s. 6d.:
MR. WALLACE: In the anial report

by the officer in charge of this depart-
ment, an appeal was made for accommo-
dation which was urgently necessary to
carry out a proper system for insuring a
better meat supply to the people. The
officer pointed out thatanumberof tuber-
culous cattle passed into consumption for

the want of proper abattoirs being con-
structed in accordance with his recommen-
dations made in 1896, and until abattoirs
were provided this state of things would
continue. The report said that in every
State of the Commonwealth we had evi-
dence yearly of the large percentage of car-
cases destroyed in the central abattoirs on
account of disease, and when we considered
that a large proportion of our meat was sup-
plied from the Eastern States, and it might
readily be assumed that we did not import
the choicest beasts procurable, it must be
patent to all that something like 10 per
cent, of the carcases at present going

I into consumption were more or less
diseased.

THE TREASURER: Was not this state-
ment very much criticised in the PressP

Mn. WALLACE: In support of this
statement lie wanted to put forward the
evidence given a few ago by Mr. Weir
before the select conimittee appointed to
inquire into the relaxation of the tick
conditions with regard to Kimberley
cattle. That officer, being the scientific
officer of this department, admitted they
had no system of inspection; that the
cattle were slaughtered at any time-
one thought he said from 4 o'clock in
the afternoon till 12 o'clock at night.
They only had one inspector, and it was
impossible for him to see all the meat that
was killed. If by chance the inspector
saw a carcase not particularly good,
it was branded in order to be destroyed;
but lie believed there was no regular
system of supervision for the disposal of
these condemned careases . A man work-
ing in a butchering establishment here
told hint he had seen meat cut up in a
certain shop1 in this city that would not
be fed to dogs. After being branded an
animal was, if condemned through the
presence of fever, boiled down and fed to
pigs. He took it there was no super-
vision by the health authorities right
throughout. Unless Ministers took these
matters up and saw that there was legis-
lation forcing these officers to do their
work, how could we expect the protection
to which we were entitled ? Ministers
did not read the reports of their officers.
There was the greatest laxity in the
supervision of our food supplies and our
sanitary affairs. The officer should be
given greater p~ower than he possessed,
and should receive the support of the
Minister, which, judging from his (Mr.
Wallace's) experience, he had not had.

Vote passed.

Rabbits, X32,750:

MR. JACOBY : It would be somec con-
siderable time before we had the rabbit.
proof fence erected. Were any steps
being taken to patrol the country to see
if the rabbits were getting over the line?

Tun TREASURER: Yes. The inspec-
tor said the reports that rabbits were seen
during last month had been greatly
exaggerated, and that he could manage
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very easily to keep (lowil the few that
had got ihtrough. The department were
doing 40 miles a month and making all
the headway they could with the fence.

MR. PHILLIPS: Was the inspector
giving satisfaction in every way? Hle
could remember the time when it took
12 months to erect 12 miles of fencing.

THE TREAS-URER: All the officers,
he understood, were giving satisfaction,
but he could hardly say, seeing they did
not come under his personal supervision.
He would he only too glad to inquire and
let the hon. member know.

Vote put and passed.
Progress reported, and leave given to

sit again.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 18 minutes

after midnight, until Wednesday after-
noon.

itrgislatibe Council,
Wednesday, 1O01h December, 1Q02.
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THE PRESIDENT took the Chair at
4-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the MINISTER FORs LANDS: i, Per-

mission to the West Australian Goldfields
Firewood Supply, Limited, to construct
a Timber Tramway. 2, Correspondence
and Papers in connection with the
exchange of laud with the Occidental
Syndicate.

Ordered: To lie on the table.

QUESTION -LAND SETTLEMIENT,
GREAT SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

HoN. C. A. FIESSE asked the Minister
for Lauds: ,, How many Inspectors are
engaged classify ing lands along the Great
Southern Railw~ay. 2, How many officers
are engaged inspecting conditional un-
provements in same locality. 3, Do any
officers hold tho dual position of Classifi-
cation and Conditional Imaprovement
Inspectors. 4, If the Government (hav-
ing in view the arrears of work in elassi-

Ification and inspection of conditional
improvements) intends to appoint extra
officers- 5, If the importance of keeping
classification and improvemnent conditions
Up to date is realised by the Lands De-
partment. 6, If it is not possible to

Ifurnish applicants with classification
reports within a few day' s of application
for land. If not, why not. 7, The names
of the officers mentioned in questions 1,
2, sand 3. 8, If any of these officers are
expected to do work in the districts North
of Beverley, or the adjoining districts
South of Great Southern Railway.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS
replied: J, 2, and 3, Three Inspectors
are engaged, and their duties combine

1 classifying land and inspection of Con-
ditional Purchase Improvements. 4, Two
additional inspectors have lately been
appointed- 5, Yes. 6, N'); as the In-
spectors' districts embrace such a large
area, it is impossible, owing to the time
taken up in gravelling from one part to
another. 7, A. B.Fry, W.W. Thompson,
and J. A. Hall. 8, Yes; the greater
portion of Mr. Fry's district is North of
Beverley, and Mr. Thompson's and Mr.
Hall's districts embrace the remainder of
the country along the Great Southern
Line to Albany.

QUESTION- RAILWAY PROJECT, PORT
HEDLAND.

HON. J. E. RICHARDSON asked the
Minister for Lands: i, If the attention
of the Government has been drawn to an
article which appeared in the Morali.nq
Herald of 6th IDecember, by Mr. W.
Porritt, with reference to the necessity of
a railway from Port Hedland to Marble
Bar. z, If the Government will cause
inquiries to be made with a view of
ascertaiing whether a railway from Fort
Hedland to Marble Bar, or other centre
of that district, is required.


